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Albuquerque, New Mexico, Wednesday, September 28, 1921.
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LEAD OF YANKS
SET YOUR FACES
IS REDUCED TO
GAME AUD HALF AGAINST EVILS,

1TII0FM
CHARb

mm

ARBUGKLETQ BE

I III

DECIDED

jdge Lazarus to Rule
Whether Movie Comedian
Is to Be Held for Murder
Or Mere Manslaughter!
MRS. DELMONT NOT
CALLED TO TESTIFY

Prosecution Suddenly Closes
Its Case Without the Tes- -:
timonv of the Complaining

v

H

V Witness,
(By The Asaoclated

run.)

San francisco, Calif., Sept. 27.
f
Roscoe
whothcr
he question
J ratty) Arbuckle will bo tried In
le superior court for tho murder
; Miss Virginia Happe, or whether
, e will be held on the lesser charge
f manslaughter, will be decided
by Police Judge Sylvain
azarus, before whom the film
:omedian has been examined on a
uirder accusation.
The prosecution suddenly closed
its case today without the testimony of the complaining witness,
saying
Delmont,
Mrs. Barribina
mplo evidence already had been
.esented to warrant holding for
urder. The court, although warn--
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tames through a Pittsburfc
victory. The Yankees
win hi.na.nf tliolr fnK.V
naining games to clir (& jt
iennant and the GIao"C',.of
If tb' vJ' ees
their four.
break even Cleve
ts four
have have to wl
games to finish v .. Pittsburgh faces the tak of winning all its five games, while
New York is losing four.
The New York Americans
will play in
Philadelphia
Thursday and Friday and will be
Athletics
host to the
Saturday
and to Boston Sunday. Clevee
series
land begins a
In Chicago Thursday.
Nationals
York
The New
will play at home with Boston
on Friday and will go to Philadelphia for two games Saturday. The Giants end their
season at Brooklyn Sunday.
Pittsburgh plays all of its five
games in St. Louis, beginning
Thursday.
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ARE IN DEMAND

the district attorney that he
as running the danger of a dls- issal by not producing more
(Br The Aaaoclated Praia.)
oof, practically removed all
New
Sent. 27. Trading in
of such action by denyin,; Liberty York,
notes
bonds and
defense motion to dismiss and on tho stock exchangoVictory
today again
inouncing that he rarely failed to attained large proportions
and
ld a defendant to answer. As to created several new high records
is particular charge, however,
for the year, the chief feature be
udge Lazarus said his mind was ing Victory 4s. These rose to
..ot yet made up.
with most xther
99, but reacted
Case Continued.
issues
when realizing sales
He then continued the case until caused later,
moderate recessions.
tomorrow at 2 p. m.. giving the
Out of total bond sales, roughly
defense permission to introduce estimated at 119,000,000. the
Lib
evidence of its own at that time if erty and Victory issues contributlesired. Frank Dominguez,
ed 75 per cent. Unusual activity
chief counsel, said he was shown
by several Liberty
would not reach a decision until but the Victory
alone made
himself
to
avail
whether
hat time
up about 30 per cent of the whole.
v
ot the opportunity.
Demand for these securities again
Domlnguefc demanded an oppor- proceeded, according
to reports
tunity to prove Mrs. Delmont'sto ac-be from important financial institu
Arbuckle
cusations against
companies
tions, from insurance
falsehoods, but Judge Lazarus said and other large corporations, as
the district attorney could not be well as estates and rich individuals
Invest
compelled to put her on the stand, in .search of acceptable
although he regretted greatly that ments;
more proof had not been given and
accounts
the
From all
the complainant examined.
ot these bonds by small In
Invitation Dce'lnetl
vestors has ceased.
Mathew - A.
District Attorney
An important clement In the inISJldy suggested tha I'Uomtncuex finity
3jct:ritli is
himself could call Mrs. Delmont the relaxation of money rates. This
atrs a witness, but the defense
has' released large amounts of idle
torney declined to accept tho sug- capital.
gestion.
Low records for the various
Assistant District Attorney Gold sues were established
early this
was
en said the district attorney
year. The recovery to the highest
not required to disclone more of levels of this year this week ran
its case than enough to warrant a from about $2.75 to 95.15 per $10.0
holding for probable cause and bonds.
Dominguez replied that tho issue
was not between Mrs. Delmont and
Arbuckle, but between the people LEGION OF VALOR IS
of California and Arbuckle.
HOLDING CONVENTION
Two women, Zoh Prevost and
Alice Blake,' testified today that
(Bj Tor Aaeuclatrd Ptraa.)
Miss Virginia Rap"pe, when found
Boston,
Sept 27. Heroes of
in distress in Arbucklc'a apartments on September
fifth, had land and sea, members of the
cried 'T am dying. Ho hurt me." Army and Navy Legion of Valor
and that Arbuckle had told her Of r the United States, comprising
to "shut up" or he would "throw those who have been awarded the
congressional medal' of honor or
her out the window."
service
cross,
"You're crazy. Shut tip or I'll the distinguished
s
convention
throw you out of the window," opened a
rewag the version of Arbuckle's
A plan to continue the life of
marks given by Miss Blake, while
Miss Prevost testified "If you don't the organization 1iy creation of a
to
class of membership,
second
stop yelling I'll throw you out the which lineal
descendants of the
window."
pos-bllit- y

4s

two-day-

Administered Toe
Both said that Arbucklo administered ice to Miss Rappo while
she was moaning in pain, Miss
Prevost saying he accompanied it
with the remark "That'll bring you
to."
The prosecution)' however,
drew testimony from Miss Blake
which they said indicated there
had been another incident.
Another exciting incident was
told of by Josephine Keza, a maid
at the St. Francis hotel, who said
tt at from the corridor she heard
screams from, room 21 9, the room
d' scribed by other witnesses as the
(Continued on Page Two.)
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members will be eligible, will tie
considered.

DAIL CABINET WILL
ASSEMBLE THURSDAY
Dublin, Sept. 27 (by he Associated Press). The dail cabinet
will assemble in the Mansion house
Thursday to consider the reply of
premier Lloyd George to Eamonn
de Valcra'a latest communication,
Mr.
it was announced
tonight.
Lloyd George's reply will be made
public Wednesday, according to a
London announcement.

OF 75 TALESMEN IN THE

.

SOUTHARD CASE EXHAUSTED AND
COURT ADJOURNS UNTIL TODAY
Prosecution Has Exhausted Four of Its Per- emptory Challenges and the Defense Three;
A .Many Changes Are Expected in the Person-n'elof the Jury Before the yBox Is Filled.
U

(BY TUB ASSOCIATED PRESS.)
Twin Tails, Idaho, Sept. 27 The Meyer Southard, charged with the
nire of seventy-fiv- e
talesmen murder of her fourth husband, Edpaneled to provide a Jury in the ward F. Meyer, was exhausted late
adjourned until
se ot the state against Lyda today and court
2 p. m. Wednesday
to permit of
V
ot
a
the empaneling
special venire
of forty men.
The entire day's session was
spent In the work of selecting a
jury. At the hour of adjournment
the prosecution had exhausted four
of its peremptory challenges and
TILE FORECAST.
'
defense three. Because of the
Denver, Colo., Sept. 27. New the
each side has ten
exlco: i Fair
Wednesday 'and fact that It is
expected that there
V mrsday; not much change .n will still
be many changes in tho
mperature.
of tho Jury before the
Fair Wednesday, not personnel
Arizona:
box Is filled to the satisfaction of
quite so warm north central and both sides.
extreme northwest portions; ThursThe court room was well filled
,
,
day, fair.
with spectators during' the afternoon session, many of whom were
LOCAL REPORT.
young girls. The defendant 'and
Conditions for the twenty-fou- r
her husband, Paul Vincent Southhours ended at 6 p. m. yesterday, ard, occupied
their accustomed
recorded by the university:
chairs
but there was a noticeable
87
in the manner of each tohighest temperature
change
' 65 wards
Lowest
both, the proceedings and
the newspaper men present. Both
Range
71 Southard and his wife announced
Moan
38 that they would have no further
Humidity at 6 a. m.
1
statements of any kind to make.
Humidity at 6 p. m....
None
One or two minor legal tilts be
Precipitation
8 tween
Maximum wind velocity......
attorneys alone served to
West break the monotony ot the work ot
"Direction t'f wlnd.w
......
Fail' Jury selection.
Character ot day- -.
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,
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New York Sept, 27.

WHISKEY. GRHHD

1 1

we

mn-me-

JUDY INFORMED

d

of Free Government

MUST HI? COmDatefj. SSVS
G. A. R. Chief.

(ByTha Auoclatcd Preaa.)
Sept. 27. Every
Indianapolis,
Insidious attack against the principles of free government must be
fought off. Commander in Chief
W. A. Ketcham of the Grand Army
of the Republic, declared today in
an address at the formal opening
annual encampof the fifty-fift- h
ment. He told his comrades they
should "set their faces like flint
against all the evils that are
threatening bolshevism, I. W,
anarchism, Ku Klux Klan
whatever their name may be that
tend to throw a Wight on the fair
name of the land that we saved
and still love."
Commander Ketcham's address
marked the opening of the business session. While the veterans
were meeting allied organizations
also began formal gatherings. The
Sons ot Veterans began their conThe auxvention this afternoon.
also opiliary of tjhls
ened its Jneetlng.
Mrs. Inez Jameson Bender; president of the Woman's Relief Corps,
in opening the session of that body
suggested unification of the women's organizations affiliated with
the G. A. R.
While the various organizations
were meeting, the veterans also
found time to attend brigade and
reunions.
'regimental
As on previous days, the veterans apparently found more pleasure in the informal reunions with
their war time friends than in the
formal sessions.
W.-'is-

LIBERTY BONDS

4s

a

cks Against

V 'ciples

four-gam-

VICTOR!

BOBBED CARS OF

VETERANS TOLD

cans over the Cleveland world's
champions was cut to a game
and a half today wnen me
while that of the
wa;

a

SCHOOL GIRLS WEAR
'EM ROLLED DOWN IN
N. Y.; ALSO BOB HAIR

CHICAGO POLICE

'

that bobbed

(By The Aaaoclated Preaa.)
New York, Sept. 27. The
lead of the New York Ameri-

"orkTauoIs
to three and

MRS, SOUTHARD CHARGED
WITH SLAYING HUSBAND

Dally

AMADOR ULIBARRI IS
x
APPOINTED SHERIFF
IN SAN MIGUEL CO.
(By Tba Annclatod Preaa.)
East Las Vegan, N. M., Sept. 27.
On recommendution
of the re-

publican central committee of San
Miguel county, the county commissioners have appointed Amador
Uliharrl to fill the unexpired term
of Sheriff Secundlno Romero, who
resigned to take up the duties of
United States Marshal of the district of NeW' Mexico. Mr; Romero's
resignation takes effect next Saturday. Mr. Romero was appointed
to the office of marshal by President Harding last July.

LABOR BALKS AT

'

ACCEPT!!!
AT REDUCED PAY
This Is Assigned As a Contributory Cause of the Unemployment Situation, Is
Claim of Phelps.
(By The Amoclated Preaa.)

Washington, Sept 27. Unanimous agreement on emergency re
lief measures on the part of manufacturers to be recommsnded to
the national conference of unem
ployment was reached today by tho
committee in charge ot this branch
of the employment problem.
The committee's report is to be
submitted to the conference for
adoption when it reconvenes October 5. It was understood, how
ever, that the report would suggest some rearrangement of working time to permit of a more nu
merous employment of workers by
the manufacturers.
The manufacturers committee,
It emer
the first to complete
gency recommendations, includes
in its personnel Charles M. ScnwaD
of New York and Samuel Gompers.
were said to
Other committee
be rapidly completing their recomThe committees on
mendations.
state and municipal measures and
public works were understood to
have about finished a report which
would suggest greater activity by
communities and municipalities in
publio works with special attention to increased road construction
as a means of giving employment.
The first public hearing of the
conference was held today on unstatistics
and witemployment
nesses presented data.
Labor's unreadiness
to accept
work at reduced wages was assigned as a contributory cause of the
unemployment situation by Russell F. Phelps, director of statistics of tho Massachusetts labor department, while H. D. Jacobs, president of the
men's emdeclared the
bureau,
ployment
problem among former soldiers
was to find positions for the great
percentage ot illiterate and unskilled men, too weakened from
their service for hard labor.

DOMESTIC LABOR IS
SCARCE IN NEW YORK
(By The aaaociated Preaa.)

New York, Sept. 27. Domestic
labor Is so scarce In New York
that in thousands of homes, normally well supplied with servants the
mistress is doing her own houseMaids and butlers are
keeping.
said by employment bureaus to
prefer being out of work to: tak
ing Jobs at less than the high wage
scales prevailing last year.
Of' many reasons advanced hy
employment agencies for the failure1 of servants and employers to
agree, one of the most common is
that prospective maids seek work
only because-- . their husbands are
Jobless and are refused place because prospective eemployers will
not consider apllcants for temporary positions.
Prevailing wage scales are said
by employment agencies to be:
Cooks, J50 to $70 a month; general houseworkers,
840 to $50
chambermaids, $50 to $60. Japa-ncr- e
butlers command $100 to $125
a month with board and lodging.
.

Coppers Are Alleged to Have
Obtained As Many As Half
a Dozen "Rake Offs" On
the Same Case,

2,500

BOOTLEGGERS
FORCE, IS CLAIM

hair

pj Carrier or

EH

Evidence

down stockings were reaching
the epidemic stage was seen today with the opening of several
more exclusive
New York
schools for girls. Statistician estimate that in one fashionable
Brooklyn school the longs were
tied with the Rhorts and the
rolled downs with the rolled ups.
While not daring actually to
dock their locks a la Greenwich
village, several young teachers
were found simulating the fashion of New York's Latin quarter
by puffing the hair over the
ears and rolling it under all
around the head.

Witness Explains the
System Under Which the
Blue Coats Operated in
Disposing of Booze,

A

v

-

-

-

.

f

(By The Asaorlntcd Praat.)

'

y

I

Chicago, Sept. 27. A system
through which Chicago policemen
were alleged to have obtained as
many as half a dozen rake offs on
the same case of whisky was revealed today in tho government's
investigation of the police department, said by Chief of Police
Charles Fitzmorrls, to contain
bootleggers in a membership
of 5,000.

Tho request of the chief that
the federal authorities help him
clean house was placed before the
federal grandjury with a score of
witnesses, most of them policemen,
testifying today.
System Is i:plnlnod
One witness, according to officii. Is, explained tho system. Members ot tho polire force, organized
In bands, ho said, would obtain inas to shipments
of
formation
whisky into Chicago, and then In
uncars
uniform, would rob tho
der tho pretense that they were
confiscating liquor.
The whisky then was sold at
fairly cheap bootlegging prices.
?
Whon
tho liquor was delivered,
Mrs. Lydia Southard.
however, a policeman always ap'
-peared and demanded a substany,
lt
tial amount from the recipient for
After the sum had
protection.
"
been paid, other policemen would
raid tho placo and after collecting
another fee, would "confiscate"
the liquor,
it and repeat the
process sometimes half a, dozen
times beforo turning tho whisky
over to a favored saloon keeper
for sale at high prices.
t'lyno Vrcparing Ileport
Charles F. Clyne, district attorney, tonight still was preparing a
full report to Chief Fltzmorris. In
which he promises to name every
member of the police force against
whom he has evidence.
Replying to a statement by
Wayne B. Wheeler, counsel for the
antl saloon league, taet blame for
lack of enforcement of the prohibition Jaws in Chicago lay with
tho city and federal officials, Chief
Fitzmorris said:
"Tlioro is nn old Arabian
proverb thnt will reply to Mr.
Wliw'liT.. It runs HomcthliiK
like this: Ho that knows not
and knows not that lie knows
Court house at Twin Falls, Idaho, whore Mrs. Lyilln Southard
not, Is a fool. Shun hint.' "
was placed on trial Monday, charged with murdering her fourth
husband, Edward I'. Meyer.

fpX
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LAND OFFICE TO

SL4 IE GOVERNORS ARE ASKED BY

TURN

HARDING TO PROCLAIM OCTOBER
10TH AS FIRE PROTECTION DAY
(BY THE ASSOCIATED PRESS.)
'11.
State .fects and threatened economic dls- Washington,
Sept.
fire
were
governors
requested by Presi- aster of such unnecessary
dent Harding in a proclamation to- waste;
"To urge, as an every day duty
day to designate October 10, anniversary of the Chicago fire, as fire of citizenship, individual and collective
efforts in conserving our
prevention day.
The proclamation follows:
country's natural and created re"Whereas, tho United States suf- sources, and,
"To promote systematic instrucfers through direction of fire an
annual loss of life estimated at tion in fire prevention in our
human
15,000
beings, most of schools, constant observance of the
them women and children.
precautions that safeordinary
"Whereas, in the face of the guard us from fires, and an order-lincs- s
in homes and
world's dire need for American
community
products our fire losses increased that we may overcome this lurking
poril.
during 1920 to over $500,000,000,
r
"Fire is a danger that never
and during the provioim
period totaled $1,416,675,000, and, sleeps."
forest
in addition
"Whereas,
flrea during the five years ended
with 1920, further reduced our SPECIAL FARES ARE
by
diminishing timber resources
OFFERED TO R0SWELL
over $85,000,000, and also threatFEDERATION MEETING
ening with aridity over 56,000,000
acres of hitherto productive woodland, and,
Special railroad rates to the state
"Whoreas, most of our fire losses
are due to carelessness and ignor- federation of women's club meetance and may be easily prevented ing in Roswcil on October 25, 26
by increased care and education on and 27, have been obtained from
the part of the citizens:
all parts of tho state, according
"Therefore, I. 'Warren G. Hard- to an announcement made by the
ing, president of tho United States, stato president, Mrs. R. I Dono-ho- o
do urge upon the governors to desof Santa Fe.
ignate and set apart October 10,
A rate of one and one half fare
anniversary of the Chicago fire, on the certificate plan has been
as fire prevention day with these authorized, conditional upon an
principal objects In view,
of 150 or more by rail.
of their attendance
"To request citizens
the certificate plan one way
states to plan' for that day and Under
tickets are purchased at the reguperiod, through pulpit,' through lar one way rale, certificate isforum and through tho schools, sued, and' return tickets are sold
such instructive and educational at one half later to original startexercises as shall Impress the pub- ing point, provided that there are
ef- lio mind with the calamitous
15o or more certificates presented
showing purchase of one way tickets. The Santa Fe and the Southwestern roads have granted the
special fare and all other roads in
the state will probably do likewise.
CALL
The tickets must be sold October
24 to 27 with return limit of October 29.
A large attendance from all of
the towns and cities in the state,
from Albuquerque, is
Walkout Has Been Author- particularly tho
convention which
expected at
ized By the Leaders; Ar promises to bo a splendid meeting.
names of delegates and visittion Will Be Taken When Tho
ors should be sent to Mrs. Grace
Boar at Roswcil as soon as
the Ballots Are Counted.; Thorp
possible.
,

five-yea-

t:

TRAINMEN WILL

STRIKE IF
VOTE FAVORS IT

(By Tfaa Aaaoclated Preaa.)

Chicago, Sept. 27. An immedi
ate strike of the 186,000 railway
trainmen employed on American
roads will be ordered if the strike
vote now being counted favors it,
James Murdock. vice president of
the trainmen's organization, an
nounced tonight
"At. a matter of fact," he said,
"a strike really has been author
ized already by the loaders. The
minute the vote is counted, tho
strike order will bo ordered, provided the vote favors a strike, and
there is little chance that it won't.
The leaders will not oppose the
wishes ot the men."

E

HALF
S

MILLIQNDQ L

to Be Given State
Treasurer for Benefit of

Fund

Common

and

Schools

State Institutions.
tapBClAt. Dia,ieH to moknin JOURNAL!
Santa Fe, Sept. 27. The state
land office will shortly turn over
to the state treasurer's office nearly isnn nnn Wlvpd frnm oil leases
and held in escrow heretofore be
cause or tne penaency oi suns atLand
tacking tho leases. Assistant
Tommissloner Frits Muller stated
today.
This' derision followed Attorney
General Harry S. Bowman's opln-I.- ,.
t,n
ha .mm prtnM be turned
over and made available for Imuse by the common
mediate
schools and state Institutions, the
beneficiaries
from tne lanaa on
which the leases were granted. He
gave this opinion at the request of
the land office,
anrvman maiA lm mnneV 7nH for
the most part already earned be
cause tne greater part came ironi
first year's rentals and the lessees
adalready had received all the even
vantages they could expect
should the supreme court hold the
leases Invalid in that they had
possession of the lands or drilling
for the period covered
by the
rentals.
The attorney general added. In
Via nntninn th ninn.v Tint "earn
ed" but he'ld up pending the su
preme couri s accisiun ewou anuuiu
be turned over.

ANDREW, REPUBLICAN,
ELECTED TO CONGRESS
IN

MASSACHUSETTS

(By The Aaaoclntfd Preaa.)
A. P. Andrew,

Boston, Sept. 27.

former assistant secretary ot the
treasury, was chosen to succeed W.
W. Lutkln as congressman from
the Sixth Massachusetts district at
the special election today. Mr.
Andrew, republican, won by a
ma-jori-

of 15,753 over C. I.
.
democrat.

PctUn-gcl-

GOVERNOR SHOULDN'T
MILITARY PARADE IS
RISK HIS LIFE JOY
HELD IN MEXICO CITY
RIDING IN AIRPLANE
,
(By The Anociutcd Preaa.)

Mexico City, Sept. 27. A military parade of great dimensions
comprising 16,000 men was held today in honor of the one hundredth
anniversary of tho independence of
Mexloo.
The troops were well
equipped and inarched with discipline, .
The army has Jhcen undergoing
extensive
under the
direction 'of Secretary of War Es-

trada,

(By The Aaaoclated Preaa.)

Ilaton Kougc. La., Kept. 27.
Protest against Governor
Parker taking airplane rides
was made today by State
Representative Dnpre.
Governor Parker yesterday
went to New Orleans in an
airplane. Mr. Dupro, In a letter to tho governor, rlwlnrrnl
the governor should not "need
Iceely risk" his Wo.
--

-

l,

Mall, 85c a M
Single tJnplii

tt
i,

AN

ES OF TAX

DILL READ! Fkii

BITTERCLASHES
More

Important Provisions of
the Measure Reported By
Senate Finance Committee
Will Be Attacked.

DEMOCRATSTO OFFER

ON

One

EDITION

SUPPORTERS

and rolled

I

CITY

RADICAL AMENDMENTS

2 PERISH WHEN

Objections to Specific Sections Also Come From Republicans; Class Discriminations Are Charged, i

MAVYSUBMARINE
GOES TO BOTTOM

(TIT

Sinking Occurs in San Pedro
Harbor; Divers Expect to
Have the Vessel Raised
By Today.
(By Tlia Auorlnted

p,

PreM.)

Los Angeles, Calif., Sept. 27.
Opening of an inner torpedo door
while the outboard shutter was
opened and failure of an interlocking device to operate caused the
sinking last night of the navy sub
marine
with loss of two lives
in San Pedro harbor, it was off
lly announced at fleet head
quarters today.
J. K. Dreffeln of San Pedro, was
drowned when thrown from the
conning tower of the sinking submarine and Frank O. Spaulsbuig
of Powers I'ike, N, D., was trapped
in tho engulfed craft. Both were
seamen of the
crew.
Admiral E. W. Eberle, com
mander in chief of the Pacific
fleet, will return aboard the U. S. S.
New Mexico tomorrow from San
Diego and Inaugurate a court in
quiry into the accident.
The sinking occured while the
R-- 6
was moored with eight other
submarines to the mother ship
Camden.
That tho sinking was
accelerated by inrush of water
through opened vents and the conning tower, also open due to the
excessive warmth here last night.
was the opinion expressed by Itear
Admiral H. O. Stickney, command
er of the Pacific fleet train. He
witnessed it from the deck of his
flagship the Cruiser Frederick,
moored noarby.
Diving crews worked today on
the R- - and expect to have It
raised by tomorrow.
Its conning
tower is six feet tinder water.
K-- 8,

U-- C

000,

and a

SO

per cent rate

above $.100,000.
taking the bill up under an
agreement to accept uncontested
committee amendments to the original house measure, the senate
on
made
proposed
progress
changes to some administrative
features. None of the levy provisions was passed upon, however,
objection being made.
Amendment
Democrat!
Amendments to be offered by
tho democrats, Senator Simmons
said, would bo designed to "produce something like uniformity of
taxation between the defendant
classes and groups of tax payers,
and will rmedy some of the class
discriminations
which reek,
throughout the bill."
There was some discussion today
of a tax on tho undivided profits
of corporations so as to avoid payment of revenue to the gov
ment. Senator Smoor, repubV
I'tah. said he hoped no
would be made to pass a law vt vv
would force corporations to
tribute their profits as divldem
this would tend to prevent i
from laying by sufficient sui
to meet a slump.
Senators Simmons and I '(",
democrat, Ftah, said there w .'
n
be no disposition to enact su
law, but that somo means sh bo found to prevent corpora
from evading the payment of
Senator Smoot said he did
think there would be many
cerns which t would make en. -- ia
In the next several years to have
any considerable surplus left after paying regular dividends.
Provisions Passed Over
bill
Important provisions of the con
passed over today for future
sideration included those reducing
the surtax rates to 32 per cent;
Increasing the income tax on corporations from ten to 15 per cent;
taxing life insurance companies:
granting additional exemptions to
heads of families having incomes
of $3,000 or less arid on account
of dependents:
defining foreign
trade corporations;
exempting
from the corporation tax labor, agricultural or horticultural organizations, mutuab savings banks not
having a canitat stock represented
by shares, domestic building loan
assoclat:ons "substantially all the
business of which is confined to
making loans to members," and
the section striking out the house
proposal making the salaries of
(Continued on Page Two.)
I'.y

RANCHMEN BELIEVE
THEY HAVE LOCATED
A BURIED TREASURE

el:

(By The Aainrlntrit Preaa.)
Denver, Sept. 27 William

Bark
er and Charlie "Puma" Lee, ranch
men near Lake City, Colo., believe
they have located an enormous
treasure said to have been deposited in a shaft In Treasure Peak
In tho San Juan range by a band
of Spaniards and Frenchmen several hundred years ago, according
to an interview with th men in today's Denver Post.
"At tho bottom or tne mine
shaft we found a tablet giving a
complote description of the location of the treasure," Lee is quoted
as saying. Because of the rock
slides the men estimated the trca-tur- e
to be 200 or more feet benea'h
tho original location.
According
tn the Post Interv ew the descrip
tion Is in Spanish and says that
three tunnels and two walls must
be pierced before tho treasure is
found. The description tolls the
distance of each of the tunnels and
the thickness of tho walls. The
table, according to the interview,
says there are 3,516 bars, but does
not say whether tncy are goia or
silver. The size of tho bars also
Is given.
"We have pierced one of the
tunnels," the interview quotes the
men saying, "but found no traces
of the treasure."
The men will start excavation at
once, the story says and quotes
them as saying they expect it ti
take two months to reach the spot
where the precious metal is supposed to be buried.
THREE-FOURTH-

The Aasorlatrd Praaa.)

Washington, Sept. 27. Tax revision legislation was put under
way today in the senate with indications of a bitter fight to come
over the more important provisions of the measure reported by
the finance committee.
Notice was given by Senator
Simmons, North Carolina, ranking
minority member of the commit-tethat "sweeping and radical
amendments" would be offered by
tho democrats and he added that
if the sponsor for the manufacturers' sale tax would accept these
amendments, serious consideration
would be given such a salo tax as
a part of the democratic scheme,
provided such a levy should prove
norTessary to raise tho needed rev?
enue.
Tlotli Sides Object
Objections 'to specific sections
came from tho republicans, as well
as the democratic side and Senator
Lenroot, of Wisconsin, republican,
proposed amendments to the income surta.; provision under which
existing rates would be continued
up to 50 per cent on incomes exceeding $100,000, with an alternate
proposal of a 50 per cent lew on
Incomes of from J100.00O to $300,-- ;
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VOTE OF MINERS

S

SHOWS SENTIMENT IN FAVOR OF
KANSAS MEN RETURNING TO WORK
Roll Call Marks a Show Down Between the
Forces, Led By Howat,
and Supporters of the Administration of
President Lewis and Other Officers.
Anti-Administrati-

on

(BT THE

ASSOC IATKD PRESS.)

Indianapolis. Ind.. Sept. 27.
Final decision on whether striking
coal miners in Kansas should be
ordered back to work waa delayed
until tomorrow when the convention of the United Mine Workers of
America adjourned late today with
or
little more than three-fourtthe vote complete. The incom
the
favored
plete vote, however,
order for return to work by a majority of 230 (unofficial).
Tho roll call vote wnicn oegan
soon after the convention resumsd
work today, murked a showdown
between the
Howat,
forces, led by Alexander
president of the Kansas district.
and supporters of the administra
tion policies of President Jonn u
Lewis and other International mine
workers officials. Administration
officials had asked the convention
to direct Howat to order the strik
ers back to work and the vote was
on thla qestlon.
When tho votinc was stopped
the administration's recommendation for resumption of work wus
favored, 1.741 to 1.C17. Washington was the first state to swing to
Howat, giving 1$ to 21 votes in op- -

position to the
Aftat

Tnwa

back-to-wor-

delegate

oraer.
had In

creased tha administration lead by
seventy votes, the Kansas delegation, representing Howat's district,
split, but tne majority, it 10
stood by Howat in opposition to
Votlnaf StOPDed
ho wnrlr order.
after Colorado and Maryland dele
gates voted almost souuty lor uib.
work order.

z,

LANDLORD OVSTED.
Chicago, Sept. 2L A lni . dord ( ousted from his o j
house today by one of his t n
ants, and Judge Bernard I

rasa

In

the rent eourt,

proved the procedure.
John Ziieearella, when su
.......

ra

wit

i,w a in

M
.

,

v

amler icrrl, quietly purthaIm 4a
V''
tlio h, i.iImi tvlilnh ruiii

n r:nipl. thutt b
coming (ierrl's landlord. H
i
eourt held tierrl'a lease nurithe upheld, ami Zuoearella wtif"
ordered to vacate.
Htiji.,, i,uiun

;
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Page Two
NATURE OF CHARGE
AGAINST ARBUCKLE TO
BE DECIDED TODAY

1ESERV E
TO BE CREATED
T

Plans Are Made Which Will
Permit Quick Mobilization
for More Than 4 Million
; Fighting Men.
(By The Aaaoclated

-

September

pre.)

Washington, Sept. 27. Compre-'- s
ienslve plans for creation of the
Organized reserve of the army on
? i basis to permit quick moblliza-- l
Hon of more
than four million
I lighting men have been prepared
y the general staff. An outline of
Ihe preliminary
steps was made
''
public today.
The scheme, which was developed
inder authority of congress, con-- !
lemplates virtually no expenditures
In its present stages, yet in the
plnion of Major General Harbord,
; ictlng chief of staff, would furnish
frame work ior mobilization of the
lation in arms in a matter of weeks.
f- Twenty-seve- n
Infnntry Divisions.
Twenty-seve- n
lntantry divisions
Df the reserve are
provided for,
the 76th to the
from
..numbering,
in number
both
;i04th, preserving
and the geographical location
where each originated, the sixteen
national army divisions. The saina
!,
r

territorial distribution as to armies
and army corps areas is followed
is In the regular army organization
'and the structure of the national
guard. The result will be to establish the three armies of the national land defense forces on an identical basis with control decentralized

.from Washington for all three into
the hands of the corps area

which Miss Rappe entered
with Arbuckle and a woman's
voice crying "No, no, oh my God."
"Shut up," followed a masculine
voice, according to Mm Keza, who
said she heard "Screaming all arternoon in room 1219 and "music,
dancing and doors- - slamming," in
room 1220, where the party was
assembled.
"Why did you listen In the cor
rlflor? ' asked Dominguez.
"When I heard the scream,
listened," she replied.
Arunoklc Wore Pajamas.
Alice Blake told of finding Ar
buckle and Lowell Sherman in bath
;Vobea and slippers, Arbuckle wear
ing also pajamas and Sherman ath
letic underwear.
Later on. she
said, Mrs. Delmont changed her
street clothing for man's pajamas.
She corroborated the testimony
of Zeh Prevost that Mrs, Delmont
had knocked and kicked at the
door of Room 1219 and asked to be
let in. Miss Blake, however, said
she did not see the first entrance
made into that room, testifying
that after an interval while she
was in Room 1221 she walked into
1219 and found Miss Rappe lying
on a bed unclothed.
Although Miss Prevost waa un
able to recollect a remark which
Assistant District Attorney Milton
U'Ren said he understood Mrs. Del
mont made to Arbuckle about the
Ice, Mlns Blake said she remem
bered Mrs. Delmont had said some
thing about Arbuckle always tak
ing everything as a joke.
Slfss Illiiko Hesitates,
Mlw Blake hesitated to describe
Arbuckle's acts in regard to the ice
and took advantage of the court s
suggestion that she could whisper
It to the shorthand reporter.
Mis Prevost said the only times
sne sasv any ice was wnen sne oo- served it in a bowl in Room 1220,
again when Arbuckle brought in a
piece to administer to Miss Rappe,
and when some one put a bag of
it at the back of Miss Rappe's neck,
She testified that she saw Miss
Rappe take only one drink, but
that when Miss Rappe entered the
room Into which Arbuckle followed
her she "sort of skipped along,
Miss Prevost described Mrs.
condition at the party as

REPORTED IN MR.

QUARANTINE .WILSON'S HEALTH

l?O

NISTOffy. OF THE

MAN SERIES

V

County Health Department Former President Not Well,
But Is Recovering From
Has Been btagmg Quiet
to
Check
His Attack of Sickness of
Spread
Campaign
Two Years Ago.
of Social Diseases.

Del-mon- t's

not be entirely stopped In its
spread, the quarantine of persons
so affected and who are of the
notorious class, will go a long way
toward checking the appalling
condition, as the majority of cases
can be traced back to this class
of society.

SUPPORTERS AND
ENEMIES OF TAX BILL
READY FOR CLASH
(Continued

from Page One.)

(B

The AMOcluted Freu.)

Washngton, Sept. 27 (by the As
sociated Press.) Woodrow Wilson
fell a sick man two years ago yes
terday, Since then he has passed
under the shadow of death anu out
of the White House,

Thousands of Americans recalled
the anniversary of tho beginning of
the former president s illness and
wondered what he was doing.
lieaidea following the ways of a
retired man with a lively interest
in the world's affairs, Mr. Wilson
lives by the eight-hoday. He
alms to have eight hours for sleep
eight hours for work and elg.it
hours for relaxation, and keeps to
the schedule Drettv fairly.
Seven a. m. is about tils rising
time. He shaves and bathes and
then takes some callsthenio exer
cises prescribed as beneficial in re
storing the use of nerves and mus
his breakcles impaired during
down. He has breakfast In Mrs.
Wilson's boudoir and finds that
two years of illness and slow con
valescence has not affected nis ap
petite. The morning papers never
are neglected, and Mr. Wilson reads
them, thoroughly.
Tho Morning's Work,
Then comes the morning's work
mail
The
carrier, six days a week
delivers quite a packet of letters.
Old friends write informal friendly
rotes or discourse on politics.
Schools and colleges ask donations;
individuals for personal financial
Others discourse on
assistance.
the shortcomings, as they see them
of the republican party. Autograph
hunters are numerous; Various
men who think their ailment is the
same as Mr. Wilson's want to
know the names of his physicians.
Mrs. Wilson invariably goes ver
the morning's mail with her hus
band, some letters are turnedXver
to a secretary for reply, most of
them the former president answers,
dictating to a stenographer.
The morning s work is done ;n
the library. The old desk and chair
and table Mr. Wilson used in his
study at Princeton are there, along
with thousands of volumes. Near
one window a bag of golf sticks, a
reminder of a better day.
Nun of An Ilorr.
The former president and his
Inseparable companion have their
luncheon served in the dining room
Then comes a nap of an hour anu
then, unless the weather is most
Increment, a motor drive. " Mr,
Wilson, while president, became at
tached to a certain automobile. It
went back, as is the custom each
year, to the manufacturer l.om
whom Mr. Wilson bought it as a
"used car." He had it painted
black, with orange trimming!
and in this car
Princeton colors
he goes driving into the country,
He rather enjoys driving over the
same ground at about the same
time. Many folks look for him; oue
quaint old lady recently held up
the car and presented a sweater
which she had knitted; a little girl
gave him a knitted laprobe. i re
quenlly the car stops at a farm and
takes on fresh vegetbles, eggs anil
fowl. The party is always home

the president and the Judges of the
federal courts exempt from
Deiore dark.
Dinner 1 Informal.
Among amendments offered to
Dinner is informal; sometimes
the bill was one by Senator
are
guests, always old friends
republican, Oregon, propos- there
Mr. Wilson no
ing to reduce the tax on express or associates.
dissses for the occasion .ts
packageL from one cent to one longer
half cent for each twenty cents he did while president. No meal
or fraction of the amount paid. ever proceeds until grace Is said
Mr. Wlleon has always said it him
self and still does.
PLURALITY OF HANNA
Friends remember him ever at
IN CHAVES CO., 85S meals. Frequently a Potomac river
fisherman sends htm a rare specimen from his catch. Once, another
Mll.MIN jouaNAu
l.paeiAi OI0P41C
sent him dscks out of seaRoswell, N. M.. Sept. 27. Com friend
son and
the game warden a
plete official returns from Chaves penalty. paid
county show that Hanna carried
After dinner he gees In for read
the county by 853 votes and that
or amusement.
Once a week ho
amendments No. 1, No, 2, No. 5, ing,
No. 6, No. 9 and No. 11 carried in has a motion picture show of his
own.
occasionally he goes to a
the county while the others lost.
No. 11 was the most popular of all vaudeville show. It rarely happens
of them, winning by a majority of that somebody fails to discover the
demonstration of
No, l had a visitors and a
1,098 votes, while
handclapplng ensues.
majority of 1,061.
are spent In
home
at
Evenings
The vote on the amendments for
the entire county was: No. 1 for, the family circle. The former
and Mrs. Wilson read a
1,603;
against, 442. No. 2 for, president
book together, or perhaps Mrs.
1,277:
against, 473. No. 3 for, Wilson
aloud.
reads
702; against, 900. No. 4 for, 844;
Goes To Bed Early.
No. 6
897.
for, 815;
against.
it is a detective story
against, 757. No. 6 for, 826; HeSometimes
takes to bed early, not to sleep,
7 for.
747.
No.
515;
against,
and
against, 1,079. No. 8 for, 608; however, but to relax, to read does
against, 1.274. , No. 9 for, 818; write. Like Mark Twain, he
In bed
against, 743. No. 10 for, 787; much reading and writing
and with a
against, 815. No. 11 for, 1,853; Propped up by pillows,
across
board
his
little
writing
against, 555,
knees, he reads and makes notes
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There J an" old Indian tra3 that lead up and doom,
np and
down, that they call the old Apache taeL Many Indian traveled that
trait, and it was the cause of many war ; and the white bone that
lay along it were pleasing to the eye of the buzzard.
Proud warrior of different tribe would meet on that trail ; and
neither party would tep aide for the other to
There wa no,'
courtesy in their intercourse.
One would shout, "Get off the trail, dog of the desert
and. in1
a moment there would be a deadly fight The vanquished wouli feed!
the buaatds, leaving bleached bone upon the traiL So white became
the moft pleasing color to the eye of the buzzard.
',
incnmc wise men of vartou tribe held a powwow and made a
treaty. By it terra the' trail could only be traveled in one direction,
o that all went m the ame way on it and all meeting were
thereby
avoided. That i the way the uric men cheated the
buzzard, which
are deceived to tm day by the white rock along the trail
The white men have now built a road on part of the old Apache'
trail; and they have built it on the wisdom of the wise men of the'
Indian, for it i merely two trail ide by side, leading in opposite'
directions, and each is a trail of one way. They always travel on the'
J
id next to the right hand.
,
There are no more wars on the trail ; but the foul still hold the"
challenge. It i not a challenge to the foot or to the hoof it i a
challenge to the tire, and the weakest i left to the buzzard. The best
alone can answer the challenge, and prominent
among them t the
Savage Cord. On the rocky ban of the mountains; on the smooth
pavement of the dries ; on the heated road of the sandy desert; over
the mud and stones of the land of forests; and over the broad high-wa- y
of the plains, ha this wonderful tire been tried and not found
warning, it i Butft to fcxceL
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IN THIS
SERIES ARE ARTICLES ON
ir.LWAN HISTORY. CUS-

The Beautiful New Wood Finish

CTAINS," varnishes and . gives

hand-rubb- ed

effect in one operation. This
soft, velvety finish formerly required expert skill and
making hand-rubbe- d
furniture expensive.
Now anyone can have artistic,
'j
date furniture at slight cost by using
g,

up-to--

Velvo-Ton- e.

Velvo-Ton- e
on , some
Try
, . , piece
. i . Finish
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c
i
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i
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You will be delighted with the result.
STATE DISTRIBUTORS:
IT'S HARDWARE WE HAVE IT
Fint tixt Copptr Phcnt 74

0BREGON IS ASKED TO
NEW MEXICAN DEALERS:
BERNALILLO
LOS LUNAS
Putney Mer- ., cantlle Co.
Mercantile Co.
MOl'NTAIXAIH
BELElf Fell A Ellermeyer.
Hill.
SAN MARCIAL
GALLUP S. P. Vldal A Co.
Mercantile Co.
,

LET US

RETURN CHURCH LANDS
The

Hunlng
&

YOUR CAR
If it is new we will keep it looking that way
SIMONIZE SERVES
TW PURPOSES

It prevents detvVoration of paint to a new

car and puts aright finish on the old
one.
worn weather-beate- n
You Can Have a New Appearing
Car By Simonizing It.
Let us sKow you wliat Simonize is,
out obligation on your part.

HAUSEII'S SADDLERY
111 West Copper Avenue

s

Phone

shorthand.

Nobody know what thev n re
abou.t. He puts them carefully
away. They are not notes for a
book which many expect. Unless
Mr. Wilson changes his mind he
will write no reply to. Robert Lansing or any one who has criticised
his policies. A writer, who has
been given access to Mr. Wilson's
papers, of which there ore almost
a ton. is writing a book, but it will
r vr

(By Tb. A.Mrlattd Frcu.)
Mexico City, Sept. 27. A petition
to President Obregon, requesting
Ban Marcial him to return church lands appropriated by former governments was
presented to the president today bv
more than a hundred clergymen of
the state of Jalisco.
The clergymen also asked the k. vi.
However the evening may be
president to use his Influence to
secure the amendment of part of spent, however tired he may be,
the constitution which they allege
Is discriminatory against Catholic?. ldent never neglects. It is the read- Ing of a few verses of the Bible.
which always rests on the reading
table at his bedside.
Hair Is Snow White.
Mr. Wilson will be 65 years old
next December
and naa passed
through an ordeal which few men
survive.
His normal weight In
health while he was president was
180 pounds.
He show little departure from that figure. His eyeis
as
sight
good, although he has
discarded his favorite noseglasses
for spectacles. His hair has turned
snow white. His appetite is too
his physicians.
robust to please
Last March when he left the White
House with President-elec- t
Hard
ing, an attendant had to place his
reet on each succeeding step from
the portico. The other day he sent
his attendant away and climbed
alone, not without some effort, Into his automobile, just to see If ho
1
could do it.
Motor nerves and muscle of his
left side have given more response
to treatment than was hoped for.
He still walks with a cane most of
the time, but frequently hangs the
crook over his arm and "goes It
withalone without any third leg,"
l"nr
a Well Man.
Mr. Wilson is far from a well
man; he was far from a well man
for
when he entered the White House
ovor eight years ago. But during
the last two years there have been
times when Ms voice was Inaudible
406-and when ho could not support
himself ulono. His condition todav
show more improvement than hi

Lawson
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tobacco makes 50
flood cigarettes
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TOMS AND TRADITIONS.
THIS ENTIRE SERIES
HAVE BEEN BOUND
iw A BOOKLET AND

WILL BE SENT

WITHOUT CHARGE
TO ANYONE AD.
DRESSING A
REQUEST TO

OURADVER.
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For All Woodwork
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IMPROVEMENTS

"Albuquerque is not to become
a haven for those o other cities
and countries who are Infected
with contagious social diseases.'
This statement was made by Dr.
J. F. Docherty, county liealth cr
ucial, a numDer oi montns ago.
Although but little has been said
regarding the quiet campalfjn
which was started by the health
and police departments to carry
out this assortlon, considerable
headway has been made during the
past few month
Railway tickets
back to their home towns or countries for the itinerant and quarantine for the resident socially unfit
is gradually cleaning the city of
this undesirable clement which
threatens life, happiness and the
future generation.
In its effort to stop the alarmdisease
ing spread of social
through the city and state, the
county health department has had
the close cooperation of the police department, the Justice department and the local physicians.
Clinics have been established and
examinations are daily made of
the social health of all persons arrested on the
disorderly
charges.
The new state law provides for
such examinations and for quar
antine In cases where infection Is
found. All persons arrested on im
moral or disorderly charges are
subject to examination at the request of the health department.
Careful tests are made at the clin
les and in cases where disease is
found, the patient is treated in the
term ot sentence,
jail during tho
in case any was imposed ior me
offence for which the arrest was
made. If there is no prison sen
tence, the Datient is quarantined
and not allowed to leave the house
"drunk."
or room until treatment has restored the health.
Manv notorious women are now
COLFAX COUNTY GIVES
at home quarantined or are in Jail
being given 'treatment. In some
SENATOR H. 0. BURSUM
cases, women have been sent back
this
A MAJORITY OF 184 to their homes In Mexico,
is true of one male case. A large
to
sent
back
been
have
number
TO
DISPATCH
MORNINS
JOURNAL)
(PBCIAI.
towns
cities
Raton. N. M.. Sept. 27. Can their homethe country.and In cases
vassing of the votes cast at the throughout
is of a notorious
election on September 20 was com where the patient
the police are notified
pletcd today. Senator Bursum re- character,
of the arrival and that city conceived a majority of 184 in Colfax tinues
the quarantine.
from
Precinct
returns
with
county,
I regard this work as one ot
7 missing.
All amendments car
branches of
most
the
rled except 5 and 8. The vote was: the health Important
department service Dr.
No. 1. for, 2,204: against, 605. No.
"And
last
stated
night.
2, for, 1.895; against, 591.
No, 3, Docherty
while disease ot this nature can
804.

The first step perfecting the organized reserve will be to assign
from the present officers' reserve
reserve
.corps to the twenty-seve- n
idlvlsions, the full war strength
more
In
all
of
officers,
complement
,'than 46,000. It is expected this can
be completed by July when creaention of the
listed personnel, involving the selection of many thousands of men
end their assignments to regiments,
twill be undertaken.
Impetus To Trnlnlne Camps.
i It was pointed out that the organized reserve can be employed
gorily by specific act t congress.
At present there is no thought that
the divisions ever will be called
out except in a national emergoncy
and the plans were prepared only
to prevent delays and huge emergoncy expenditures In mobilization.
The active military force remains
the skeletonized
regular arm?
backed by tho national guard, subto
constitutional limitations as
ject
to Its employment as the second
No.
line of defense and with the organ- for, 1,666; against,
ized reserve as the third and ulti- for, 1,808; against, 887. No.
No.
mata line.
for, 1.108; against, 1,316.
Officers believe It will give added for, 1,687; against. 608, No.
training for, 1,383; against, 967. No.
Impetus to the civilian
eorps In schools and colleges to for. 669: agalnBt. 2,102. No.
definite place for assign- for, 1,568; against, 774. No. 10,
have
ment for graduates in the skeleton for. 1,644; against, 688, No. 11,
reserve divisions.
for, 2,032; against, 702.

hand-rubbin-

23,.'

one

j

i

5 OGIALLY UNFIT
ARE BEING PUT

(Continued from Page One.)
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SON DIEGO, CALIFORNIA

ASSET IS THE SATISFIED CUSTOMER
T

E. A. SCHICK & SONS

215 North Fourth Street
family and friends dared hope for.
There are many angles to Mr.
Wilson'
present day psychology.
Living in Washington, and easy ot
access to party friends, he might
give consultation on party policies,
but he does not wnatever a
of the
itor may say In
I
Mr.
republican administration, never
He
Wilson never replies.
permits anyone In his presence to
speak what he regards as "disrespectfully of th president of the
United States."
Mr. Wilson brought with him to
the White House the email savings '
of a lifetime, which he preserver
During his terms his royalties from
book previously written mounted
intn rather handsome sums. They
have shown a slump elnce Be leri
the White House.
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TUBERCULOSIS
Dr. aiMS !
poi"
cur
proof h Is able to
tuberculosis by tobalaUoa
Id any climate.
For runner imonp.uipu
addreat THE T. T. GLASS
INHALANT CO.. MASONBUILDING, LOS ANOBLKS CALIFORNIA.

fwind Shield

SAFE
Four and
million dollars; a directorate of
able men; officers of unquestioned ability in "financial circles.

Glass-Lumb-

er

i. c. hai.dkiki.k luubeb

I'booe

cw. I
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422 South Flrat Street,

I

New Mexico Steel Co. Inc7

J

one-ha- lf

well-know- n,

I

Riillflrtnttltrrii
and WrMera
8100 H. Second St,
Xel. 1947--

A well adapted organization of experienced
men and women, provided with every equipment and convenience for the rapid dispatch
of business where courtesy and accuracy" are
the twin watchwords of every employe.

founders Mnchlnlite
Engineer
Caetlng. in Iron, llraaa. Bronze, Alunt- -,
lum.
Electrlo
Motore,
uil ungtn.e,-- '
Wnrke and Office Albuqnerquev

PROGRESSIVE

107 8.
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State National Bank
Affiliated With
The State Trust & Savings Bank.
Combined Resources

Four and
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Albuquerque Foundry
and Machine Works

EFFICIENT

Keeping step with the
requirements of the modern commercial world, with
particular regard for the business advancement of those individuals and firm3 whose
interests are merged with ours.

crc2Z uz TKzia
IWvmI.

Phone 141 i

etnek ot new anil ocind-hn- a
Bloyole tlree and
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upplles. tuxpert rep.lrlnl Loweel price.
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PHILOSOPHERS OF ROAD VISIT HERE

PLAN PROGRAM

FORME.

PASSES ALL

s,

1

philosophical
Greene,
Tracy
writer, are among the guests of
You will not find
Albuquerque.
their names on hotel registers, for
they are following "the open load."
The wind is their fellow; the sky
is their tent.
Felshln is the author of a poem
in the Pictorial Review of August
of this year. His work has appeared In the Bookman, Forum and
He is a
Verse.
Contemporary
member of the Kappa Nu fraternity
and Is a graduate of Columbia university. Greene hails from Maryland statu university end ths pair
are "seeing America first" on foot.
Tanned, costless and hatles) they
have footed their way along tho
continental divide. They were at
Santa Fe a few days ago and juM
In
before that visited Trinidad.
their memory book, given them by
S.
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At a meeting of the board of rent n tha atntA imivAraitv held
afternoon, legal steps to
stop the invasion of the campus by
cattle from the neighboring ranches
were planned.
During ,the past summer H. V.
Frank, the caretaker of the campus
has expended a great deal of time
In beautifying the campus by the
cultivation of shrubs, but of late
the nearby ranchers have been
allowing their cattle to escape onto
the campuB, with the result that
many of the shrubs have been destroyed and the grounds trampled.
Requests to the ranchers that
the cattle be kept away from the
university have had no effect, and
it was decided yesterday afternoon
to take legal steps before the beauty
of the campus was, destroyed.

E.

C.

& CO.
Phone 640

MORGAN
Phone 899

thorn here on August 22.
At El Paso the baroness and her
son will join a deportation party of
aliens taken up ail along the border s'.ates. These will sail from
York for their own countries,
their expense back homo being paid
by the government The two came
to this country
from Hamburg,
Germany, about two months ago to
seek better living conditions. They
landed In Mexico and failing to
get proper passports at El Paso,
proceeded on foot across the border as far as Las Cruces where
they boarded a train for Albuquerque.
Tho baroness and her son have
received many attentions during
their detention here In the county
jail. A number of influential Germans of the city oe.'ame interested
in their case and furnished them
with clothing and other articles
that they needed badly. Manv
sympathetic pers0"8 have called
upon the two In their quarters at
the county Jail.
A. H.

AT

S. WORKS HARD
GRID PRACTICE;
MENAUL CONFIDENT

was held
A heavy scrimmage
yesterday afternoon by the A. H.
S. grldmeh.
They are working
hard to get in shape for Saturday when tho high school
clash with the
of Menaul. The latter is
a strong team which
with
coming
hag been recently reinforced by
the return of Candelaria, their star
Thlj
quarterback of last year.
raises their total of last year's men
to five, and forms a much heavier
squad. An A. It. S. alumnus reports, after seeing Menaul scrimmage, that they have a good
ground-gainin- g
machine, and are
In fine shape for tho gridiron battle here Saturdny.
Menaul has defeated the high
school in tho season's first game
for the past four years, and it re
mains to be seen whether they
can do it this time. The green-anwhite men declare that It
cannot bo done again. This first
game will prove very interesting.
and it Is to be one of the best of
the season.
Tho linn Is doing fine work on
the offensive, but tho whole squad
Is weak at the defense. The back-fiel- d
is the great worry of the
coach at present but he hopes to
nave it In rair shape By Saturday.
The passing is ,poor, and much
time is being devoted to kicking.
.William Bacon, a member, of the
high school team of 1917, is assisting in rounding the squad into
shape.
Joe Bcnlamln suffered a omKon
nose in the scrimmage yesterday
evening, but played through the
practice without letting it be
known.
The llneuo for Saturday's game
will be definitely announced Fri
day, at which time the season sschedule will be completed. Winslow, Arizona, will very probably
be left off the schedule this year.

(By The Amnetnted PrrM.)

OF INTEREST TO WOMEN
A prominent physician says that
by far the largest number of wom
en's ailments are not surgical ones,
that is thev are not caused by seri
or growths.
ous displacements,
Symptoms similar in character are
often brought about by much sim
pler conditions. We therefore urge
every woman who suffers from
backache, headaches, bearing down
pains, side ache, irregularities, nervous despondency, or weakness to
give Lydia E. Plnkham's Vegetable
Compound a trial, it acts as a
natural restorative and often pre

IS URGED BY ASHURST
(By The AMoclsted Press.)
27. Declaring
Chicago, Sept.

t present, Senator Ashurst of Arizona, in an address here tonight.

appealed to business and civio organizations to help the government
toward a solution.
"The country does not owe every
man a living, but it does owe every
man a chance to earn a living," he vents more serious troubles.
said, and urged that every business
man and organization extend itself
to absorb the number of idle, in
a measure, at least.
"While the situation Is serious,
I feel we shall progress and overBolls, Carbuncles, Pllef, etc, euleklr
come it. I believe we have no rear.llevte' by
son to be downcast. We passed
emergencies."
greater
through
In lh or four money oack. 60o
T)anm-of n ra, ihn,h
it druggUts
United States were branded by the
or by mall postpaid.
senator as a hoax.
THE BOILEMC CO., Albuquerque. X. M.
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Second and Gold

The Baroness Victoria Wolff von

Todenwarth and her son, Erwin
Dathe, who were arrested here over
a month ago for entering the
country without proper passports
will leave on Sunday on the first
back to the
lap of th"lr journ-fatherland. They will be accompanied as far as J" Paso by Immigration Inspector Harn, who arrested

New York, Sept. 27. Insurance
risks on automobiles were cut 50
per cent in most cases today at the
annual meeting the national auto
mobile underwriters' conference.
While last year's policies would be
continued, it was explained, underwriters were using greater caution
in issuing or renewing policies.
Policies issued a year ago were
described by several speakers as a
potential moral hazard.
An' unscrupulous owner could
risk the loss of his car under last
year's policy, It was said, knowing
he could recover more man tne
present sale price for it on his
policy.

unemployment is the gravest
nger ahead of the United States

Second and Gold

OF BAKERIES

HMD

W. F. Hardy of the Decatur,
Herald, they take the autographs of the men on the desk m
newspaper offices as proof ns well
as a memorial of t!ie?r travels.
They have been going on this
trip through Canada, the United
States and Mexico for thirteen
months. Prior to this jaunt, they
have been to such places as Arabia,
Egypt, South Africa and Chile
have even broken bread with the
Bedouins at Mattulah, thirty mi!e3
south of Jerusalem.
They have stoked coal at sen
and have sailed before the mast.
g
In all, their
proclivities have carried them 47,000 miles
on the water and they have wulkt-4,000 miles on land.
in Albuquerque
They arrived
Monday night and are spending a
few days here before feeling thj
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dirt road underneath their feet
their way to the Golden Gate.
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Candy Kitchens and Bottling
Works Are Inspected for
the Month By the Health

Department.
But two bakeries scored 90 or
abovt this month in the monthly
sanitary inspection of the health
department. None of the scores
however, dropped below 79. The
Union bakery heads the monthly
list with 92 and the Perfect bakery
is second with a sanitary score
of

9

0.

The New Mexico Candy Kitchen
heads the confection store list with
a score of 93.
Bakeries.
92
tlnlnn .

Perfect

Erwood

French
I'appo's

BOY! PAGE GANO-HE- S
WANTED BY
THE CANVASSERS

90
39

'

86
85

82
Pioneer .
79
Sanitary
Confection and Bottling
Works.
New Mexico Candy Kitchen. .. 93
84
Kitchen
Fee's Candy
Duke City Candy Kitchen.... 83
89
Coco Cola
80
The latest official canvass of the Coyote Springs
86
Bornalillo county vote at Ihe spe- Cholson Bros
cial election brings out some differences from the, former official HIGH SCHOOL PAPER
canvass mado by the county commissioners and is slightly different
WILL APPEAR TODAY;
from tho "Heraid"
compilation
STAFF ISANN0UNCEL
worked out yesterday afternoon,
early.
lie
don't
and
Tnough flggers
The first Issue of the Albuqueralthough Max Gulterrez, actint? que Kecord, the high school bichairman of the county board of weekly publication, is to be
commissioners in the ubsenco of
at 10:30 o'clock asChairman Simms during the can- sembly, today
tfhe paper is enlarged
vass which was started Saturday Ind much
improved by the addition
morning, pointed out at that time of an extra column in width, and a
intho
as
that
e
"figgers" had tjone
cut to be used as a headto tho adding machine, thoy had ing, showing the Sandias in the
to come out right, a different re- background.
the stories in
sult seems to bo obtainable with the first Issue,Among
which will be diseach trip through the mechanical tributed
to
each
student, are
gratis
cogs.
summaries, predictions of
While tho latest official report athletic
paracame hot off the adding machine the' school year, introductory
the new faculty
last night, soveral hours later the graphs presenting
editorials on the
and
members,
"Herald official" and four days
and aims of the paper.
after the first official returns of policies
Tho staff of the Kecord is comtho canvassing board, as a differnine seniors, six 'uniors,
of
ence of as much as a thousand posed
four sophomores and two fresh
votes occurres in some of the re men.
Tho relative positions of im
sults, tho Journal, while it feels portance on the editorial
board
that an official result of the elec- have
not
tion should be mado ptibilc, hesi- but will been definitelyonassigned,
the redepend solely
tates to announce one at tin; present stage of the game therefore spective merit of contributors. The
appointments of
submits the first and latest offi- only permanent
on the paper are the des
cial report together with the Her- positions of
P (5. Ilorsan as
alds "flggers" and allows the rend- ignation
and Raymond Holloway
er take his choice at the direction
It is very
manager.
of his heart or as will rest suit as
his bet'Jng inclination before the probnbly that Dana Todd will fill
the berth of athletic editor.
election was started.
The other members of the staff
The Journal declined to publish
the first list previously on ihe nre: Charles Hurber, Edna Llpper,
Helen
Benjamin,
ground that they would be mis- Clinrles Kimball, Joseph
Hearing, Helen Grunsfeld,
leading.
Mny Lynch Helen Snyder, Vivian
First Official
Gibson, Karl Marcus, Lorin Mozely,
Bui sum,
Senatorial
",216
Vlda
Cooper. Lauris Whitney, Bob
mith
Hanna, 2.874; Sena, 500,
fciarnh Ferrall, Elizabeth
1
35.
Amendments
for, 2, 409; Hughes,
Carl Bass. The
2
2,349; Fee, Helen Foz and
for,
against, 1,978;
advisors on the board are
3
1,229;
for,
2,814; faculty
against,
Mr. John
Madiline
Miss
4
for,
2,807; D Burton. TheHardy and
against, 1,817;
paper Is published
5
for.
1,884;
against,
6
2,088;
2,385; by the Jiieh school printing classes.
2,306;
for. 2.306; against, 2,088. 6 2,35:
7
2.19". AUTO PARADE WILL BE
for,
against 2,003.
g
for, 3,968;
against, 809.
9
HELD IN CONNECTION
for.
2,158;
1,934.
against,
10 for,
1,873.
2,427;
against,
WITH FAIR AT RATON
11
2.181.
for, 1.0SI
against,
against, 2,179.
(Spflnl Cnrrpaponilpnre to The Journal.
Herald "Offlrlnl"
liaton, N. M Sept. 27. Plans
"Using the eamo figures, which
were presumbably taken from tlu have been completed for an autopoll books of tho precincts, for mobile parade in connection with
tho vote by precincts. The Even- which will be held here October
The parade will be held Weding Herald adding machine gives
the following results: Ilursum,
nesday morning, the second day of
Hanna, 2,874: Smith. 45; Sena the fair and will cover the down1 for, 2,409.
500.
town streets. The start will be mado
Amendments:
against, 1,978; 2 for, 2,349; againsl at 10:00 o'clock. I. L. Woodward,
3
for, 1,228; against, 2,814 of tho Gate City Garage will be In
2,041;
charge of the parade.
Another parade feature of the
1,884; against, 1,366; 6 for, 2,088"
against, 1,985; 7 for, 2,003; aaius' fair will be the march In connection
8
2,278;
for, 809; hgainst, 3,968; with the cowmen's reunion Thurs-df.9 for, 1,934; against, 2,158; 10 for
This parade also will take
1,863; against, 2,337; 11 for, 2,181, place at 10:00 o'clock In the mornagainst, 2,179."
ing and will traverse the princlptl
Latest Officlnl
downtown streets. T. F. McAuliffe
Bursitm 3.246: Hai-n- a Is In charge of the preparations for
Senatorial
tho reunion, which includes a bar2,874; Sena 600; Smith
No. 1 for, 2,409
becue at noon on that day. The
2
2.349.
No.
for
1,987;
barbecue will be looked after by
against,
1,22
Claude Stockton.
against, 2,041; No.
against, 2,814; No. 4 for, 1,817;
Fr:day there v i'l be a children's
against, 3,437; No. 56 for. 1,884. parado represa iting the various
No.
2,088
2,366;
for,
business enterprii.es here. The Amagainst.
against, 1,985; No. 7 for, 2,003 erican Red Cross of the county will
8
for 800 conduct a baby clinic during the
against, 2,271; No.
against, 4.018; No. 9 for, 193!: fair. All chl dren between the agea
against, 3,106; No. 10 for, 1,863 of six months and two years will be
against, 2,337; No. 11 for, 2,181; eligible for free examination. Moth
e s wishing their children
to be
against, 2,179.
examined will register at the Uaton
PATHE FILMS OF CITY
public library, where they will be
given a number and the time for
TO BE SHOWN AT "Y" their appointment. The number will
be limited to 100 children.
for any A'.
, A golden opportunity
so
to
who
gut ASKS EACH KIWANIAN
wishes,
buquerquean,
Into the movies, has suddenly apTO EMPLOY ONE MORE
peared. John J. Gregory, a Pathe
has been in the
News camera-maMAN DURING WINTER
several
picdays taking
city for
tures of the town and Its inhabi(Br The Amocliittd Treat.)
tants, which he will show at the
Y. M. C. A. on the night of October
Pittsburgh, Pa Sept. 27. Every
Kiwanian in tho United States was
5.
Gregory has devoted much of hV urged to "add one more employe
time thus far to "shooting" the to your payroll this winter," to aid
will In solving the unemployment probuniversity and students. He
lem, by Harry Karr of Baltimore,
spend the rest of the week In "filminternational president of the Kiing the city schools, the Kiwanis wanian
clubs, in an address before
members at their weekly Wednesday noon meeting, and scenes about the meeting of the Pennsylvania
district
here today.
A.
the Y. M. C.
"There are 60.000 Klwanlans
who could give employment to one
more man if he would," he said.

flEW

editor-in-chie-

the new shapes, both fancy and staples.
Never in our history have we shown such a'
large assortment of Men's and Young Men's
Hats. We invite you to see them.

Prices from $3 to $5
ABOUT

7.

y.

:

DIED RER DRESS

BOY KILLED WHEN HE

WALKS INTO WHIRRING
PROPELLER OF PLANE

LIKE NEW, ALSO

(Br The Aiworlnted I'mi.)
Holyoke, Colo., Sept. 27. Walking into the, whirring propeller of
A
GOAT an
airplane, Ralph Hendrlckson,
14 years old, was killed here this
afternoon during a local fair. The
plane had Just landed from a flight
Buy "Diamond Dyes' and follow and
propeller was still In mothe simple directions In every pack-ago- tion the
when the boy walked Into It.
Don't wonder whether you He was
thrown back several feet
ran dye or tint successfully, because perfect home dyeing is guar- from the front of the plane and
was
dead
spectators picked
anteed with Diamond Dyes even if him from when
the ground.
you have never dyed before. Worn,
faded dresses, skirts waists, coats
draperies, INTERNAL REVENUE
sweaters,
stockings,
hangings, everything, become
FIELD OFFICERS TO
again. Just tell your druggist
whether the materials you wish to
START DRIVE OCT. 3
dye is wool or silk, or whether it is
linen, cotton, or mixed goods. DiaDelinquents in income tax matmond Dyes never streak, spot, fade,
ters will probably meet internal
or run.
revenue field deputies shortly after
October 3, B. C. Hernandez, collector of the internal revenue offico
here, stated yesterday.
Six field deputules are now in
Albuquerque and another is expected today. That completes tho
force and all of the men will be
to hunt for delinquents
w.Otni.Tlw .WfTwh, FacwMipl. preparedwhen
rapidly
they leave the office,

CHILD'S

.

like-ne-

(Juticura Soap

Imparts
The Velvet Toucl
sntMmttHrlta.lW.i

0URUNE OF CAPS

Well, enough can't be said about them They
are here in large quanity, in the very latest
shapes, and the new fabrics. And the prices
are very reasonable.

From $1.50 to $3

AMARILIiO, TEXAS.

ALBUQUERQUE, N. M.
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INSURANCE RISKS ON
AUTOMOBILES REDUCED

RELIEF FOR JOBLESS
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Alonzo S. Bright, district superin
tendent; Rev. Frank W. McGuire
the new pastor of the First M. E
church, and D. A. Porterfield, sec
retary of the board of trustees,
preceded the address of Bishop
Mead.
A song by Mrs. Eaile It.
Nichols, wife of the new adminis- strative head of the faculty, was ao
especially pleasing feature of the
program.
Bishop Mead dwelt upon the im
possibility of mixed civilizations in
America and insisted that added
means must be provided to educate and Americanize the Spanish- speaking peoples of New Mexico.
"To send out an educatea ana
cultured personality, knowing how
to meet and handle the forces of
life, is the mission of this school,"
paid the bishop. "To do this and to
send them back to help in leading
their own people upward is our
r.urnose," added the speaker.
"But intellectuality must have a
corresponding basis, of morality. If
our civilization is to continue," said
the bishop. "Christian education
provides the means," he continued
Some two hundred friends from
t! e city joined the student body to
re Tit irate this Important occasion.
Albuquerque college starts the
far with the largest enrollment in
its history.

MNIVERSITY TO TAKE
LEGAL STEPS TO KEEP
CATTLE OFF CAMPUS

OR

FRAME

i

SCORE

Jo Felshln, poet and artist, and Editor

at the state univer- Educators to Confer on ProAlbuquerque to Be Well Re- sityRegistrations
are still coming m to the regisgram for November Sespresented at Commission trar In large numbers although it
since
now
two
weeks
is
registration
in
Santa
sion; Woman Speaker EnHearting Starting
opened. More than 250 students of
Fe "nhis Morning.
gaged Already.
college standing had been registo yesterday noon, 'which
tered
up
Arrangements for the annual
Albuquerque will be well repre- is larger than the number for any
meeting of the New Mexico Edusented at the telephone rate hear- former year.
Although the enrollment list is cational association which will be
ing whlcfl the state corporation
to increase for at least t'jn held in Albuquerque on November
commisslo n will ho'd a( Santa Fe pypectei
days more, Dr. David S. Hill and
22 and 23, are being jnade by
starting at; 10 o'clock this morning. the registrar are not greatly en 21,
of the officers of the association. A
James Gladding. couraging the
City Manager
registration
to be attended by J.
City Atbttirney William Ktlcher. the students who have had no college conference,
due to the difficulty which M. Bicklcy of Clovla, president of
city commissioners and O. J. Burn'" work, such
Btudents would experi- the state association: state super
most
telephone rate jxpert from Los
in covering the work which intendent of Public Instruction
will represent the official ence classes
John V, Conway of Santa Fe, and
have already passed.
the
city at tl n hearing.
One of the particularly hopeful John Milne, secretary of the as
has been called for Sat
and R otary clubs, the Chamber signs connected with the registra- sociation,
hero to discuss the program
of Commi Hrce and other civio ooair tion this fall Is the fact that the urday
for
the
nummeeting.
will be n resent and a large
dormitory reservations have been
One speaker, Miss Charle Wil
much heavier than in former years,
ber of cl tSzens who are Interested
In the oti tcome of the hearing will and the demand for them whi:h liams of Memphis, Tenn., consld
o
one of the foremost women
ered
attend an d may be called upon
began early in the summer has conof the south, has already
testify di jring the course of the tinued to the present time. Dr. Hill educators
been engaged to come to New
a chart indicating Mexico
has
proceedin gs.
prepared
for the N. M. E. A. session
line ago the Mountain graphically the increase
Some
in adis a county school superintend
States Taj lephone company, which vanced
reservations, She
dormitory
ent
Tennessee
of
who was elected
A!
the
greatand
serves
Albuquerque
which shows that while last year the
president of the National Educa
er part d f New Mexico, gave notice
reservation
first
She is a prac
of increases which was received late In July, the first tional association.
of a Buries
would 04 kB efect In the rate sched- reservation this year was paid for tical educator who will have an
comfor the teach
1.
The
message
city
important
ule on ff 5ptcmber
in May.
corers of New Mexico. The association
missioner's asked the state hearfrom
of
students
enrollment
The
considers It a great good fortune
poration jommission to hold a
outside the state hns been very to have scheduled
her on its pro
ing on tr 9 question for the purpose
students gram.
this
although
year,
inlarge
the
if
proposed
of detern lining
state
of
not
residents
the
who
are
The annual convention of the N.
crease wt ui Justifiable. The hearing are
required to pay almost triple M. E. A. will be attended as usual
was set or today, but in the
of
amount
fees,
the
put
by practically every school teach
time, the telephone company on
er and principal in New Mexico,
the increased rates Into effect noThe convention will offer programs
September I 1 as stated In their
ki
pin
IViuiRirr
5iwgs
of general interest to educators
tice.
on
and department conferences
Albuqwitrque commissioners have
anh
BpcnpF
special phases of school work
secured tr ie services of G. J. Burns,
PROFESSIONAL WOMEN These will be held each morning of
of Los Ai Igeles, one of the recogthe convention In the several rooms
nized tele' phone rate experts of ihe
Attorasisst
will
City
of the high school building. Many
iw
ho
country
vacation
fashion
Eastern
tips,
and City
ney Wflttl p.m Keleher
a short business other prominent educators will be
and
songs,
thrills,
In
preManager .Tames Gladding
comprised the program of on the convention program, it is
protest meeting
Albuquerque's
senting .
the Business and Professional Wo- expected.
securin
and
increase
again.it t'ie
man's club meeting Inst night for
ing data x regarding the telephone dinner at the Y. M. C. A. Maurice
business and profits in New Mex- Klein, accompanied by Mrs. L. P.
ico.
Thompson at the piano, funished BISHOP MEAD IS
the music. Mr. Klein sang "Com"
WEEKLY
UNIVERSITY
Back," "She Stoops to Conquer"
and "My Queen."
ANDl ANNUAL TO HAVE
A vacation talk was given by
SPEAKER AT NEW
Katie Fenrupon, state reprePUBLICATION OFFICE Mrs.
Insurance
sentative of fraternal
attended the national convenstaff of who
Upoaia petition from thestudents'
tion
of her order In New York
SCHOOL
the U. 1 1. N. Weekly, a
the summer. Miss Wilms
on office, from which tli3 during
publicatl
of the state un
librarian
Shelton,
M
. Weekly and the Mirage,
U. N.
told of an adventurous
the colU ge annual, will be publish- iversity,
to the Grand faivn
overland
ed In tj .e future, was granted by and snaketripdances and back with Savs Mission of Institution
the bWd cf regents of the state another woman and a smn" bnv
Is to Send Out Educated
unlversl ty upon the recommenda- and a new roadster. Mr L. H
tion of I )r. David S. Hill, at a meet- Chamberlain of the TTnt Prion
Youths Who Will Help
held
board
of
the
yesterday
ing
the Fr"n"h fashion show
afternot w.'
at Fields in Chicago, glvlner
Advance Own People.
The Imildlng which was granted latest opinion as to the proper
for the tee of the Weekfy and Mir- lengths of skirts for the com'nnr Thursday and Friday and will
age stai Ss, is one of the dormitory season, a vital feminine question.
"Who knows but that the man
cottages situated to the south ,f
It was voted to charge the meet- who
will lead Mexico and the Unitthe rhej n's dormitory. It contains ing night to the second and fourth ed
into Christian fellowship
two roi imj, one of which will be Mondays In each month In order is States here
among these Span
sitting
used as the publication office, and that the club might be acoommo.
today who
the oth it will probably be used for dated regularly at the Y. M. C. A knows-- " said students
C. L. Mead
the pril rtlng cf small university for dinner. Announcempnts were of Denver, in Bishop
his dedicatory ad
made of the coming Fortnightly
notices. . A set of rules for the conduct of cluh concerts and the Y. W. C. A dress at Albuquerque college yes
afternoon.
the offjtoe. Including the opening swimming and gymnasium clashes terday
The Methodist church had just
and clot "mg hours, was approved by It was also votpd to have the club completed
and was putting into
songs printed for distribution to
the
1).
members.
The attendance prizp. service its new S50.000 adrnimstra
and
tion
gymnasium building at the
Wheij a Japanese maiden desires a ropy of Alice Corbln TTcnd"rsnn''
to ehoj r marked attention to nor book of poems, "Red Karth." college. Theof bishop's address was
ar. afternoons pro
lover Bl i uses the sharpened point which was given by Mrs. N. F tr.e climax
in writ- Dixon, city librarian, was drawn gram presided over- - by Dr. H. A,
of one, of her finger-naiof the institu
Bassett,
president
by Miss Noll Bryant.
ing to him.
tion. Congregational singing inter
spersed with short addresses by Pr

&Ufo. TttiHC

SITAIIl

ROLUNG STONES AFTER TRUEPOUSH

A.

SEEKTOKHOW LIFE AT FIRST
MEETING HERE

FORMER RECORD

Papre TTire

BABY CLINIC TODAY
IS CONDUCTED ONLY
FOR WELL CHILDREN
The well baby clinics that are
conducted in the city each Wednesday afternoon in the court room of
tho postoffice building are only for
the examination of comparatively
healthy children and not for the
treatment of disease. This statement was given out by the Dr. J.
F. Docherty. city and county health
officer, and Miss Gladys Harris,
Red Cross public health nurse, who
conduct the clinics.
Some misunderstanding
has occurred as to the naturo of the
clinics, many parents being under
tho. impression that children with
contagcous diseases are treated.
Only children that are apparently
well are received at the clinic and
are examined for minor defects or
malnutrition which may have become a detriment to tho children's
health. All parents desiring to get
assistance regarding
their children's diet are invited to bring
them to the clinic.
I

D0DS01

IRNS

CALOMEL

USERS

NOTICE TO CONTRACTORS
Sealed proposals will be received
of the City Clerk of
the City of Albuquerque, New Mexico, until 2 o'clock p. m. on Wednesday, October Gth, 1921, for paving, curbs, gutters, storm sewers,
grading and all necessary Incidentals or appurtenances
thereto, on
the following named street In accordance with the provisional order
by the City Commission of the City
of Albuquerque,
dated April 20.

at the office

1921.

East Central avenue, from tho
west line of High street to the Wert
line of Mulberry street.
Bids will be received on the fol
lowing types of pavements:
etnele course, plain
(1)
concrete,
(2)
single course (W.n
'
concrete.
(3)
single course, reinforced concrete,
(4)
single course reinforced concrete,
Bitullthic on
(5)
asphaltlc base.
Bitullthic on
(6)
concrete base
(7) Car tracks of penmacadam.
(8) Car tracks of relnforc ri "'
crete,
w'
The following Is an est):
the work to be done as com
,Jy
the City Engineer:
7133 square yards paving.
p
150 Lin. Ft. curb,
g.
. . . Lin. Ft. gutter.
2678 Lin. Ft. Comb, curb
tr.-t-

,

.

It's Mercury! Attacks the
Salivates and
Bones,
Makes You Sick.
There's no reason why a person
should take sickening, salivating
calomel when a few cents buys a
large bottle of Dodson's Liver Tone
a perfect substitute for calomel.
It is a pleasant, vegetable liquid
which will start your liver Just as
surely as calomel, but It doesn't
make you' sick and can not salivate
Children and grown folks can
take Dodson's Liver Tone because
it is perfectly harmless.
Calomel is a dangproua drug. It
In mercury and attacks your bones.
Take a dose of nasty calomel today
and you will feel weak, sick and
nauseated tomorrow. Don't lose a
day's work. Take a spoonful of
Dodson's Liver Tone Instead and
you will wake up feeling great No
more
biliousness,
constipation,
coated
headache,
sluggishness,
tongue or sour stomach. Your druggist says if you don't find Dodson's
Liver Tone acts better than horrible calomel your money is waiting
for you.
HARDLY STRAIGHTEN
UP
When the kidneys are overworked or disordered and fall to throw
out waste matter from the system,
it causes aches pains, lame back,
swollen ankles sore loints. dizziness, floating specks, etc. J W.
Seabock. Chester, Pa., writes: "My
kidneys and back hurt me so when
1
got out of bed In the morning I
Had
could hardly straighten up
to rub tho small of my bark before
I could walk.
I could hardly butI haven't 'elt the
ton my shoes.
soreness since I took Foley Kidney
Pills. Sold everywhere.
COULD

808 Lin. Ft. single track car
756 Lin. Ft. double track

ifie
ur

line.

,

1S40 Cu. Yds. earth excavatisn.
1790 Sq Ft. cement sidewalks
The total estimated cost Is
701.00.
Z
Bidders will state the number.of

weather working days in which
they propose to complete the whjle
of the above work.
The city reserves the right to Accept or reject any or all bids.
Each bidder will be requlrecf to
deposit with the City Clerk to 41ie
credit ot the City of Albuquerdlie,
without Indorsement, a certltied
check of deposit In the sum of en
per cent (10) of the total amo'ont
bid, as a guarantee that he will file
all bonds required and enter tlito
contract, if awarded to him.wac-cordin- g
to the terms of his bid,
within ten days after the certification of the award. Should the
fail to file bonds in an approved surety company or enter
Into a contract with the City of Albuquerque, then the certified check
shall become forfeited as .Iquldated
damages, and the money realized
therefrom bo turned into the treasury Of the City of Albuquerque!
JAMES N OLA DTI I NO,
City Manage.
eon-tract- or

COMPARE CUR
PERFECT ?VTAD

ii't

With the average honncan not fai
The veirt.i-product
It Isn t
hn
to be in our fnv.it
fault Its simply that
no home could have the f art lilies
for solen'lfie baking that we hfve
We don't see
any woigan
why
should work and worry over bread
baking when our bread Is so mfjoh
better, so easily procured and' so
much less expensive.
J
-

l

homo-wite-

s

PIONEER BAKERY
SOJ

South

First Street,

-

Ttut

Fasre
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SHOCKER PITCHES THE BROWNS TO A 2 TOO VICTORY OVER THE YANKEES
MEW YORK GETS

BASEBALL WORLD TO nONOR MATHEWSON
L

SETBACK

l

THE DOPE COLORin

i

IN ITS

National League.
W.

....93
89

New Tork

Pittsburgh

FOR FLAG

RACE

St. Louis
Boston .

Yanks Are Held to Five Hits
and Are Blanked: Philadel
phia and Boston Divide a

Philadelphia

(By Th Auoclated Ttu.)
New Tork, Sept. 27. The New
York Americans were given a set'
back when Shocker, former New
Tork hurler, shut them out, Bt.
Louis winning:. It was the fifth
tame Shocker has won from New
Tork this season in nine contests
twirled against the Tankees.
He
Held rew York to five hits. Until
the ninth no Yankee batter reach
ed second.
Harper pitched well
after the first, when Slsler's home
run lonowed Ellerbe's triple and
accounted for St. Louis' two runs.
Score:
St. Louis.
AB. It. H. TO, A. E.
0
0
4
3
0
0
Tobin, rf
4
1
5
2
2
0
Ellerbe, 3b
3
1
0
1 10
0
Sisler, lb
Jacobson, cf ... 4 0 1 2 0 0
0 0 4 0 0
Collins,
1
0
0
Williams. If .... 8
s
3
0 0 1 1 0
Gerber,
McManus. 2b i. 4 0 1 2 1 0
4
1
1
0
0
0
Shocker, p

0

0

0
0
0

1
0

0

0
1
0
2
1

8
0
0
2
9
4

7

4
4
8
4
8
3
8
8

Peckinpaugh, ss
Ruth, If
Meusel, rf ....
Pipp, lb
Ward, 2b

...

McNally, 3b
Sen an?, c
Harper, p
KBaker ...

0
0
0
0
0

'2

1

0

0

0
2
0
0
2
2

1

3

8
0
0

2

0

1

0
0

0

30 0 5 27 12 2
Total
x Batted for Harper in ninth.
By innings:
St. Louis
...200 000 000 2
000 000 000 0
New York
Three-bas- e
hit ElSummary:
SacriStaler.
run
Home
lerbe.
fices Sisler, Gerber, Ellerbe, WilDouble plays Gerber to
liams.
McManus to Sisler; Ellerbe to Sisler. Base on balls Off Hnrper 3,
Shocker 1. Struck out By Harper 6, Shocker 8.

Philadelphia, 9Philadelphia, Sept. 27. Bush
hold Philadelphia to four spattered
hits and enabled Boston to break
even in a double header by winning the second game. In the opening contest Rommell outpltched
Karr and gave the Athletics a victory. In the first gams John Co-C.
llins made 'two homers, while
Walker and Tratt each had one.
First game:
RH. E.
Score:
Boston . ..100 100 0805 10 8
9
10 2
000 405 OOx
Phlla
Batteries: Karr and Walters;
Rommell and Perkins.
Boston,

5--

T.fthol.1

Foster

Boston
AB. K.

rf

2

5
4

3b

Pratt 2 b
Mclnnls lb
,T. Collins rf
Pittlnger
Scott ss
Walters

If

e

PO. A. E.
0
1

0

0

,.5
..5
.5
,.4
..4

.

.

. . . .

.

BFT.
2
1
1
0

.

.4

Bush p

38

Totals

8 12 27 12

Philadelphia
Welch rf

AB. R. BH. PO.

. . .

.

Dykes,2b

Johnson If .
Myatt e
E. Collins cf
Galloway 8b .
Barrett ss
J. Walker lb
Sullivan p . .
,

,.3
..2
.4

,.4
,.4
,.8

.8
.3

Totals . . .80 1 4 27 IS 4
Bv Innings:
111 022 0108
Boston .

0001
...000
Philadelphia Two-base
hits McSummary:
hits J. Collins.
lnnls. Three-bas- e
v
Base
Sacrifices
Pratt, Leibold.
on balls Off Sullivan, 8; Bush,
8.
out
Struck
By Sullivan, 4;
livan. Passed ball Myatt.
Bush, 8. Wild pitch Bush, Sul- .

001

Theaters Today

I

'B" Theater Repeating
today
Wallace Keld in "Too Much Speed,"
from a story written by Byron Morgan; also repeating the reel of Burton Holmes Travelogues and a reel
of Current Events.
Iyrlo Theater Jackie Coogan,
"The Kid" himself in "Peck's Bad
Boy" (1921 Model), is being shown
Both Teams Engage in a Hit- for the last time today; bIho repeating the Gayety Comedy "Sweet
ting Contest; Boston and Revenge."
Pastime Theater Repeating toIn
Brooklyn Break 50-5- 0
Kid," with Mae
day "Nobody's
a Pair of Games.
Marsh in the leading role. The
story is adapted from "Mary Cary"
by Kate Langer Bosher; also show(07 The Anwclnted Frmi.)
a reel of "Latest News" and a
Pittsburgh, Sept. 27. Pittsburgh ing
closed the local season with a vic- Mutt and Jeff cartoon.
tory over Philadelphia in a hitting
TIRES
contest. Glazner was knocked out
of the box in the fifth Inning, and
DOES SAME DAMAGE
Carlson held the visitors safe exAS UNDER INFLATION
cept in the ninth when two hits,
an error and a sacrifice fly scored
tires causes the
Overloading
two runs. The locals bunched hits same
damage as does uu- general
off Winters in three innings, scorOverloaded
tires
ing three runs each time. Score: bruise and jab more readily. Also
rim-cand
to
are
more
apt
they
I'liiladclpliiu.
So states a recent bul
puncture.
AB. K, H. PO,
letin from the Bervlce department mb
3
I.ebourveau, rj. 3
of the
J. Smith, 2b..;. 5
"Savage" Tire
Spreckels
3
3
b
company.
Happ,
used
under
When
proper condi
If.
Wrlghtstone,
tions that is, properly inflated ..nd
Williams, cf
not overloaded
a correctly con
Konetchy, lb . .
structed tire retains its normal
King, If
shocks
the
J. Miller, '3'o...
and strains
and
shape,
incident to travel over the road are
ltader, ss
Henline, c
evenly distributed throughout every
Winters, p . . . .
portion of the carcass. However,xL.ee
when through overloading or unthe tire is forced out
37 6 11 24 11 2 of its natural shape, certain parts
Totals
of the tire are unduly strained to
Pittsburgh.
AB. It. II. PO. A. E. such an extent that deterioration,
5
Bigbee, It
separation of the fabric, and pre
B
mature breaking down of the ca
Carey, cf
cass of the tire frequently result1?.
Maranville, s,
Kobortson, rf
Many cars are often taxed beTlerney, 2b
yond the loads for which they are
Intended. In such cases an over
Barnhart, 3 b
size tire otters We correct solu
Grimm, lb .
c
tion for this problem. An oversizs
Gooch,
tire mav care for the extra load and
Glazner, p .
Carlson, p .
prevent the undue strain that would
otherwise cause seriouB tire injury.
38 9 14 27 12 2
Totals
Of course, large tires also offer
x Batted for Winters in ninth. other advantages. They provide in
creased traction and less vibration.
By Innings:
040 002
and are easier on machine and
Philadelphia .. . . . .000
9
33X
000
030
driver. Tho Savage bulletin warr.s
Pittsburgh
RobTwo-bas- e
hits
motorists against 'burdening their
Summary:
ertson. J. Smith. Rader, Maran tires with larger loads than they
Robcan safely carry.
ville, Barnhart. Home run
Sacrifices
Lebourveau,
ertson.
Grimm. Double plays Winters to
Henline to Konetchy; Barnhart to HEAVY BIDDING FOR
balls
Tierney to Grimm. Base on
COTTON RESULTS IN
Off Winters 2. Carlson 1. In4
Glazner
AN EXCITED ADVANCE
nings pitched By
Struck out uy
Carlson 4
2,
Winters 1. Glazner 1. Carlson
(By Tbe Auiwinlrd rreu.)
New York, Sept. 27. Heavy bidBoston,
Brooklyn.
ding for cotton today resulted in an
Boston, Mass.. Sept. 27. Boston excited advance which forced Dethe
divided
.mil
spoils,
cember contracts $5.65 and Octoformer winning the first game ami ber contracts $1.25 a bale above
Powell
the visitors the second.
close.
-made three triples and a single in yesterday's
This was the nrst notice aay
th onener. In the second game. for cotton to be delivered on Octon
and
second
on
with Schmandt
Notices tor beber contracts.
on first, Taylor lined out to tween 80,000 nnd 85,000 bales were
second and
word, tcho touched
issued. This was considerably in
threw to Holke, completing a tripla excess of expectations.
play.
P'lrst srame:
R. H. E. WESTERN LEAGUE FLAG
Rrnnklvn ...000 000 060 5 6 0
BY WICHITA

He Dollar

Three glimpses of "Biff Six," as a youth, before fame came, as the world
knew him while sHlning with the Giants a decade ago, and as he
looked in soldier hat during his war service abroad.

Christy Mathewson, preatest pitcher of all, the man who helped
write the most brilliant pages in baseball hiBtory, is to be honored at a
testimonial game at the New York Polo grounds September 80. Stars
of yesterday and today will play the proceeds to go to Matty, now
Rich patrons are buying boxes at
fighting the dreaded tuberculosis.
$1,000 each. Poor fans, worshipping Matty, are buying seats at their
limit.

i 01
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CADET ELEVEN IS

Ibe Journal.)
(Special Correspondence
state college, jn. :u., oem,

BEING SPEEDILY

...

The schedule of the football season of the New Mexico Aggies hs
nearly been completed and at pres
ent Btands:
October 1 Open date.
October 8 First field artillery,
Fort Bliss, Texas, at State
Line

state

New
October
school of mines, at Socorro.
October 21 New Mexico military
institute, Koswell, at State College.
October 29 Open date.
November 5 Univorslty of Arizona, Tucson, at State College.
November 12 Tcxus school of
mines, El Paso, at State College.
November 19 Open date.
November 24
(iThanksglvIng
day), University of New Mexico,
Albuquerque, at Albuquerque.
This year gives the "Aggies" one
seasons ever,
of the
and the team should be unusually
The
strong.
big championship
games will be played at State College this year and the coach, the
board of regents and the president
along with the citizens of Efts
Cruces and the Las Cruccs chamber of commerce are all backing
the team.
The first team has not yet been
picked, but in ell there are forty- one candidates.
15

Mexico

COAST LEAGUE.
Faeramentp, 8; Vernon, 1.
Oakland, 12; Salt Lake. 8.
Seattle, 6; San Francisco. 4.
Los Angeles, 12; Portland, 9,

PUT INTO SHAPE
for Institute Will

Aver-

age 170 Pounds; Back
Field Presents Quartet of
Lightning Backs.
(Special Correspondence to Tbe Journal.)
Koswell. N. SI., Sept. 27. In

......

,

G

spito of the loss of Jay McQuatters,
last year's fullback and captain, the
New Mexico military institute i;
lining up with what promises to be
ono of the strongest teams ever put
out by tho school. In fact, the
cadets are confident that the ma'
chine which Coach Flickengcr is
developing will make a very power
ful bid for first honors in the
southwest.
Coach Fllckenger faces this
heavy schedule witn a large squad
including eight letter men and a
number of high school stars ttiat
are fighting hard for placeB. JacW- k
man, and
son, a
of the 1919 team, has been
chosen captain to take the place of
McQuatters. Jacobson is a tricky
runner and an aggress Krwton
open-fiel- d
000 120 41X 8 10 0
ive
In the DacKneia
Grimes ana jumer,
Batteries:
he will have with him Godfrey, Fllllnglm and Gowdy.
some
authorities
who was chosen by
Second game:
last year for the
Brooklyn.
and should be much better this
AB. It. H. PO. A. E
year, and Hinkle, a very depend Olson, 2b
d9and a steady
able ground-gaine- r
Johnston, 3b...
fenslve player. On occasion, SKip- - Xeia, rf...
wlth. star of a few seasons ago, Wheat,
now playing in the line, can be used Myers,
as full or half; in scrimmage, ne Schmandt, lb..
has consistenly torn up the heavy Janvrln, ss. .
scrub forwards.
Taylor,
The institute line will average Mitchell,
about 170 pounds.
Uhli, a giant,
lined last year in several positions,
37 8 13x26 10 1
Total
is being eroomed for the pivot po
out in third, hit by bat- xFord
sition. On the port side, he will ted ball.
have the dogged Lackey, and Jess
Boston.
AB. R. H. PO. A. E.
Corn, a fighter used last fall In the
moments.
At
in
critical
backfleld
Powell, of...- -. 4 0 l a
t ight guard he will have Blake, all- Barbare, 2b.... 44 0u 1x v u u
southwestern choice or isis, ano Nixon, rf..
out
0
Ivistham, of Clovis fame, kept
Nicholson, If... 4
1
lt.st year by low .grades. The most Boeckel. 3b...-- . 3
11
for the end Holke, lb....... 4
likelv candidates
4
'u rths are Skipwith, or Harrison: Ford, ss...- -.
4
S
rum Texas, or Stratton, one or O'Neill, C...... i
0
is
2
possi- Braxton,
last year's substitutes. It
p......
will
0
Jacobson
0
. .
ble, however, that
Morgan,
p.
0
x
experiment a bit with this line-uzGlbson
ns he has such men as Boone and
2T
IS 2
9
S
0
Bell, of last year's squad, for the
Totals
Une, and 3oyer ana Harnett ior me
z Batted for Braxton In eighth.
back positions.
'
. .
By Innings:
010 003 10 J 8
At Quarter, Wllfley, who wm rtmnVlvn
1920
000 000 000- -0
used toward the end of the
Boston
nu
ru,
season, may start with the first
Summary: Two-cas- e
brilliant, but he Nels. Three-bas- e
hit wneai.
game. He
is verv steadv and runs the team Stolen basest Nels, Johnston. Douwith intelligence, and should profit ble plays Ford to Barbare to
by the aggressive counsel of Cap- Holke: Barbare to Ford to Holke;
Hinkle could be nnttne tn Ford to Holke. Triple
tain Jacobson.
shifted, however, If it Is advisable.
play Ford to Holke. Base on balls
n
The team Is tn good
Braxton, 4;
Off Mitchell, l;
of
fast
combination
Braxform. The
2. Inninga pitched
Morgan,
looks
line
good
at
backfleld
heavy
ton, 8; Morgan, 1. Struck out
to institute fans. The present llnv Mitchell, 1; Braxton, 8,
up of the team follows:
Stratton, R. B.; Eastham, R. T.;
Cincinnati, 8; SUcaeo. S.
Blake, R. Q.j Uhli, C; Lackey, I
Sept 17. Cincinnati
Chicago,
VS.',
I
L.
Harrison,
T.;
G.; Corn,
hit rtiAfivei oDDortuneiy oeninu
Hinkle, Q. B.; Jacobson, R. H. B.! bases on balls In the first Inning for
Skipwith. L. H. B.; Godfrey. F. B. a three-ru- n
lead, then clinched
the game through Rouach's home
READY TO HELP YOU.
which scored two other men.
If you are subject to biliousness, run,
R. H. B.
Mm:
gas, bloating, sick headache, sour Cincinnati ,. .330 000 200 8 11 0
stomach or other Ills that result
100 002 0003 12 0
from indigestion and constipation, Chicago
Batteries: Klxey ann wrogo;
Cawith
can
relief
Foley
get
you
Btreland and Daly.
thartic Tablets. They are a gen- Cheeves,
uine, wholesome physic that affords
POUND SALE.
prompt, sure and safe relief withOn Thursday, the 2th of Sep
out griping or pain. J. T. Osborn,
R. F. D. 1. Lucasvllle. O., writes: tember. 1921. at 9 a. m., in front of
on North Second street,
"Foley Cathartic Tablets are fine. the city hallone
will tell
T had
bay none about
stomach
trouble. I took
pounds, 8
Foley Cathartle Tablets and now I hands high, weigh on(00
left shoulder.
years old, branded
can eat anything." Sold
Also one horse burro, color brown,
branded on left hip.
J. R. GALUSHA,
Journal want ads get results!
City Marshal
3,

5--

nan-bac-

....

(By Tha Aioclnlfd FrM.)
Kansas City, Mo., Sept. 27. With
the 1921 Western league pennant
nailed to the Wichita flagstaff, interest in the league race, which
ended today, tonight was centered
about whether' Oklahoma City or
Omaha had captured second place.
On the face of the unofficial aver
ages only a few points margin
separated the two clubs and ob
servers said the official standing
would be necessary to determine
which was winner.
Wichita clinched the pennant
several days ago. Sioux City fin
ished fourth and Des Moines
seventh.

MAKES TWO MISTAKES
AND LANDS IN JAIL
(By Tbe Anorlstrd Press.)
Casper. Wyo., Sept. 27. Orvllle
Jennings, 35, made two mistakes
last nleht which landed him In the
county jail here today, one when
he decided to stage a nomup io
recoup his finances ana anotner
when he picked on a deputy sheriff at Salt Creek. The holdup was
duly enacted and he obtained the
officer'
wallet, but before he
could ret out of camp the same
denutv noked a cun under his nose,
rocovered his money and took his
man Into custody. He will be held
for trial In district court.

RESOLUTIONS BRAND
KLAN

early-seaso-

All the new ideas are now on display. Fancy
tips, In broad toe effects. A pleasing varation
from last season's styles.
We will be pleased to show them to you. '

E. L. Washburn Co.
Albuquerque's Exclusive Clothiers
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Additlonal Blades
for a package of

Life

li4F

nais!

r"

mff-f- ffl

sf
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I

iitiMT Tilings

RTC

DURHAM-DUPLE-

X

RAW

CO.

Jersey City New

fes

Jersey City.U.S.A.
Parit, Francs

En.
tl ironto.Can.

f fh WJeld,

4esJ?epresen4vesinsflCounfrea

&

-
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Jan-vri-

p.....

Our Fall line of Stetson and Walk-OvShoes
Is very complete. We have both heavy and
light leathers in blacks and tans.

m wr

in

8--

lf.....
cf.....
c.

in Footwear

1

....

......

New Arrivals

neat, sanitary case of American Ivory or in a hands prne,
flexible leather "kit" Your dealer will give you 'you
choice. Each set contains, in addition to the )slzoi
a safety guard and three detachable, double-eOf- :
Durham-Duple- x
blades the longest, strongest ko
est blades on earth. Make your change tc:'?.y io j.o

...

n,

FOOTBALL SCHEDULE
OF AGGIES FOR 1921
IS NEARLY COMPLETED

For One Dollar you can now have .the
famous Durham-Duple- x
razor either iin a

G

ut

best-looki-

,.4
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Where They Floy.
Boston at Philadelphia.

OVER-LOADIN-

-t

-

91

TRfPIUES

0

0
2
0
0
0
0
0

.631
.620
.620
.513
.493
.470
.393
.358

LOCA L' SEASON:

New York.
AB. R. H. PO. A. E.

Miller, cf

Pet.

67
73
72
75
60

I

....

27

E5

1;

8; Chicago, 8.
9; Philadelphia,

PIRATES CLOSE

C.....8 01
.....

.7

L.

94

Xesterdey's Results.
Boston,
Philadelphia,
Louis, 2; New York, 0.

Where Tncy Play.
Cincinnati at Chicago.
Brooklyn at Boston.

....

2

w.

.79
.76
.73
.71
.59
.63

..

Brooklyn,

Pittsburgh,

81

.620 New Tork .
.697 Cleveland .
.664 St Louis ..
.627 Washington
.497 Boston . . ,
,463 Detroit .
,403 Chicago , .
.334 Philadelphia

Yesterdays fteiulls.

Double Bill.

Totals

..

Boston,
Cincinnati,

,

;

..

Brooklyn
Cincinnati
Chicago

84
79
74
69
60
51

American League.

Pet.

L.
67
60
65
71
75
80
89
102

n

ASJJN AMERICAN

Tbe Amoclnto' Pmm.)

(B

Chicago. Sept. 27. Resolutions
denouncing the Kit Klux Klan asa
un.Amftrtcan were adopted and
with fed'
committee to
eral and other Investigators of the
national
at
was
the
klan
appointed
convention of the order oi Ainam
bra, Knights of Columbus, today.
WESTERN1
At Wichita
At Tulsa 12-At Oklahoma
Joseph
At Joplln -;
8;

8;

LEAGUE
Sioux City
Omaha 12-City

One Size Package,
All our skill, facilities, and lifelong knowledge of IKeiV
finest tobaccos are concentrated on this one cigarette
CAMEL.
Into this ONE BRAND, we put" the utmost quality"
Nothing is too good for Camels. They are as good as it's.',
possible to make a cigarette.
Camel QUALITY, is always maintained at the same higti,
exclusive standard. You can always depend on the same
mellow-mil- d
refreshing smoothness the taste and richl
flavor of choicest tobaccos
and entire freedom frorrt

cigaretty aftertaste.
And remember thisl Camels come in one size package1
only 20 cigarettes just the right size to make the greatest
saving in production and packing. This saving goes
straight into Camel Quality. That's one reason why you,
can get Camel Quality at so moderate a price.
Here's another. We put no useless
frills on the Camel package No "extra)
wrappers!" Nothing just for show!
Such things do not improve the smoke?
any more than premiums or coupons. And
their added cost must go onto the price)
or come out of the quality.
One thing, and only one, is responsibleT
for Camels great and growing popularity
-t-hat is CAMEL' QUALITY.
-

4.

1.

4;

Bt.

8.

8-

Ces Moines

8.

AMERICAN ASSOCIATION.
At Columbus,
Minneapolis,
9;

11-- 6.

At Toledo, 11; St. Paul, 5.
At Indianapolis, 1; Milwaukee, .
At Louisville. 1; Kansas City, 13.
PENNANT TO CHICKASAW
Fort Smith, Sept. 27. Chickasaw copped the ("Western assocla
Hon pennant here today by defeating Fort Smith three to two.

R.J.REYN0LD3

TOBACCO

CQ,WIn.ton-SJ.m,N.-

C

For Quick and Certain Results try the Journal Want Ad Cotj mns,

m
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EADTY CHAT

RIPPLIRG RHYME
By WAlfT MASON.

By Edna Kent Forbes.

Wednesday.
Tea for Woman's auxiliary of the
ula encourages the growth of hair St. John cathedral church,
at home
INTEItUVPTIONS.
from my place in Johnson's New
if there is any root. This fomula of Mrs. J. T. Newhall.
Addition. And then again I take
There has always been a big de- you can mix yourself by melting
Sometimes
when
would
write
I
my lyre and try to warble like
mand for a cream or tonic to make the lanoline, cocoa butter and wax
a pome, and I am clawing at my a choir, I punch said lyre and
the eyelashes long and thick. In and the moment they are melted FROCK WITH WRAP
paw it; but Thompson blows into
tome to find a theme
my opinion at least, very lew pre- adding the warmed oil, mixing
he's lost his Malmy don to
TO MATCH IS NEW a fellow who would sell auplifting,
cheese, tese hon, andsayask me if I saw it.
parations really are effective. Vas- thoroughly, and letting the mix
eline, the standard remedy, Is not ture cool in a small Jar.
a corkscrew or a swarm
DECREE
bees, And thus it goes some bitter days,
FASHION
a bit good because It is a mineral
This produces rather a thick
to my abode comes drifting.
I I strive in vain to chant my lays,
cream which may have to be
sadly listen to his spiel and try my chanter isn't working; and so
warmod a trifle in very cold weato tell how tough I feel, that I I say, "I'll go down town and
ther. But if you will rub a little
can't patronize him I do not sny bore Smith, Itobinson and Brown,
on the eyelids and around under
that he's a bore, while to the fact and let my harp quit Jerking." I
the eye the warmth of the skin
that there's a door endeavoring call on men who need their time
will melt it sufficiently bo that it
to wise him. And when he's gone and perpetuate the same old crime
can- be massaged in on even the
there comes a dame who wants that made my own day dreary;
coldest day. Incidently this will
to have me sign my name to some they fondle me with wicker
chair?
skin
the
around
absurd
the
keep
petition; and, smiling still or drop me down the basrment
eyelid
across my face, I gently shoo her stairs,
very soft and smooth in even the
and life is dark and dreary.
bitterest weather.
If you are going to begin this as
a treatment I would advise you to
CLOTHES MAKE THE
clip back the eyebrows and eyelashes a little distance and then to
MOVIE MAN, ANYWAY
AGAINST
use the cream tonic every day.
s
lashes
.
the
t.
stimulates
Clipping
' ,
heavier, thicker growth and it will
only take a few weeks for them
to grow back- to ' their original
length.
AN EYELASH CREAM

of

STRIKE
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Bluebird; Distressed; Telme; A.
B.; Kate; Interested Reader: A
good skin bleach Is made by at this
season from cucumbers.
To do
this, obtain the Juice by cutting up
the cucumbers and stewing them
slowly with a small quantity of
wator, until the whole becomes
very soft. Squeeze out the Juice
and strain it, after which make
an essence from this, by putting
an ounce and a half of the Juice
to the same amount of high pioof
alcohol. The Juice alone may be
used as a bleach at any time, but
the alcohol is needed o preserve it.
Pimples should ba corrected by
i clearing the system, but the gran&
ulated lids recuire a doctor's at
tention. Butf.srmillc is Simulating
Hero is Ronietlilnc to mnke the
to
the liver and the ac'd In it fre
eyelashes grow
quently corrects ,an acidity of the
product, and as such is. not ab- stomach.
sorbed by the skin and has no
W. C. P.: Tcast contains vita- nourishing value. The best form- mines which have food value. You
ula I know Is:
are slightly underweight, but since
1 dram
Cocoa butter ..
you are growing so tail, you will
4
Para wax
make this up in a few years. The
drams
2
Lanoline
mixture you mention is of little
drams
Oil of sweet almonds
value as a hair tonic, if you send
4 drams
a stamped addressed envelope, I
(English)
2
Eosol oil
shall be pleased to mr.il you an
drops
Everything that is in this form- - unusually good om.

r
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Official Organ of the Methodist Church in Michigan
Declares War Against
Sabbath Company.
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By LAURA A. KIRKMAN.
"JUST HOW" TO MAKE A GOOD
OMELET,
A reader friend hns written to
ask me how to make a "Puffy
Omelet." I believe that there are
many other bride readers who
would like to know "Just how"
to make this difih.
A good omelet is not as hard a
thing as it is reputed to be. I
have noticed
that some housekeepers prefer to cook eggs in almost any other way than in this
form, yet if they follow the directions glvon below they will not
"shy" at the making of an omelet
in the future. Try this good supper:
Swedish Omelet
Corn meal Muffins
Cocoa
Sliced Peaches
Swedish Omelet:
Separate the
whites from the yolks of four eggs.
Beat the whites stiff and put them
in the refrigerator for a few minutes. Now put into a small bowl
1 cup sweet milk, 1 tablespoon
teaspoon salt and a dash
flour,
of pepper; mix well and strain
through a sieve. Beat the 4 yodks
well, add to them the milk and
flour mixture, mix well, then fold
whites. There
in the stiffly-mixe- d
is quite a "knack" about folding
the whites In correctly they must
be folded ;ln only partly, so that
wholo portions of frothy whites

will be floating here and there.
If the whites are mixed in too
thoroughly, there will not be as
much puffiness to the omelet. A
certain amount of water
will float under the
fluffy top part after you have finished folding in the whites. Heat
your frying pan very hot, grease
bottom and sides wiih butter, turn
in the uncooked egg mixture and
let it cook over very moderate heat
until set and the bottom begins
to brown. Then keep slipping a
broad, flat spatula or pancake
turner under the omelet from all
sides,! lifting it constantly as It
cooks, and when it is pretty well
browned on the bottom take the
pan from the top of the steve
and Put it in the oven for a minute or two (this will cook the top
part without causing the omelet
to tan. it does not have to be
brown, but Just to sot.
If vou
have a broiler that is, a burner
at the top of your oven, the omelet can go under this and be Ret
in a few seconds).
Then take the
pan from the oven, put your spalk

tula under
of the omelet and quickly fold this half over
the other half while still in the
pan. It is an easy matter rrow to
slip the omelet onto a platter.
To make a "Spanish omelet" out
of this plain Swedish omelet (such
as one seos in restaurants), spread
one-ha-

lf

(By EIXHSE.)
Today the shopper in Paris finds'
it difficult to buy "Just a frock,
for always thero is a matching
wrap which the suave saleswoman
will announce as "Just the thing
which simply must go with the
frock or the effect is spoiled."
Many frocks even have small shoulder capes fastened right to them
which are in no way a wrap but at
least show how the tendency to
have a cape and frock to match
is spreading.
Pictured here Is ono of theso
Parisian combinations, a frock an l
cape both of heavy black canton
crepe. The frock is a plain,
straight line model with a low,
loose waistline and the skirt hem is
cut in pointsy The cape which falls
in soft fold from the shoulder is
also cut In points and ia collared
with monkey fur, one of the most
popular fur trimmings of the season, particularly for frocks and
hats.

a layer of

finely-mince-

tomato,
(chopped

d

peppers, and seasonings
onions if preferred) over the omelet Just after it comes out of the
oven and beforo folding it over.
Or you can spread over it a layer
of chopped cooked ham .if you
wish and thus make the dish substantial enough to serve instead of
meat for dinner.
Many persons do not care for
this puffy variety of omelet and
such persons can use the above
recipe with this' one change: do
not beat the
stiff. It
d
is the
egg whites
that make the omelet puffy.
egg-whit-

stiffly-whippe-

Do you discriminate at the
dining table or are
you thoughtless?
In thousands of homes, a "fine" is drawn st
the breakfast table. Tea or coffee is served for
grown-upand Postum for children. But
some parents do not discriminate. Caffeine and
tannin, the injurious contents of coffee and tea,
seriously retard the development of the delicate
nerve tissues in children.

'

s"

k

-

.

Poslimi-i- s

bever
Like thousands of others you will like it
becausein ffavor,-j- t is much like a high-gradmeal-tim-

e

age.

e"

coffee.

Do awar wifii the- - cfistlctkm at the table.
Serve delicious Postum, piping hot, to all the
family. One week's trial and it is likely that
tea and coffee.
youH never return-to
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FOR HOME BACHELORS
IN FOREIGN MISSIONS
K letter written in behalf of the
young German women who are in
danger of dying old maids has
to the Morning
been addressed
Journal by one J. Stahl, of Dula-burGermany. Although distant
fields seem always fairer, it is not
probable .that many American
bachelors will be enticed by this
Tin icirer iouows:
preposition.
Dear Sir: You will please
the liberty I take in addressing you in the following manner:
On account of the unhappy war,
In which more than 1,800,000 young
Germans lost their lives, a still
greater number of young German
ladles are deprived of the oppor
This
tunity to find a husband.
calamity, if I dare call it thus, is
still Increased by the fact that,
owing to the extraordinary dear- ness of household furniture and the
scarcity of apartments, the matrimony has become a luxury and a
privilege of the rich in this coun
try.
In their distress our young ladles
look over to America in the hope of
finding there the conjugal happiness, from which reason they ap
nea! to all American bachelors,
who cannot find a match over there
and who are desirous to contract
young
matrimony with a well-bre- d
German lady, to approach them on
The
behalf.
this
linguistic difficulties should be no obstacle as
our ladies are mostly aquainted
with the English language.
The German ladles asked me to
be their interpreter in assisting
them to find an American husband,
for which reason applicants are
requested to apply to my above ad
dress.
I should be grateful to you for
bringing this letter to the notice
of the readers of your newspaper
and tender you my anticipated
thanks.
Very faithfully yours.
g,

.

se

Consequently, instead of rich, satisfying
Postum, children are over stimulated by the)
drugs in tea and coffee; and so may grow up
irritable and nervous. Any doctor trasn tell yoa
that this ia a great evil and should be corrected.
Although some parents.fcel.ji certain justification for the personal indulgence in coffee,
Ihe harm to them may be equally serious. yet
It
may-taa little while longer for the drags in
ooffeeand tea to affect an older person, but in many
cases the nervous system and allied bodily functions wffl become- weakened. The surest way to
avoid soch possibilities is to qtrft coffee entire y and
.. drink Postum instead.
The change permits you
to get sound, reetful sleep.

HERE'S OPPORTUNITY

'

J.

STAHL

(By The Amuclnted Preu.)
Detroit, Mich., Sept. 27. The
Michigan Christian Advocate, official organ of the Methodist Episcopal church in Michigan, has de
clared war on the city dwellers
who on Sunday visit friends in the
country and keep the latter away
from church services.
The Advocate submits the following page "advertisement" in its
current issue:
"More Sunday Company Wanted."
(Signed) "The Amalgamated Association of Farmers' Wives."
"The only Conditions Being:
"They are to meet us at church
time at our church.
"They are to bring their dinner,
fried chicken preferred.
"They are to holp fill our home
with Sabbath spirit."
In commenting on Its stand the
Advocate declares pastors In country districts have complained that
during the summer months their
congregations are greatly reduced
because the members are at home
The Adentertaining company.
vocate says further:
"It seems that when the farmer comes to town he eats at a cafeteria, but when the city folks visit
the farm they expect a chicken
dinner with cherry pie.
"Our Sunday guests are power
ful influences In the lives of our
children, and wo have the right to
choose the color of tho Influence,
on one day at least. Yet how often
our Sunday guests ruin our
bath in the home."
The Advocate calls upon "all
Christian homes in tho rural districts of the state to Join In a state
wide striko against the Sunday
the organ also asks those
joining the "strike" to hang a copv
of the Advocate's "advertisement"
in a window of their home as a
notice to Sunday company.

27.-

-
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STATE COT.I.KOE
S. Moles, stnto lcailer of
county agunts, with the s'nte extension service of tho Niv Mexico
Stato College was aw.iy dining the
past week in Grant county where
he met with the county agent and
held a conference on the work that
was being done there.
He tlso
went to Hidalgo county whore ho
interviewed the county commission"
ers of the subject of county agent
work.
W. I,. Elscr, assistant director of
extension work in tho state of Now
Mexico loft during the past, week
for Harding and Catron oountle
where he will meet with Hie county commissioners of these counties
on business for the stale extension
service.
Miss Katherine Frown', n student
lit preparatory department wont
to hor home in Iji Mesa, New Mexico, Saturday and stayed over the
week end with her parents.
The annual "Initiation" of the
new students at the New Mexico
and MeCollege of Agriculture
chanic Arts began this week at
The. usual
the boys' dormitory.
remedy of a broom wrapped in
tape being used.
William II. Trentman. stale boys'
and girls' club leader for tho extension service is away this week
In the northern part of the state
on business with the county club
leadors and other club officials.
At a student body meeting held
during the past week, James G.
Wayne was elected yell lender and
W. p. Fisher assistant yell leader.
These boys have both had experience in leading school yells and
President Kent has announced tha1
a short time may be had of the
regular assembly period to practice the college yells.
Mrs. May T. Allen, formerly head
of the muslo department at the
State College, and now a resident
of Kl Taso, Texas, whs a visitor
at the homo of Dr. W. It. Smith

Hunter

J

and family nt State College durln;
the weekend.
A
very delightful party and
dance was given at the Pariah
House at Mesilla Park on Friday
evening. A large number of the
Btudents of the State College attended and a very good time is reported.
For those who like to sing. Rev.
Ira H. MeClymonds has a time for
this nt his homo every Saturday
evening after the picture show.
This s for those who wish to sing
In the choir of the Mossilln park
church on Sunday
J're:ihytPiian
morning.
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PEARLS

"SCIIOOI, DAYS, SCHOOL DAYS"
Do you remember the old song
about school days being golden rule
nays? It is wrong to send a coughchild to
ing, sneezing,
spitting
school to sprnnd disease
germs
among other little ones. Common
colds are infectious. Protect vour
own and other little ones with
Foley's Honey and Tar. This sate
family remsdy checks coughs and
colds, loosens phlegm and mucnous
and coats raw, Irritating
vlth a healing, soothing
medicine.
Sold everywhere.
mem-lirsne-
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Advertise in the Morning Journal.
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Wheeler Oakman. '
Whoever wrota "clothes don't
make the man" lived before ih
days of motion pictures, aceordin..
to Wheeler Oakman, who is plying the title role in "The Hall
Breed." Tho young fellow who :f
trying to break into the motion
picture game is under an almos:
hopeless handicap if he possesse:
but one suit. It will be fate tiT"
he needs a dress suit if his "only'
is a tuxedo, or a tramp outfit wii
be called for if he Just spent hN
last dollar for the first Installment
on a "snappy college cut suit."
"It would he amazing to know
how much has to be spent on a
wardrobe in a year," says Oakmnn.
"The man who begrudges his wife
two new hats a year would fall in
anapoplectic, gasp it he saw Just
one month's bill for the average
actress. And, too, the men In the
films have to fill their cloth.'s
closets with duds that they may
wear in Just one picture and then
cast them aside or peddle them to
the gentlemanly buyers who p!.v
their lucrative trade from door t
door.
"Many actors, both sexes, put
their wardrobe costs in their income tax returns for they are a
part of the business expenditures.
Of course they must show that th
clothes are for use In pictures onlv.
For instance, the Spanish outfit
that I wore In 'The Half Breed'
would hardly do for street wear, I
SOVIET GOVERNMENT
probbaly would be corraled by
con as a freak before walking
AS asome
DENIED STANDING
block."
When
A LITIGANT IN U. S.
you see Oakman, however.
In his bangied trimmed Spanish
sailor end gorgeous velvet bolero
(By Tha Auoriuted PrM.)
New York, Sept. 27. The Rus- in "The Half Breed" you'll think
sian soviet government was denied him anything but a freak.
standing as a litigant in t'nited
FIRE PRF.VEXTIOX TY.
States courts by Federal Judge
Denver, Colo., Sept. 27. The
Manto today on the ground that
to
this country had not recognized the people of Colorado are asked
observe fire prevention day on Ocsoviet government.
The judiciary, Judge Manto held, tober 9, in a proclamation issued
must follow tho executivo depart- today st the statehouse by Goverment as regards other govern- nor Oliver H. Shoup.
ments.
A general merchandise store In
In the case in which the decision was glvon the soviet feder- I,eon, Kas., offered a pair of sljwes
tho correct
ated soviet republic and Ludwlg C. to the person guessingcorn
a roostA. K. Martens, formerly its agent number of kernels of
fast.
in the United States, who was de- er will eat after a
Mrs. N. S. Mathews came closest,
ported were trying to obtain
of Russian steamships now with a guess of 2s grains. The
rooster consumed 240.
in Now York waters.

1
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220 West Central

Over Fifty Years Ago

A young man who practiced medicine in Pennsylvania became famous and
was called in consultation in
many towns and cities because of his success in the
treatment of disease. He
finally made up his mind to
place some of his treatments
before the entire United
States and, moving to Buffalo, he put up what he
called his Favorite Prescrip-

stand every test

kr quality.

Union.

That was over fifty-fiv- e
year3 ago. 'For fifty-on-e
years this Favorite Prescrip
tion of"Dr. Pierce's has sold more largely throughout the
United States than any other medicine of like character.
It's the testimony of thousands of women that it has
benefited or entirely eradicated such distressing ailments
as women are prone to.
For over fifty years some of Dr. Pierce's home medicines have been selling over the drug counters, so that
more than fifty million bottles have been sold during
that time. This speaks well for the reliability and value
of Dr. Pierce's standard home remedies. Dr. Pierce's
Golden Medical Discovery is a blood tonic and strength- builder which contains no alcohol, yet has tonic qualities
that have endeared it to the American public. Dr.
Aloin
Pierce's Pleasant Pellets, composed of
and jalap, have long been considered a reliable vegetable
laxative, in the same way that Dr. Pierce's Favorite
Prescription has long been recognized as a tonic for
diseases peculiar to womankind. More recently that
wonderful discovery of Dr. Pierce's namely, Anuric
(anti-uri- c
acid), has been successfully used by many
thousands of people who write Dr. Pierce in unqualified
terms of the benefits received that their backache and
other symptoms of kidney trouble have been completely
conquered by the use of Anuric.
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Convince yourself of

fact by attending our Wsdrsesday 93c Sale.
Men's Blue Work Shirts, in
good quality, all sizes. Two for

QQ

n

UOK,

IS 93c DAY.

WEDXESDAl

Men's Canvas Gauntlet Glovos,

leather faced. Four pair

y

AO 0
JOV

Baby Crib Blankets, good heavy

quality, all colors. Each

Ladies , Petty Bockers, in all popular
colors, regular $1.50 value,
AO
extra fine Victoria Satin. Each

UO,

WEDNESDAY

S

Sheets, extra heavy quality and snow
white gtarchless, Isize
QO
OC
72x90. Each

Wednesday is

93c DAY.
L

Ladies' Blue Chambray House
Dresses, a $2 value. Each

AQrt
XJOL

WEDNESDAY IS 93o DAY.

IS 03c DAY.

WEDNESDAY

WEDNESDAY

Children's Gingham and Percale Dresses
in stripes and plaids, size
4 t0 10'
Tw0 f0r
V0
WEDNESDAY IS 03c DAY.

AO

VOL

dso

day.

Ladies High Grade Flannelette Waists
with high or low collars,
AQ
U sizes.
Each

0L

WEDNESDAY IS 93c DAY.

IS 93c DAY.

:

Pillow Case,, a real fine quality
size 36x42. Four for
WEDNESDAY

AO

V6C

IS 93c DAY.

--

tion, and placed it with the
druggists in very state in the

that will

Here ycu are always certain to find Bargains

.

May-appl- e,

Carl
Bept.
Springfield,
twice convicted
for
Wanderer,
murder and sentenced to death,
will be hanged September 20, Gov.
Emails office announced today in
denying a petition for clemency.
Wanderer first was convicted of
the murder of his wife and unborn
child in a fake holdup. He was
sentenced to prison for, 25 years.
Then he was tried and convicted
of the murder.of a "ragged strang
er," hired to stage the holdup and
was sentenced to be hanged,
111.,

.

'

f PERSONAL NOTES OF THE STATE

Men's

Dress

Shirts, in all the latest

patterns, a $2.00
-i- ue. Each

WEDNESDAY

93 c

pafor WEDNESDAY
Citton Flannel,

.

93 C
IS 93c DAY.

r. 93

in dark colors only.

Men's Extra Quality Work Shirts, in
black sateen, blue and
AO
khaki. Each
"

V6C

IS 93o DAY.

WEDNESDAY IS 93f DAY.

ldt
mmmmmmmHose.Jn
IS 93c DAY.

Ladies' Cotton
colors.

Five

for.....

all

WEDNESDAY

19 93o DAY.

WEDNESDAY

IS 93c DAY.

No Phone Orders

C

WEDNESDAY IS 03c DAY.

Ladies' Silk Hose, in all co'lors, a 'Men's Mu Hn N!ghtshirts,
ular $1.7o value. Each
regular $1.50 seller.
QQ
WEDNESDAY IS 93o
Pair
WEDNESDAY

7nd

.

IS 03o DAY.

Hand Bags, in all shades of leather,
Values up to
QQ
VOL
$3.00. Each
WEDNESDAY

Jfjrfa

Cotton Hose in all colors

UOC

No Charges

TT.
Ladies'
Two

reg- DAY.

AO

Ml

Vests, with long or snort sleeves

VJ

'

JOL

WEDNESDAY IS 83c DAY.

WEDNESDAY IS 93o DAY.

No Exchanges

No C. O. D,

i
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THE FREEDOM OF THE PRESS.

delays, and by Improvement In handling methods
at the depots. In this way they will Induce much
traffic to return to their lines. Meantime the road
vehicles also will be developing, for it is absurd
to think that they have reached their maximum
of efficiency.
The overloaded motor truck always will bo
the object of repression on the highways, but the
motor truck in itself, is indispensable to industry.
Thus there is room for both forms of transport;
much that is
in the
present systems will be removed.
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Wheat
Dec. $1.23 4; May,
(Bj The A emulate 1'resi)
New York, Sept. 27. Extremely
Corn
61 c; May,
Dec,
conditions
in
contracting
prevailed
Oats Dec, 37c; May,
financial markets today.
Stocks
Pork
were dull and frequently reactionSept., $20.25.
Lard Oct., $10.25; Jan., $9.23.
ary, while bonds were active, soma
Ribs Oct., $7.15; Jan., $8.00.
of the Liberty and Victory Issues
mounting to new records for the
NEW YORK COTTOX.
year. These contrary movements
were rendered more obscure by a
New York, Sept. 27. Cotton fustiffening of money rates, further
cross currents in foreign exchange tures closed firm. Oct., 21.03;
and mixed Industrial conditions, in- Dec. 21.01; Jan., 20.27; March,
cluding the less promising labor 20.35; May, 20.03,
outlook.
Traders attacked the list from
NEW YORK MONEY.
the outset on the increased demorNew York. Sept. 27 Call money
alization shown by German marks,
and by its Implications regarding
Firmer. High, offered at and
future reparations payments. The last loan, 5 per cent; low, ruling;
pessimistic views of railway offi- rate and closing bid. 6 per cent.
cials respecting labor's attitude also
Time loans Steady. Sixty and
furnished additional reasons for 90 days, 5 to 5
per cent; six
an extension of short commit months, 6 to 6
per cent.
ments.
Prime mercantile paper, 6
to
Heaviness of foreign oils, es 6
per cent.
pecially Mexican Petroleum, and
FOREIGN EXCHANGE.
pressure
against standard rails
with Pennsylvania as the main ob
New York, Sept. 27. Foreign
jectlve, helped to unsettle the gen
eral list, steels, equipments and exchange, irregular. Great Britain
various specialties which owe their demand, $3.72; cables, $3.73;
rise or fall to pools also were lower France demand,
cables,
712. Italy demand, 711; cables,
in the absence of support.
412;
The few exceptions to the gen-or- 413.
Belgium
demand, 703;
trend Included shippings, Gen- cables, 704. Germany demand,
eral Asphalt preferred, American 0.81; cables, 0.82. Holland deIce, miscellaneous issues of sec- mand. 32.10; cables, 82.16. NorSales, 435,000 way demand, 12. CO. Sweden deondary Importance,
shares.
mand, 22.35.
Denmark demand,
Call money opened at 5 per cent 17.75. Switzerland demand, 17. 2.
but an unusually heavy Inquiry Spain demand, 13 04. Greece deforced the rate to iVt por cent at mand, 4.85. Argentina demand,
mid-daholding at that figure for 33.00. Brazil demand, 13.12. Monttho remainder of the session, Time real, 90
loans running into next year were
NEW YORK METALS.
made at 6 H per cent.
The fall of marks to a level
New York. Sept. 27. Copper-Fi- rm.
where they were represented at a
value of
of 1 cent affected
Electrolytic, spot and jear-bcentral European remittances, Auslater, 12o.
Tin
Easier. Spot and nearby,
trian, Polish and Czecho Slovakian
$27.00.
established
$26.75;
minimum
futures,
exchanges
Iron Steady, unchanged.
was firm,
quotations.
Sterling
Lead Steady. Spot, $4.70.
French, Belgian and Italian bills
Zinc
Firm. East St. Louis de
and Swedish
eased, but Dutch
rates roao substantially. Far East- livery, spot $4.35.
ern exchanges again were noteAntimony Spot, $4.60.
Foreign bar silver, 71 o.
worthy for another decline in the
Mexican dollars, 55c,
adJapanese rate and the further
vance Of bills on Shanghai by 1
CHICAGO PRODUCE.
cents. All bonds were carried for
ward in the first half of fhe session by the extensive domand for
Chicago, Sept. 27 Butter Mar,
extras,
Creamery
Liberty and Victory issues, but the ket unsettled.
movement was checked later, when 43c; standards, 37c; firsts, B3.
realizing sales caused general re- 41c; seconds. 3081c.
Re
actions from best prices.
Eggs Market unchanged.
Rails and industrials became
ceipts 7,828 cases.
and most foreign issues
Poultry Alive, higher. Fowk
developed similaV tendencies. Sales, 1927c; springs. 22c.
par value, aggregated J18,850,000.
Closing prices:
American Can
, 27
tr
ri, c . r
American Smelting & Ref'g.. 36
eggs and poultry, unchanged,
American Sumatra Tobacco.. 40
107
American Tel. & Tel
LIVESTOCK MARKETS.
9
American Zinc
37
Anaconda Copper
Chicago, Sept. 27. Cattle ReAtshlson
86 12
Desirable yearling
Baltimore & Ohio
38 it ceipts 13,000.
and corn fed steers steady to 15o
Bethlehem Steel "B"
f4
higher; others slow. Top yearlings,
14
Butte & Superior
$10.75; bulk beef steers, $6. 25
113
Canadian Pacific
k
and calves dull;
9.25;
Central Leather
, 28
BB?i canners and bulls steady stockers
Chesapeake & Ohio
and feeders weak.
25
Chicago", Mi!. & St. Paul
Market
Hogs Receipts 23.000.
Chlno Copper
23 H
steady to strong; later marColorado Fuel & Iron
24' opened
ket active, 10c to 15c higher than
63
Crucible Steel
Top, $8.30;
yesterday's average.
7
Cuba Cane Sugar
bulk light nnd light butchers, $7.90
13
Erie
bulk
$6.85
sows,
ft'8.15;
packing
75
Great Northern pfd
34J,i 6.75; pips scarce, mostly steady,
Inspiration Copper
7.60.
bulk desirable, $7.25
48
Int. Mcr. Marine pfd.
X!! (1(1(1
UnnAlnta
Vnt
Rhnnn
20
Kennecott Copper
lamos strong 10 zoc msner.
native
98
Mexican Petroleum
Western opened steady. Top na19
Missouri Pacific
tives early to city butchers, $8.76;
73
New York Central
8.25 to packers; culls, $5.00
5.60;
77
Northern Pacific
good to choice westerns early, $8.60
37
Pennsylvania
not
15)8.65; best
sold; sheep scarce;
Ray Consolidated Copper.... 12
lights firm, heavies 25o to 50o
Reading ,
..71
feeder
lambs
firm at $6.75
51
higher;
Republic Iron & Steel.
7.00; some held higher; top yes19
Sinclair Oil & Refining
terday, $7.25.
78
Southern Pacific . ,
21
Southern Railway
Kansas City. Sept. 27. Cattle-Rec- eipts
73
Studcbnker Corporation
21.000.
Beef steers slow,
35
Texas Company
steady to weak. Top yearlings,
65
Tobacco Products
best
$9.60;
heavy steers early, .
121
Union Pacific
other classes generally
$3.50;
79
United States Steel
steady; bulk canners, $2.602.76;
49
Utah Copper
most cows, $3.75 4.50; grass heifbulk bologna
ers, $6.00 down;
LIBERTY BONDS.
bulls, $3.25 (fp 3.75; best vealers,
good and choice
New York, Sept. 27. Liberty $9.50(10.00;
250 to
calves, $5.00
bonds closed:
$88.40; first 4s, 6.50; selected stock steers,
$7.00;
$90.66 bid; Becond 4s, $90.16; first other
$4.25
6.26; feedsales,
early
$90.34;
$90.70: second
ers. $5.85()6.00.
third 4y4s, $94.80; fourth
6.000.
Market
Hogs Receipts
$90.68; Victory
$99.48; Vicopened slow, fairly active, mostly
$99.46.
tory
steady with yesterday's average.
Choice 200 to
weights
CHICAGO BOARD OF TRADE. to shippers and packers. $7.85;
bulk 175 to
weights,
Chicago, Sept. 27. Wheat had $7.607.75; bulk of sales. $7.75;
a downward slant most of today, packing sows mostly steady at
bearish aspects of economlo condi$6.006 25; full loads butcher
tions receiving much notice. Tho sows, $6.25 6.75;
stock
pigs
o to steady to strong, top $8.26.
market closed unsettled,
net lower, with December
Sheep Receipts 12,000.
Sheep
to $1.23
$1.23
and May mostly 25c higher. Light fat ewes,
$1.27. Corn lost o to c and $4.25 4.60; lambs about steady;
oats showed an equal setback. In early top western, $8.40.
v
varied
the outcome
provisions
from lOo decline to $1.75 advance. HFT.P THEM HELP YOURSELF
When you consider the steady,
Liquidation by holders was in
work:
evidence at the opening of wheat, continuous.
and with no aggressive support ap- demanded of the kidneys you do
not
have
must
wonder
commission
that they
parent the majority of
houses leaned to the selling side. help occasionally to filter and cast
A further
drop in the value of out from the blood stream ths
German marks counted as a special waste matter that forms poison
depressing influence, and so did and acids If permitted to remain,
the domestio unemployment situa- causing backache, rheumatlo pains,
tion, and the possibility of railway stiff joints, sore muscles, dizziness,
strike
troubles.
Subsequently, floating specks, sallowness and irhowever, prices hardened as a re- regular bladder action. Foley Kidsult of word that lower ocean ney Pills give relief promptly. Sold
freight rates and higher foreign everywhere.
exchange had brought about some
export buying estimated at 500,000
bushels. On the other hand, confidence faded somewhat in the last
half hour, an export concern beCCOUNTING
coming ar. active seller, and being
AUDITING, INCOMl-TA- X
followed by a number of speculaFINANCIAL
tors.
XfATtMENTA
Corn and oats were weak In
VVIltlAMJ 2! AISNB
sympathy with wheat. September
and December corn touched the
lowest prices yet this season.
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Bedtime Storiet

For Little Ones
By Howard B. Oaris

Copyright. 1921. by McClure
Newspaper Syndicate.
UNCLE WIGGILY AND GREEDY

GIMP,

Once upon a time there was a
Greedy Gump. A Gump Is a funny
little boy animal, who always
wants to eat everything he sees.
There are no Greedy Gump girls,
for girls are never so hungry as
boys.

balls ate filled with tiny seeds, so
small that they are like dust. Sum
of the big puff balls' dust will stop
a
iiiisBr irom oiecdinsf.
tiul
you must not uso it yourself let a
doctor do it.
But Uncle Wiggily did not want
the brown puff bails to stop any
cut fingers from bleeding, nor did
he want to burn the dust to smoke
bees, as
do when
take honey from tho hives. Northey
did
tho bunny want to eat the pufi
balls, though before thoy pet dry
and dusty some puff balls are good
to oat..
"I will teach Greedy Gump a
lesson witl. theso puff balls," said
Uncle Wigglly as ho hopped home
with them. When ho reached hi?
bungalow chere was Mrs. Gump
waiting for him.
"Greedy has done it again," she
sighed. "He ate a whole chocolate
cake! What shall I do?"
"Just wait a minute," begged
Undo Wiggly.
Going into the kitchen he took
a little of Nurso Jane's raspberry

Now, this Greedy Gump, who
was a boy, lived near the hollow
stump bungalow of Uncle Wlggily,
the bunny gentleman.
And many
and many a day Mrs. Gump would
toddle over to where Mr. Long-eadwelt with Nurse Jane Fuzzy
Vuzz., his muskrat lady housekeeper, and Mrs. Gump would say:
"Oh, Uncle Wigglly! Greedy has
been at it again! I Just baked a
big pan of oookies. I set them
on the window sill to cool and
he ate them all up!"
"Dear me!" said Uncle Wigglly.
"I wonder if you could help me
do anything to cure- Greedy
Gump?" nsked the mother of the
boy animal.
"Well," spoke the bunny rabbit
slowly, "I'd like to help you, for
being greedy is most sad! Let me
think a bit, and perhaps, by tomorrow
next day, I may have
a plan forjr making Greedy better."
"I hope so," said Mrs. Gump.
Uncle Wigglly went walking In
the woods, trying to think of some
way for curing Greedy Gump.
n i cojia give mm a scare "AL L i O
ji
su ch as the Woozle Wolf or Fuzz
tUl fia.5 OOmathlTld
mor&
Fox sometimes
...
.
gives me, thnti
l
i
might be a good way," thought
tne Dtinny.
Just then he saw some little Jam. He dipped the puff balls
hoptoad boys playing on a green Into the Jam until thoy were covThe ered, looking Just round balls of
mossy place In the forest.
little hoppers were tossing round, cak or candy, most delicious to
eat.
brown things to one another.
"What have you there?" asked
"Take these
puff
balls home with you," said the
Uncle Wigglly.
"Puff balls," was the answer. bunny to Mrs. Gump. "Put them
"Are they good to eat?" asked where Greedy will see them, and
Mr. Lon gears.
watch what happens."
Mrs. Gump did that. She set the
.."They are If you want to get
your mouth full of dry, dusty pow- puff balls on the window sill as
der," answered one of the hop- If they were there to cool. Soon
toad boys. "See, Uncle Wigglly!" in came the little boy animal, hunThe hopppr broke open a puff gry as he always was.
ball.
Out floated a lot of dry,
"Ah, ha! Something more good
powdery dust that made Uncle to eat" he greedily cried.
sneeze.
With
that he stuffed his mouth
Wigglly cough and
"Oh, ho!" cried the bunny gen- full of the puff balls. At first the
tleman. "I think I know a way to jam on the outside tasted Just
cure Greedy Gump! Please give fine. But a moment later Greedy
me half a dozen puff balls."
Gump began to cough and sneeze
So the hoptoad boys did. and a- - his mouth and nose filled with
the bunny took the puffballs home the fine brown powder.
"Oh! Wow! Ouch! Oh, I'm chokwith him. If you have ever been
In the woods In autumn you must ing! Water! Water!" he cried.
have seen these puff balls. They His mother brought hi n some watare really a sort of plant, and the er, and when he felt better he
rs

,
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Jam-cover-
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looked at what he had eaten
brown dry puff balls with Just a
Iittlo Jam on the outside.
"Never
said Greedy
again."
"After this I'll ask you.
Fump.
mother when
I want something
to eat."
"Greedy is cured!" said Uncle
Wigglly, when he heard what had
And Grcedy's name,
happened.
after that, was changed to "Askie"
for ho always waited until It was
time to eat and then he asked
for something.
And now, if the teaspoon doesn't
try to sprinkle sugar on tho back
of the stove to make it fiel ticklish, I'll tell you next about Uncle
Wigglly and little Waltie.

Little Benny's Note Book
and Mary Watklns was set-t)on her frunt steps, her being
even' more bewty looking than
usual, and some big tuff looking
kid started to go past on the other
side of the street holding some
little kid by the top of the hair
and the little kid was yelling. Hay,
leave me go. hay cut that out.
hay.
O Izzent that perfeckly
drefill.
TConny wy dont you go rite over
ana make mat pig brute stop hert-in- g
that little boy? said Mary
Watklns, youre not afraid of that
biff brute, are you?
No, certcny not, holey smoaks,
I sed, ony G wizz, maybe the little kid likes to have his hair
nulled.
Maybe he's Jest yelling
like that for fun, I sed.
Sutch a ldeer, wy I axullly
bleeve youre afraid of that big
mrute, sed Mary Watklns, and I
raid, Who. me? I should say not.
HI soon show you whose afraid,
I sed.
And I got up and went across
the street and sed to the big tuff
looking kid. Hay wats you pulling that little kids hair for?
Wat? wy? Wats It your blznl,
do you want your pulled? sed the
big tuff kid, and I sed. Wy, wats
the matter, I ony wanted to ask
you a question, thats all.
And I went over to Mary
steps agen, saying. Pont
waste eny more simpathy on that
little kid, I was Just going to make
the big kid stop and the little
kid sed Who told you to butt In,
that funny looking gerl across the
Me

I

Wat-klns-

es

street?
Wy I never herd enything so
fresh in all my life, sed Mary Watklns, and I sed, Thats wat I thawt
so I sed to the big kid. Go ahed
and pull his hair all you wunt,
pull it all your mite, pull It out
If you wunt, I sed.
You did Jest rite, sed Mary Watklns.
And I sat down on her steps
agen and the big tuff kid kepp
on pulling and the little kid kepp
on yelling. Hay cut that out, dc
your heer, hay.
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provision market
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VERSE OF TODAY

CRISP PARAGRAPHS
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livery of pork, but failed to obtain
1 any
offers. Besides, higher quota.
on

41c

Connecticut has been a state that catered esIt has had
pecially to couples seeking marriage.
the reputation of being one place whither the lovelorn couple could flee and have the knot tied
almost without appreciably checking the speed of
the car. It was a place, too, where they were not
even curious whether there were previous mar
If the man had the price and
riages undissolved.
the girl, he need not mention that he had an
other wife at home. For illustration read the An- case. This reputation brought much
business to the parsons and justices of the state.
It was a source of easy money.
However, the legislators appear to have con
cluded that if less haste were manifest In getting
married- - the knot might be tied tighter and hold
longer. At least they have passed a law requiring
that five days elapse between the application for
a license and the Issuing of the same. This, doubt
less,' Is intended to give those contemplating matrimony time to reflect. It will have the effect,
necessarily, of preventing a couple from falling in
love, proposal and acceptance, and getting married
all in one afternoon. It moans at least some de
liberation, a longer wait than is often the case.
Previously the loophole permitting one man to have
two wives without being guilty of bigamy had
been partially closed.
These regulations should tend to make mar
riage In Connecticut a bit more Important than
inviting a girl to have an ice cream soda. It
may rob some parsons and Justices of business and
may present a discouraging outlook to some lawyers who specialize in divorce cases; otherwise it
should have a good effect.
Marriage is not n
summer afternoon's plcnlo but a serious matter.
If it is not entered Into seriously it is likely to be
more serious.
drewa-Tatna-

THE

i

LESS IIASTE IN MARRIAGE.

The struggle between those who are entrenched
In power and therefore against any agitation which
.
might lead to change, and those newspapers whose
;
criticisms might arouse the publlo to force
conditions and better government, has gone
on ever since the invention of the printing press.
In the beginning newspaper publishing was
licensed by the crown. If an objectionable uttor-- ;
;
t ance was Indulged In by the newspaper, the license
was withdrawn and the newspaper suppressed.
I '"'
From that date until now the struggle has
"r1
gone on. The libel laws have been the instrument
of Intimidation and repression.
Gradually public
; "sentiment has forced a relaxation of the rigors
The people have realized that great
! ".'of these laws.
I J freedom
of criticism of existing conditions Is the
!
,only avenue of correction. Liberty has come only
oppression and the edu- ' through agitation against
When
cation of the people on public questions.
;
publicity Is strangled, the people suffer.
;
It always has been realized that the public
! " must be protected
against the wanton and unneces- ! '' sary abuse of Individuals
This
by the newspaper.
! " sentiment has been the
thing appealed to by those
who would protect themselves
against merited
criticism.
They have filled the people with fear
It is pretty hard to Imagine that we are living
V
that too great relaxation of the libel laws may sub- - in a dry era in view of some of the scenarios.
I
ject Innocent citizens to newspaper abuse. How-- ',
ever, the law always is laggard and Ms trailed
far behind publlo sentiment on this vital question.
The constitution of the United State gave
guarantees of the freedom of the press. State
THE HUNTER.
constitutions have followed suit. Theoretically the
J
Tou asked me what I did
I ;. press Is free.
It is liable, however, for the abuse
In peaked New Mexico,
!
Where lives the most wild beauty,
It Is at this point that the law
of that freedom.
To which a man may go.
t
is Invoked. The man who professes to feel that
freedom of speech has been abused In his case,
And I answer that I pursued
-r
is at liberty to bring a civil suit or a series of
Content that would go in a song
Upon Its silvery mountains
civil suits to punish the offendor in damages.
So vainly and so long.
Here is where the door is opened to intimidate
finan-ciin
modest
are
Most
publishers
newspapers.
That If It were bear or Hon
circumstances. Newspapers are not ?old mines.
Which I had hunted there
I should now be like Orion,
himself
injured,
The man of means who professes
Fixed
hungry in the air.
can use his money to oppress the publisher. The
Glenway Wefrcott In Poetry.
of
end
the
at
collected
be
which
may
damages
the action are not the menace. The tiemendOLB
expense of defense to which he may bo subjected
. can ruin him although he may win the suit.
"
Civil action for libel should not be permitted
DO THEY EXPECT HIS WIFE TO!
A middle states Judge has refused to permit
unless there first has been a conviction for crimThe man feeling himself aucrieved an "affinity" to carry delicacies to a wifo deserter
inal libel.
Providence Journal.
If these in prison. How Inconsiderate!
should be forced to go to a grand Jury
Jurors feel that he has been libelled, they ma
DID'T BE GET THEM ALL?
The former freshman who sued 10,000 studWhen a 1ury has pro- -'
return an Indictment.
ents of the University of California doubtless is
nounced the publisher guilty, a civil action to
to apologize to any of the boys and gir's
willing
over
damages for the injury done would be in inadvertently omitted from his list. San Francisco Chronicle.
order.
,
""'
To allow a man or group of men, having the
FOR WHAT? TO HRTRE THE KILLERS?
necessary money with which to harass a publisher,
Hlinnnaa ih a
r.lrtn vnnnf ant n a 1,1 n
to begin Irresponsible civil cases and so drive him ' fund o jio.000.000 to ston murder, as well as a
to silence or out of business by the enormous similar fund to stop people frnm drinking liquor.
expense of his defense, is against a sound public isn t it worth It7 fat. Louis
policy. Yet, in Now Mexico, that can be done.
The evils of the libel laws in New Mexico must
DAY
This should be a matter of imme-dlat- e
be corrected.
concern to every newspaper in the state. Tt
6EXATOR BURSUM'S VICTORY.
r. should be a matter of concern to every man and
(From the Boston Transcript)
woman who realizes that freedom of discussion
President Harding and Senator Bursum have
rn"
is a matter of public necessity, if the publlo Is good cause to share a sense of satisfaction ' over
not to be kept In ignorance of what is going on. the result of New Mexico's special election for
States Senator. The majority by which New
The suits of J. M. Raynolda and A. B. Mc- - United
Mexico republicans have endorsed the record
filed.
as
originally
trioir Junior senator directly and indirectly the
;Mlllen against The Journal
The Journal and Its publisher with specific ident and his cabinet, is around 7,000.
This is
libelous statements. These charges were met with M00 more than the vote by which Mr. Fall whs
reelected
senate
two
is
the
it
-4,000
years
ago;
!,
h
tnt.mAnt. more
mi urn,.,-- .
".
ii......,.B .v.
than the republican governor received last
made. Such a law suit could have been tried in November; and it is within 4,000 of the vote east
at the same time for Harding and Coolidge. The
two days and at comparatively small expense.
on the fact that Mr. Fall, who resigned the scnatorshlp
to
to
bat"
desire
a
"go
Apparently
"
to which Mr. Bursum was at first
and
truth of the charges was the thing farthest from nas now been elected, was opposedappointed
to that apmen
of
are
Both
those
of
wishes
himand
found
to
convenient
It
plaintiff
absent
pointment
n:the
After due consideration self from the state during Senator Bursum's camgreat financial means.
to
little
have
had
paign
appears
weight
attoragainst the
as
enemies
erstwhile
state-wid- e
they employed their
popularity of his successor in the senate.
Were
for
rteys and have filed amended "complaints.
President
Senator
and
Fortunately
Harding
these complaints to be answered as they stand Bursum the record of the republican house of repcut little figure in the New Mexico
and issue Joined, neither case could be tried In resentatives Senator
in his automobile
Bursum
campaign.
The expense visited
",' six weeks of dally sessions of court.
every
county In the state, and in all his
which
The
inference
would be unbearably heavy.
speeches he called directly for a referendum upon
" people are certain to draw from their methods President
Harding's administration and upon his
own record in the senate. The deep Interest that
is that they intend to "break us" if possible, in the
New Mexico Senator has taken in legislation
the expense of a defense.
for the relief of our disabled veterans, and the
The issue of the freedom of the press in New fact that it was only out of courtesy to the president
that he refrained from voting for the adcan
men
accomplish
Mexico Is at stake. If these
compensation bill which he personally favtheir purpose, no newspaper will dare to criticize justed
men In
ored, wore not forgotten by the
the entrenched and the powerful again. The sll- - New Mexico; they rallied to the support of Burence which long prevailed in New Mexico will be sum and were among his most effective camreimposod and the people will go on suffering paigners.
Coming immediately after the result of the
irom the evils which have oppressed them.
republican congressional primary in the sixth Massachusetts, the special election in New Mexico
affords additional and heartening evidence that
THE MOTOR TRUCK.
the men who went to the colors In the great war,
have not
their peace-tim- e
responsibilities.
.
There is no longer a monopoly of transport. They are forgotten
going into politics and will soon
already
'"Road and river have come to compete actively be shaping thea fortunes of Isboth the two great polifact that
Tr'n with railway.
very disconcerting to
But the motor was the first to break tical parties
They can be certain that
- the monopoly and remains everywhere as the great the professional "pol."
Senator Bursum is glad they were so active in the
'. revolutionary force.
New Mexico campaign. Their activity enabled him
Britain is Just facing this problem. The rail- - to make his victory most decisive.
'ways, emerging from government control, find that
?
during the years Just passed motor transport has "REG'LAR FELLERS"
reached the point where the road vehicle gets the
of the freight and not a little of the passenger
."pick
l?r; traffic.
The yearly loss to the railways through
this competition is put at 6,000,000 tons.
Wherein is the advantage? Obviously in the
"
mobility of the motor vehicle. Choosing its traf- 1 1
i fie, Its rates are frequently lower. But, not only
In freight rates has it the edge; it can transport
-Moscow
goods more quickly, and, what is vital to the shipeven
fewer
Thus,
with
charges.
handling
per,
where the rates are equal or even slightly lower
e
on the railways, the advantages of
freight are so compelling that the operators of
motor vehicles have a waiting list and can pick
" the loads they prefer to haul, leaving the remainder
to the railways.
Clearly, each mode oj transport is essential.
In long; haulage and heavy bulk trafflo the rail-- "
way is obviously the agent of advantage; in short
hauls the road vehicle is. at Its best. If each
nu develops Its branch of enterprise both will prosper,
;f,i' and each will act as a check on the other to the
. advantage of the public.
That the railways will make a detercjJnaf effort to meet road transport goes for the saying.
'.vThey will do this, probably, by cheaper rates, by
'economy In operation, by reduction la terminal
-
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BRINGING UP FATHER.

Copyright
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MAKE, M
ivpyjr.. IATG1 AND

7

W ollc:

1

r

TV

IS

UNIVERSITY HEIGHTS
Five rooms and Bleeping porcn,
basement,
modern, good-size- d

T7

YOU ASLE rMWCYt
Cve-t- .

,

r

...

i

n
features; furnace heat;
rarage; extra large lot; east
front. This house is located on
one of the best streets in University Heights and is an excep-

built-i-

WHVT'S
i

'vr1

THAT?

MOT LA.TEL

nr

thousand-mil-

WELL"IT'5 A
ciisch i never.

Mlb'b
TWIN.
..... - oi iu
a

k

3-

4-

Lowlands.

apartment,
furnished

i

....$70.00

.lf'

L-

3

Tell us what you want
have It.

v

-

we may

REAL ESTATE,
and Insurance.

rhone

210 W. Gold.

907--

...

Frame

om

House,
Good location, $5,000; terms.
Lots and ranches for sale
Rentals. J. L. PHILLIPS, Real
Estate.
110 S.

Third.

Phone

FOR SALE

t

ftK

834--

House

FOR SA LB
brick house, on
North Edith. Phon 9401-RFOR BALE Modern rurnished bungalow,
garage; corner lot. Owner, 1124 South
Walter.
FOH BALE Itesidence, 711 north Fourteenth street; nice location. Inquire
within, i
FOH BALE By owner, modern four-roobrick bungalow, near eanatorl-um- s.
Phone 2173-FOR SALK By ownes,
house,
A-- l
condition; modern; good location,
'
916 Forreeter.
t,so: easy term,
FOR SALE Five-roocement bunga
low; strictly modern; lot (0 by 900:
Ceo- garagei; cash or time. 1439
tral.
FOR SALE Four-roomodern frame
house; beat condition; good location;
Fourth ward. Addres J, J. G care
Journal.
FOR BALE My nice
new . five-rooadobe bungalow; lot 45x160; city water,
electrlo lights, I J, 200 ceih.
1423

Wt

FOR SALE

Owner leaving town; good
bouse;
porches; modern;
basement; newly decorated; garage; lot
66x143. Apply 714 South Arno.
FOR BALE By owner, five-rooframe
stucco; has fireplace, built-i- n bookcase
china closet, lawn and trees; Third ward
Phone 1809-FOR SALE By owner, modern eight-roohouse, Fourth ward; a good buy
for home or Investment; priced right;
terms. 1027 Forrester.
FOR SALE Five-roohouse, modern.
glassed sleeping porch, two screened
Porches, garage and lawn; owner leaving
city. 621 East Central.
FOR SALE Four new houses; four
rooms, bath, sleeping porch, $2,650;
9960 cash, 35 per month--, Including inter-re.-.W. J. Rice, phone 643, McCanna'i
five-roo-

'

office.

FOR SALE Beautiful
new
modern pressed brick home; corner
lots; hardwood floora throughout; built-i- n
features; furnace, gas, lawn and fruit
trees; terms; owner. S21 West Silver.
FOR SALE New modern bungalow.
Fourth ward; five rooms and .sleeping
porch, lawn and trees, two large closets
and linen closet, fireplace, large screened
porch off kitchen; reasonable price; easy
terms; might take car for part first pay- ment. Phone 1675-- J.
BY OWNER,
modern house In
Fourth ward, hard wood floors, firescreened
place, large
porches, three
light airy bed rooms with extra large
cn
east
fronts
closets;
large lot with
lawn, trees, eta; everything In excellent
terms
if
desired. Phon
condition;
1977--

MONEY TO LOAN
MONEY

to

loan'on' 'furniture!

automo- Address Loan,

blles and real estate.
care Journal.
MONslY TO LOAN on diamonds, watcnna
and gold Jrwelrj; liberal, reliable, con
IdentlBl Gottlieb
Beer, 106 North first
CONFIDENTIAL loans on jewelry, diamonds, watches, Liberty Bonds, pianos,
automobiles. Lowest rates. Rnthman's.
11T South First
Bonded to the state.

FOR SALE

Real Estate

FOR SALE Twenty-fiv- e
fuot lot, 142
feet deep, between Second and Third
on Lead avenue, 11,500.
Frank Trotter.
ARE YOU Interested in buying a one
acre tract of ground in the Beautiful
Bio Grande Valley, where you may raise
chickens, keep a family cow, have Elec- trio Lights and water with most of the
City conveniences. This property Is restricted to Amerrlcan
families only.
Close to Schools and on good road. Have
room tor Fifty Families.
Address Box
. care Journal,

FOR RENT

Miscellaneous

FOR RENT Oarage. 62 North Third.
FOR RENT Newly decorated stdre room.
616 West Central.
16x75 feet
room, 25x90;
FOR RENT
plenty light; very deslrabls for school,
61s
West Central.
room
or
club
lodge

LOST AND FOUND
LOST
LOST

110.

helmet
at
football
Leather
reward.
Washington park, Saturday;
1102 North Second.

TYPEWRITERS

VVfiiwKI'i BUS All
fchine.
Albuquerque

ineiira overhauled
Ex
Typewriter
Ribbons
for every ma
and repaired
199 South Fourth
etrenw. phone 009-- J

DRESSMAKING

.ejLaaa,

'

!

an

'.

t

RV.tt tin

&

WOKKS.
Uroodvtay and Gold. Phoi

.'T

'tit'.-

fm

v

OFF

AD

D0 YOU WANT

Five
basement, garage,
is a new house,
a good buy.
balance terms.
LOAN, $2,800.
Shelley sells 'em.

large
This
really
cash;

INVESTMENT

Two

private apartments, many
features. Two baths, fine
sleeping porches, furnished and
rentlnir for I8d ner vinnth

TO

n

1

INVESTMENT,

modern house with
two sleeping porches, large basement, steam heat, corner lot.
Owner is living in house and is
over
$100.00
receiving
per
month in rental from rooms. It
will make you a good home and
13 per cent on your investment.
A. Ti. MARTIN CO., REALTORS
Real Estate, Fire and Auto
Insurance, Loans.
223 W. GoldV.': ., ..Phone 156.

extra toilet, in one of the best,
rooming house house districts.
This is a money maker and can
be bought right.
A NICE HOME.

AN OPPORTUNITY
FOR INVESTORS!
Central Ave., close-i(4,600.
4 rooms, glassed sleeping
porch, modern, pressed brick.
Terms.
18,000.00, Central Ave., paying
8
16
The Initial
per cent.
payments is all the money
as the rents will take care
of the payments.
If you have property to sell,
We get results.
list it with us.
Fra lklin & Co.
3d & Geld Rea-toPhone 65T

AN

rooms,
shade.
and is
$1,500

m

GIlL
Plione

723-- J.

r

I'bone

THREE FINE LOTS

VACANT,
cottage,
south highlands. Phone 1341i-from
to t.
'
FOR RENT Furnished house In highlands; two rooms and sleeping porch.
Phone 1451-FOR RENT Two-roocottage with
H
glassed sleeping porch, furnished.
Eaut Bnnta Fe,
FOR KENT Two-roomodern furnished house; sleeping porchs, ?30. Call
700 East Santa Fe.
FOR RENT Leverett-Zap- f
ie 00. give
Second
apeclal attention to rentals.
and Ooid, phone 640.
FOR RENT Furnished
cotta'0
with sleeping porch. Phone 2185-or
call 1208 East Copper.
FOR RENT Four-roocottage, fur-- :
nlshed. In Highlands. A. B. Milner,
SIS
West Central eve.
FOR RENT One-roowith
cottage
sleeping porch, furnished; not modern. Inquire 101S ftouth Edith.
FOR RENT Modern tnree, four, five and
apartments and houses; some
furnished. W. H. McMllllon, 208 West
12

Gold.

adobe
FOR 6ALE By owner, eight-roolot
60x142;
house, garage;
price
S2.600; terms. Apply 207 East Bell. C.
Chavez.

BUNGALOW

rooms, bath, 2 glassed-i- n
sleeping porches, 1 screened
porch, Gas, Lights, Water, Concrete walks. Trees, Lot
This house is available NOW
make a reasonable first pay
ment and move in. Then $50.0d
per month including interest
Call us f jr Tppolntmont.
aJIECKMANN UtlALTI CO.

Dwelling

three-roo-

UTD

In the Fourth Ward
'
For Sale

REALTORS,
Second and Gold.
Phono 640.

NOW

216 West Gold Ave.

J,

5

& Co,.

FOR RENT Furnished
brick
house.
Phone 8272-FOR RENT Four-roofurnished modern bungalow. Inquire fl3 North

450--

FURNISH

Just north of. Luna Circle. Shade
and fruit trees, on easy terms.
Leverett-Za- pf

KISA'-.TOEt-

?

Real Est'icG, Insurance, Loam
Phone 6"0
jno W. Gold Ave.

'

vi.a

,

A REAL IIOME.
In the Fourth ward, 5 good, large
rooms, and sleeping porch, nearly
new, white finish, hardwood floors,
built in features, breakfast room,
turnace garage, priced to sell.
It. McCLUGIIAN,
201 XV. Gold.
Phone 442-.Ileal Estate, Investments, Notary
Public, Auto and Fire Insurance.

rooms furnished, glassed in porch
large front porch, fireplace, lawn,
etc. Good location
and priced
right with terms.
H. F. GILMORE
214 W. Gold
' Phone 442-5

)R RENT
Copper.

Furnished room.

(It

Weet

FOR RENT Light housekeeping rooms.
214 North 'Walter.
FOR RENT Nice front room, furnace
heat. 202 South High.
FOR RENT
Furnlstrea rooms. 218
South Walter, phone 1667-- J
FOR RENT Three furnished rooms;
modern. 1011 North First.
FOR KENT
Front room suitable for two
gentlemen. S27 North Fifth.
FOR RENT Furnished room, gentleman
preferred. 415 North Fourth.
FOR RENT Neatly furnished rooms, at
607 South Second, phone 1480-H'UMSHED rooms; hot water heat; no
sick: no children. 414 West Silver.
FOR RENT Furnished room, furnace
heat; no sick. 107 South Walter.
WANTED
Congenial employed girl lo
share apartment, close In. Call 12S4-FOR RENT Furnishes, room and kitchenette. 1724 West Central. Phone 2S2.
FOR KENT Three furnished
house-keeplrooms. In the rear 919 North
Fourth.
FOR REXT ltoom. ntpAlv fi.rnl.h..
sick; gentleman preferred. 406 North

We have been requested by tho
owner to push the dale of this
modern home. This
means we wa-n-t an offer. Don't
overlook this opportunity. Splendid location, south front, large
grounds and plenty of porches.
Let us show you, then make your
offer.

six-roo- m

A LIFETIME HOME
Pressed brick, cement basement
and walks, six rooms, bath, hall
t,
and porch, new and
on
corner lot in good locality. For
price and terms see
J. A. HAMMOND,
824 E. Stiver.
Phone 1522-SPECIAL

Tailor roi bushelman work.
Apply Meyer & Meyer.
WANTED Mexican sawmill men and
some loggers. The Santa Barbara Tie
and Pole Co., Tree Rltos, N. M.

POND & MICHENER
117 W. Gold.
Close In, only

Phone 507.
four blocks from
Central avenue. Five-roobrick
with two porches, clothes closets,,
pantry and bath, sheds, plastered garage, shade, lawn and in
one of tho best residential sections of the city. We offer you
this place fot. only $4,750. Can
be had on terms if desired.
INQUIRE NOW.

WILL conduct all House lurnlturo
talea at AUCTION, for a 6 per cent
commission. C. W. SUTHERLAND, CITY
AUCTIONEER, phone 219 at 6I814 West
Central avenue.
FOR SALE Well focated, well advertised office business In Albuquerque;
small amount of cash will handle; light
work; good proposition for healthseeker.
AddreBs Business, care Journal.
Female.
WANTED Woman for general househalf
work,
days. Call S166-WANTED
Girl for housework, halt
days. Call at 225 North Walter.
WANTED Maid for general housework.
28 West Copper.
Apply mornings
WANTED
Girl for general housework;
no washing.
D10 North Thirteenth.
WANTED
Woman
for housework.
2002-Address 1407 North
Phone.
Second.

WANTED American girl to help with
housework. Mrs. Grace B. Jones, 520
South HlRlr.
WANTED Ann ncan lady for housework, few hours each Oay, 72S South
Edith, phore
WANTED Cilrl I. help with housework.
small family; no warning.
Phone
lS.'.l-J- .
or rnll m 05 N.tr Sixth.
woman
WANTED Middle-age- d
healthy
who needs a home, to live with and
care for old lady in her home. Address
H. E. B., care Journal,
EAKN BOARD Koom and 110 a month
while attending school; catalogue free.
Mackay Business College, lOtft South

l,.w.

Main

street,

Los

Angeles.

WANTED Middle-age- d
healthy woman
(or man and wife), who needs a home,
to live with and care for old lady In her
home.
Address H. E. B., cere. Journal.
WANTED Woman to cook and do general housework in small, bungalow,
from 11 a, m to 8 p. m. dally; references
required.
Apply evenings. Mrs. Pen-fiel- d,
31T North Sixth street.

Male and Female.

SAYI

& Co.

Leverett-Za- pf

REALTORS.
GENERAL AGENTS.
Second Street and Gold Avenue.
Phone 040.

I'Dono 1023.

Bell I
311 W. Gold.

AUTOMOBILES
b'Olt

FOR RENT
FOR RENT
Kixth.

Apartment

Apartmenta

at

20S

North

FOH KENT Four furnished housekeep509 South Walter.
ing rooms.
FURNISHED apartment
with sleeping
porch. 412 East Silver, phone 1HS3-FUK KENT Small furnished apartment,
steam heated, 1215 West Roma. Inquire Apartment 6.
FOR KENT Modern apartment;
three
rooms, completely furnished.
Inquire
00 East Coal.
FOH KENT Furnished apartment, four
rooms and bath, 401 south Seventh,
phone 1644-FOR KENT Furnished apartment, four
rooms; modern; so sick; adults, 1104
North Seoond.
and
lull KENT Three-roo' apartment
three sleeping porches. s22 East Coal,
phone 15-FOR RENT Two rurmstied
for
light housekeeping; adults; no sick.
714 South Second.
FOR KENT Nice three-roofurnished
apartment with sleeping porch and
10 South Walter.
bath.
FOB KENT APARTMENT Two rooms
and sleeping porch, furnished or unfurnished. Phone 2128-FOlt KENT two large rooms, kitchen-etl- e
and glaaeed-l- n sleeping porch. 0
West iron, phone uso-w- .
mod-rFOR KENT Desirable tnrea-roor- a
furnished apartment;
best residence section. Phone 865-- J.
FOR KENT
Furnished
apartments;
three rooms with batb. Albuquerque
Hotel, tlett North Second.
FOR KENT Two-roomodern, furnished apartment with garage, hot and
eold water. 431 South Broadway.
modern furnishFOR RENT Two-rooed apartment; no sick. 1117 West
Kent; one block west Robinson park.
RENT Three-rooFOR
apartment,
nicely furnished, modern except heat;
telephone and water paid. Hi South

WANTED Man and wife for steady Arno.
work man for furnace, and .woman
a
and a
for general housework; place furnished FOR KENT A three-roofurnished
apartment, modern.
to live In. Ho 192, city.
0
BoHth First. Inquire Hotel Savoy
V
office.
PERSONAL
FOR KENT One furnished housekeepNICK, call iVM7cnr--Bo- b
Cat.
ing apartment of three rooms and
VISITINO BARBER. Phone 2010-- J.
bath; also one furnished suit, two rooms
and bath. Inquire mornings, tot South
BEAUTY SPECIALIST. Phone 2010-- J.
Fourth.
DO lTOU WANT TO LEA KN SPANISH
desirable furnishSEE J. c. ESPINOSA, No. I. Wmtlng FOR KENT Unusually rooms
and bath,
ed apartment, four
building. Phnne 455.
n
glassed-isleeping porch; best
large
WOULD KB WILLING to share expense residence section.
Call mornings. 1011
with salesman
having auto making West Central, phone 101
Gallup, Socorro or Santa Fa. Phone FOR RENT One new modern furnished
1932-401 West Lead.
sleeping
apartment, large glassed-i- n
Apporch; convenelent to aanatorlums.
PHRENOLOGIST
1315 East
ply Woodlawn Apartments,
RIDE TO UNIVEI18ITT HEIGHTS. II Central, phono 1675-South Cornell avenue, have your head, FOR BENT
Nicely furnished apartment
face and hand head.
ara M. Jones,
Two rooms
for light housekeeping.
phone 2166-and glassed-i- n
sleeping porch, separate
entrance; hot and cold water; bath adWHAT WORRIES TOUJ
1I North
joining. Telephone 1389-LEARN to make things come your way, Eighth--.
in love, health or money; no long, tedi
ous lessons, but Just what you need now.
WANTED Houses
Jurt send your hlrthdata and your tree- will ottering,
prof, enrrman, Dlv. J.. Win WANT houses to eell; if your price
Is right w will find
1224 North Second street, Albuquerque,
buyer for you:
result oount and w get them. J. B.
New Mexico.
Phon 410,
Keleher. til West Gold

SALE Dodge

2408-J-

SALE

Chummy

truck.

Phone

roadster,

cheap.

Phone 1473-WANTED Used Ford; must be priced
rlftht. 3hone 1675-J- .
BUICK ROADSTER, trade for light car,
or sell cheap. 114 North Edith.
6
FOlt HALF.
BulCfctouring car.
first-clas- s
condition. Bond-Dillo- n
Co.,
elty.
FOR SALE OR TRADE Ford speedster
In finr mechanical
817
condition.
South Arno.
FOliD FOR RENT Driv it yourself.
200 South Broadway,
phone 1073-driver's license required.
FOH SALE Some extra gone used cars,
easy terms, Mcintosh Auto Co. JOS
West Central.
FOlt SALE 1921 Hudson sport model.
worth 82.S00,
will sell for 11.850.
Phone 490-3
FOR SALE
Bukk
touring car,
sedan top; excellent condition; can be
seen at 803 South Edith.
FOR SALE Two Bulck light sixes, 1918
models, $750 and 8350; Ford truck,
Ford truck, worm drive.
$200; one-to- n
1400. 118 West Gold.
NOTICE TO CAR OWNERS If you have
blow Into the Broadway
a blow-ou- t,
Vulcanizing Shop. We endeavor to give
you the best of satisfaction at reason-abl- e
prices, W. B. Frltx, proprietor.

WANTED

Miscellaneous

WANTED

Washing and Ironing by the
day. Call 1588-WANTED
Will pay good cash price for
some Used furniture.
Phone 820-WANTED
Washing and ironing to take
home,
- 1314 South Walter, phone
2178-WANTED
About a
In good condition.

Journal,

Iron safe,
Address Safe, care

Clean raKs; will psy 8 cents
per pound. City Electrlo Company Car
Barns, Cljd Albuquerque.
WANTED
Watches, clocks and jewelry
to repair, 117 South First, phone 917-Brsssfleld, the Watch Man.
WANTED
Money to loan on first-clas- s
real estate eecurlty; $2,000, $2,500,
$5,000. W. H. McMllllon. 208 West Golt
WELDING AND CUTTING ot metals;
also welders' supplies and carbide for
sale. N. M. Steel Co., Inc., phone 1947-MAX BARGAIN STORE, at 115
South
First, will pa the highest price for
your seoond-ban- d
clothing, shoes and
furniture. Phon 168.
BETTER KODAK
FINISHING it Is
better. Return postage paid on mall
urdar.! Tlx Barnum Studio, 119 y, West
Albuquerque, N. M.
HIGHEST cash price paid for secondhand bicycles. Bring us your old wheels
and get cash. Broad Bicycle and Trad
ing Co.. 220 South Seoond, phone 786.

una ri.mi vitrei

ScfnT.

Gold Avenue

:

Phone

640

CITY

REALTY

207 W. Gold.

t

WANTED LOANS
and i.b00. Good real
estate security.
J. 1). H I XKIiF.R

CO,
Phone 867.

211 West Gold.

PROFESSIONAL
FOR

SALE

Miscellaneous

tomatoe

CANNING
2404-J-

for

sal,

Phone

FOH SALE
Set double tmroess, at Bell s
Livery Barn.
FOH
SALE Thresnlug machine, $ie.

f. i.

uox

ia, city.

TUlf BODDV S MILK.

Phone

BEST IN TOWN,

2413-R-

SALE
Water motoi. inquire at
Morning Journal office.
FOU SALE' Cheap, good 9xU velvet
rug. 218 North Fourteenth.
FOR 8 ALE Seound-han- o
wagons and
light rigs, cheap. 1202 North Arno.
FOR SALE 10x12 wall tent; also
A- -l
condition. Phone 191
Thirty-gallo- n
FOR SALE
barrels, new,
$2.50 each.
Southwestern Junk Co.
FOH SALE
Telephone stand and chair;
also new feather pillows.
521 East
Central.
FOlt SALE One
Moore's
hot blast
heater: good as new; reasonable. 1615
South Edith.
APPL13 ClDKR, real home-madswiet
appl.i cidor dolivcrtd. tJ cents a pal-IoPhone 820-FOR SALE Unod tractors,
and 6
with gang plows. Hardware Department J. Korber & Co.
BUY VOUK ULN
before the season
opens; fifty shotguns and rifle to
select from. 110 West Gold.
FOR
SALE Everbearing
strawberry
plants, $1 per hundred. J. M. Easter,
Boulevsrd road, Old Albuquerque.
FOR SALE Fresh buttermilk and fling cheese; also fresh milk In gsllon
lots.
8wayne' Dairy. Phon 1915-VOU WILL find our Navajo rugs, the
cheapest and best. 223 North Elm,
phone 2128-and 117 North Mulberry,
1730-J- .
phone
FOR SALE

Three compartmeut,
demounts! steel tank, suitable
for us on wagon or truck for hauling of
water, oil or gaaolln. Phon 482.
SOFT SPOTS
Heel and arch cushions
prevent fallen Insteps, cure ill foot
troubles, $1. Thomas F. Keleher, Leather
Co., 408 West Central. Phone 1057-FOH SALE
.22 Special Henlnlngton repeating rifle; good condition; also new
12
gauge alngle barrel shotgun, full
91414 North eighth.
choke, shell ejector.
ASBESTOS
ROOF PAINT
GOOD for all kinds of roofs, $1 per gallon.
The Mantano
Co., 110 South
Walnut, phon 1834-Try a built up
roof, will last a long s the ruIMIpt.

Fir hundred shares of City
Electrlo Railway, below par. Dr. It.
L. Hust, N. T. Armljo building.
FOR SALE

A

1

Mohair top dressing; Plymouth Cottage
Paint; Valspar Enamels, for automobiles:
Homestead Floor
Paint.
Satisfaction
assured. Thos. F. Keleher Leather Co,
os West Central. ihone 1057--

BUSINESS CHANCES
FuH SALE Uuraga, best location in
town. Phon 879,
Fu:i SALE Small grocery store, doing
good
1202
business;
cheap rent.
North Arno.
6'OK BALE On
of the best business
properties In Albuquerque. 115 South
First street. Inquire at Savoy Hotel

CARDS

lUU.NM.

JOIIM W. WILSON,
Attorney.
Ro. ms II, 17 and 10, Cromwell Building,
Phone 1153-J- .
PHYSICIANS AMI SIKOkOMB.
KB. S. L. ULKTON,
lilsease of tne Stem
Suite, 9. Harriett Bull
UK. 8. O. t I.AUKK,
Eye, Kar, Mono and T r 5
..
.
Barnett Euilfling.
Offlc Hours
9 to 12 a, m., and 8 to
r.
1)K. MAKGAKKT CAK1HKI
Offlc
Clrant Bldg.. Huorn 111
i iii
Residence 1123 tfast Cl
Phon 571.

r

GEXITO - IIRIN HY
AND DISEASES OF

Wnflserman talMiratory
Ctlzont PanU mux.

fe

r,

W, M. SHERIDAN,
Practice IJmltcd
1

T
in

LA.?
.i..-o-

.

.,

Mionn 88B.

CHIROPRACTORS
Cnlrnnrtirlor,

19 nd SO Armljo
M. 8. I.N (it, U. (.,
209

Building.

Phone Connection.
Chiropractor.
West Central.
Hmiiki 91 and

WANTED

t.

Position

West
411
1KU i'usnlon uuraing.
Snnta Fe.
WANTED To care for siclc woman. Ad
orers w., care Journal.
UtAI.NLD NUnSB. Colorudo registered,
wants prlvnle cesos. Plione
CHIK1' COOK, experienced; best of refefl
ence.
Wrllo ( B. A., rare Journal.
BAKBiH will work In homes or sanato
rlums; reasonable. Devlin. Ph. 2307-LAD V "WANYa u good liome; will htifj
with housework and courting. Addres
M E., care Journal.
WANTED Position us housekeeper; no
Ad
objections to Kiln to
nns m.. care Journnl. country.
VOUNO MA KK1EU man, well educated,
wishes position. W, Kadlsh, Gen. Del
Albuquerque. New Mex.
PRACTICAL iSUKKR wants confinement
cases; good worker and willing. 1121
South Arno, phone 15fi3-COMI'KTK-V- r
colored chauffeur wUhe
position with private family; willing
to no other work. Phone 1M-WE AUDIT, CHECK. OPKN. CLOSE ati(
WILLIAMS A ZANU,
keep books.
room I Hellnl building. Phons 701-WANTED Position, young woman, a
assistant bookkeeper, cashier or salos
A. ft, C., care Journal.
lady,
Wa.N"

FOR SALE
USE VELVA ROOF AND IRON PAINfT
Roof Koter; Roof Cement, stops leaks.

FOH

f

t

Of $2,000

WANTED

MATTRESSES renovated, $3.80 and np.
furnltlira
enalrrt mnA nmlrmA .....
repaireo. Birvin Bending Co., phone 471
FURNITURE repairing, upholstering, bed
and picture frames, bronilng, enameling, car cushions, hall cushions.
Satisfaction guaranteed.
J. H. Austin, 120$
North. First, phon 1270-R- .
WANTED
Careful Kodak finishing
Twice dally service. Remember, satis.
faotlon guaranteed.
Send your finishing
to a reliable, established firm. Hanna
A Hanna. Master Photngrasher.
WANTED $4,500 at 9 Per cent, from
CARPENTERING
two to flva years, on the following
Rooms
RENT
Office
FOR
One
described
brick
property:
good
PETTI FORD THE ODD JOB MAN.
Foil KENT office rooms, over Wool- - business house, new, rent for $50 per
Phone H7J-J- .
Any kind of work.
worth
$5,600; on residence, ocmonth,
worth's, 819H West Central,
WANTED
Odd lobs carpentering, paint
by owner, worth $1,000; 480 acres
FOR RENT Attractive
office, ateam cupied
ing and root repairing. Phone 1466-water
furnished. land la four mile Ft. Sumner, worth
and
heat, light
Hrtttsm on nnnir PiiNTtMn- $2,880; total value, $9,380.
Abstracts
first-clareasonable prioe. Wright building, opposite postortice.
with all property.
work)
Individual
money
George T. Brown. 1020 South Broadway. FOR RENT Office rooms; heat and wanted. Addres Box 84, Ft Sumner, N.
water! above Matson's store, central M.
BEFORE BUILDINU or having your avenue.
Inquire J. Korber'e Auto
house repaired, call 54-our figures
FOR SALE Furniture
may interest you; no Job too larga er too
small.
FOR BALE
Kitchen cupboard and table,
WANTED Rooms
fumed oaked china closet, baby's bed,
WANTED Salesmen
WOMAN
desires small beater and unitary couch.
l'OUNii UUal.Ntna
Phon
room with sleeping porch. It possible; 1B15-609 West Silver.
WANTED- - Sulesman, opening for a hlg
Adalso
reaaonabls.
must
be
garage;
FOR
SALE Range, dresser,
buffet.
grade salesman with a national or dress Bo 88, car Journal.
reference required. Pierce
Hoosler cabinet, china cabinets and
ganization;
Hotel, Albuquerque, WANTED Two or three rooms and laYg quantity ot high grade used furMurphy, Sturges
New Mexico.
deeping porch, furnished or unfurnishniture; also gun and auto. tire. 125
ed, for housekeeping; quote price. Ad- South First.
dress J. M. 1, care Journal.
FOR SALE Upholstered davenport and
fireside chair; three upholstered parlor
FORSALE FulllooYeoi
MATTRESS RENOVATING ohalrs;
Stelnway upright piano; on parReds, eighteen hens, twenty young pul"mp.
"sJ.JO'and
e
lor cabinet; three parlor tables; curf BAITlllisaBKNf iv Al'lNlS
lets, four months old and twenty-fivlate hatch: fifteen
White
Rug cleaning, furniture repairing, fur- tains; drapes velour portlers; one standPhase ard sewing machine, l'bon $18. Mrs.
Leghorns, hens. Urg. J. Jf. Summers, niture packing, stoves repaired.
4T1.
Jlrvln Bedalnc fisuijjr.
,
,
Qrunjfeld,
M West Lead, .

& Co,

Second Street.

n,

FOK

Full

room,

kitchen
pantry,
room,
etc.
gas,
fireplace,
Screened
back
porch, larse
screenati front porch, Large reception hall. Stairway to second floor; four large bedrooms
canvassed sleeping porch; bath;
all kinds of closets all thru
whole house; steam heat; Basement has cement floor, drain
triple laundry tubs, toilet, workroom, etc.
Sidewalks, lawn, garage, 71
foet frontage on paved street
located in the City's very best
residential section.
If you nro looking for a iriod
buy In a large home at.d finest
location better call at once foi
it wont last long.
Leverett-Za- pf

four-rooThis classy
stucco
house Is the choice buy in close-ihomes in the city.
It is now vacant and can be
seen by calling phone 667. Terms
to suit purchaser.
m

Have you lieon watching the
UNIVERSITY It IS I G H T S
GROW this summer. Well there
is a reason, Just ask any one
who lives up there. Now homes
are started almost every day.
Ho now is the time to buy your
lots as they will never bo aa.v
cheaper, ..nd the choice locations go to those who buy first.
Lots $10.00 down and $10.00
per month.
A SAVINGS ACCOUNT AND
INVESTMENT AT THE SAME
TIME.
We are always ready to show
you

for rent.

Guthridge &

Just Listed
Two living rooms, dining

REALTOR'S CHOICE

We have a few desirable places

WANTED Experienced budder. Young's
Nursery, phone 2416-RI

BY

FOR RENT

SERVICE.
FURNISHED
The Red Arrow (all over the West) renders sudden service on Kodak finishing 6.
Room
,$SG.0O
to people who demand quality.
Work
In before 11 a. m. mailed same day. 7- - Rooms
$85.00
Work In before I p, in. mailed noon neit
$50.00
Addresa
to
work
day.
r..'. .....$00.00
THE RED ARROW,
$ (15.00
E. Las Vegas
Albuquerque
two
and
sleeping porches,
(We want a representative In TO'JH hot
brick
nice
air
unfurnishheat,
territory.)
ed, on lease at $75.00 per month.

Angeles.
WANTED

JUST LISTED

FOR SALE

D, KELEHER
Phone 410.
211 W. Gold.

Bargain Prices. It you want 8
nice small home get us show
you them.
W. H. McKiTjLION
208 West Gold

Home

i

J,

NEW BUNGALOWS
Modern 3 rooms and porches 2
way between city and unlve-sit- y
2 blocks from street car line at.

Beautiful 8 Room

well-buil-

SUDDEN

five-roo-

If

OPPOSITE CITY PARK

j

m

A BARGAIN
Leverett-Za- pf
& Co,,
Five rooms,
bath and sleeping
FOR SALE
front
back
and
porch,
porcheg, Second and Gold.
Phone 640.
good
range, shades,
$1,500 will buy 6 2 acres good etc. Only $3,700, terms.
tarm land, good
house,
Mcdonald & yvorsiiam.
nice shade trees, five mileg north
sn river road, will trade for cily
Real Estate and Insurance.
SEE THIS
property. J. H. PEAK, lands, loanE Phone
966-108 S. Third.
New
ind insurance.
Spanish type
bungalow, excellent location in
714 W. Central.
Phone 308.
Fourth ward. Furnace hardHELP WANTED
wood floors, large
screened
Malo.
porches and beautiful lot. PosFOR RENT Rooms
session by October 16th. Price ia
START NOW.
Ment Christian
Young
Association Auto Kepalr Bchool, Los
right.
120 South Walter.
FOR RENT Room.

UOUbEa FOR KENT List your vacant
houses with us for rent We give
A
them special attention. Leverett-Zap- f
Co., phone 640,
FOR RENT Four and five-roohouse,
furnished; bargain;
highlands; free
2129-water.
Phone
electricity, phone,
1608 South Elm.
FOR RENT Five-roomodern bungalow, furnished with sleeping, porch;
If desirable will take board and room
for rent. Apply S14 South Sixth.
FOR RENT Modern apartment house,
seven rooms and bath, two screened
porches, well furnished and close in. Inquire John Lehner, room 20, Armljo
building, phone 477.
FOR RENT Nicely furnished room, outside entrance; also garage; no sick.
3,G00 wilt buy this modFOR SALE
ern four-roohomo; two large porches 1116 North Second.
ana garage and store-roolot 60x142, run KENT Front room, suitable for
facing east on street car line, at No, 906
one or two gentlemen.
SIB Va South
North Twelfth.
City Realty Co., 207
West Gold, phone 667.
FOR
RENT Furnished
also
rooms;
light housekeeping rooms. 222 North
with Board Third.
For Rent-Room- s
rates. FOR RENT Two rooms ana sleeping
TABLE BOARD
Reasonable
Phone 1416-porch, furnished for light housekeep
FOR RENT Furnished room and board. ing. 609 South Arno.
ROOM wltn use of bath;
SLEEPING
Gold.
218tt West
Phone
gentleman
preferred.
FOR RENT Sleeping perch and Doaiu
1624-714
East Coal.
1207 East Central
Two
well furnished rooms
618 FOR RENT
TABLE BOARD All
for housekeeping; large sleeping porch,
West Fruit. Phone 147I-electrlo lighte and gas. 410 East Central.
FOR RENT Room and sleeping porch,
FOR RENT Two rooms and sleeping
with board. 1636 Eaat Central.
porch furnished for light housekeepFOR RENT Sleeping porch with board ing. 609 2 East Central.
and room, garage. 623 South High.
IMPERIAL ROOMS Nice, clean rooms;
GOOD HOME COOKING, sleeping porcu,
rates by day or week. Over Pastime
1027 Forrester. Theater, 81 Hi West Cen'rsl.
front room, no sick.
Room
FOR RENT
and board, in private FOR RENT Clean,
nicely furnished
1014 North Second, phone
family.
with or without
rooms; reasonable,
2340-board. 41 S South Broadway.
Room
FOR RENT
and ooard, with FOR RENT Two beautifully furnished
board, 410
rooms in modern home. Apply to Mrs.
sleeping porch) first-clas- s
East Central.
Fred Ham, 623 North Second.
FOR RENT Nicely furnished rooms with FOR RENT Front bedroom; private enfirst-clatable board. Phone 1327-trance; adjoining bath; to employed
110 South Arno.
man: no sick. S16 South Seventh.
MIRAMONTES
ON THE MESA
FOR RENT Nicely furnished, well venPRIVATE HOTEL for tubecular persona
tilated bed room; suitable for one or
Phone 2400-Jtwo gentlemen. 416 South Third.
JAMESON'S RANCH Ideal location tor FOR RENT Two large rooms, furnished
few reservations now
for light housekeeping; no sick or
healthseekers;
n
available. Phone 2238-small children. 603 North Fourth.
GRAND VIEW RANCH
ELGIN
rooms and
HOTEL Bleeping
THIS place to recuperate;
modern ao
housekeeping apartments, by the day.
week or month.
602 H West Central.
commodatlon.
Phone 2407-RFOR RENT- - Room and sleeping poruh. FOR RENT Mice large room In modern
with board for convalescents; gentle
home, convenient to meals; furnace
men only: prlvste home. Phone (148-vheat Room vacant Sept. 20. 101 South
FOR RENT Nice rooms with sleeping Arno.
porches with board, for convalescents. FOR RENT Well furnished room conMrs. Reed, 61 South Broadway, phone
necting bath, furnace heat; lady em626.
ployed preferred; so sick. 236 North
HOME BANITORIUM
for convalescents, High. ,
mild winters, best of food, ideal sur- FOR RENT Nicely furnished room in
private family, near university, for
roundings, 135 per month.
Tularosa,
business man; breakfast
N. M.
If desired.
1488-Phone
DELIGHTFUL SLEEPING PORCH tpA
RENT
FOR
furnace-heated
Clean,
with
comfortable,
In
board.
bedroom,
light
and airy furnished rooms; reasonable
home; reasonable; also table board,
rates'; one block from Santa 7 shops'.
1420 East Silver.
Phone 1422-820 South Third.
,
HAVE a very good proposition for two FOR RENT Two furnished rooms
for
young men, business men preferred,
llght housekeeping; also one furnished
who wisti to room together, either walk- room
CalL-172Cenfor
West
7
sleeping.
ing distance to business center; good tral, phone 1749-- J.
large room; good table board; on oar
FOR RENT High-clas- s
room, north,
line In highlands Phone 1012
outb and east exposure; south sleep
G..M.)t.
M;WS FOR HEALTHSEEKERS
In best rest- We will reduce our rates, September ing porcht private horn
mstriot. rnon 7o.
It, to 0i and 165 per month; modern acntiai
board WbOliWOHTH Newly furnished, nicu
acegmm datinns and first-claoiean rooms ana nouseaeeping apart
with nurse m vice; make reservations
ments, by day, week or month. Reduced
now 'Casn ds Oro 618 West Gold,
summer rates. SIS South Third.
FOR HEALTHSEEKEKU
Furnished
rooms with sleenlna norohes. hot and FOR RENT Large room and glassed
sleeping porch for light housekeeping;
cold running water In each room, steam
modern, clean and airy; car stops In
hiat, excellent board, tray service, call front
or house. 1228 south Edltn
bells, larga sun bath house; trained nurse
FOR RENT Unfurnished, two desirable
In attendance,
( asa
price reasonable,
rooms, with glassed-i- n
de Oro, 0 and 611 West Void.
sleeping rooms
and garage; light and water paid; ne
THE ALAMOOOBBO
SANITARIUM 'at slekt no children; rent reasonable. 1011
Alamnmrrin. Maw
Ma !
room for twenty more tubercular patients. North Beoond.
m iuuKiiuii,
uraa-uat- e
FOR RENT Large room with small
irfiues to nature,
nurses.
room adjoining, bath, larga aoraened
Rates, Including board,
medical attention and general nursing, sleeping poroh, private antrnncet suitable for two gentlemen. Phone Mrs. A.
to the Manager, H. I- - B. Hall, 724 East Gold, phone 22T2-Immediately
noover, Banuerium,
ntw
Aiamogoraot
'
-'

tailoring.. Beading and embroidering
Phone 761-tpeolalty.
PLBATINO, accordion, slOs and box:
mall orders. N. Crsne, tit North
Bevemni crane Apartments, pnone in.
' HEMBT1TCHINO
7
kinds
and all
at the
pleating and braiding don
Iwllliaros Millinery, corner Broadway nd
Mexico,
Hold, phone 1.,W,

iNfi, FtMuto jsenviciY Inc.! "

A HOME

SHELLEY REALTY CO,

& WOOITON,
115 S. Second.

1

ot

pi-i- h

to Bell, $4,000.

1

n,

Seven-roo-

SAIjU

modern frame in A-- l
oondition, rlo.so in, on South
Arno. .Sioeplnir porch, large lot.
Will sell either furnished or un1 1,000
furnished.
down, balance terms.
A. ('. STARES.
Re;)l Estate and Insurance.
319 W. Gold
Phono 168.
Five-roo-

1821 av

:

n

built-i-

FOR

V"t"A

"

bath,

A BARGAIN, 13 rooms,

-

AND

"

SHELLEY'S BULLETIN

Consisting of seven rooms, sleeping
porch, large screened
steam heating- plant built-i- porches,
features, garage, lawn, fhade. 1'ricc
and location very attractive. See
ACKEHSOIV A
ORIFIHIT,
REALTORS.
Phone 414. Insurance. 120 6. 4th.

HOME

'

HERE'S

IDEAL HOME,

FOR RENT
Modern

Tlltli

11 K

D, T, KINGSBURY,
Ixwins

th

Tho dead sure rush for homes.
Good timos are coming baclc.

WANTED
on good first mortgage.

$6,000

by us.

The heat tire fnr
money in the state.
Tire Repairing

,

HIGOLuVNK

HOUSE
Located close in, in the Third
ward. Has eight large rooms,
modern; large clothes closets;
built-i- n
features; large bath
room;
larjo screened front
back porch;
screened
porch;
lawn and some
good walks,
shade and extra large lot. This
house is located Just four blocks
from postofficj and would make
a dandy home for a large family, or you could rent out enough
rooms to pay a good interest on
your investment.

'!:.

Hetreadlnf.

ft

!

Oversize and
Overservice

a'' LARGS BRICK

FOR RENT.
Highland.
house, furnace heat,
completely furnished. . .$85.00
- Room apartment, with
$48.00
porch, furnished
- Room apartment,
.
furnished
....$40.00

e

ments made

any'

THDf..,.

tionally good location. Can be
bought on extra good terms and
the price is right

RANCHES.
We have some very tine ranches
close in, located close to good
school, and can bo bought on
very good terms. If In the market for a sood ranch, either
large or small, let us show you
what we have.

NOTICE
Tires are
tire: a

MAJESTIC

Jt

--

1

By George McMamu

UU

fcALfc)

i Vaile

"

u"r

Ranches
"

rent,

ihiy-a"r-

a

ranch, water,
house; fino
place for chickens; seven miles east o
town. Phone 1730-FOU SALE Etgln-acr- a
ranch, una and
one-ha- lt
miles west of Bare! as brtdga,
on main ditch, new adobe house ani
mils)
garage, water In house,
from school house. Phone 2404-JFOH SAI.RV
ranch, on
mllea from Lo Luna. N.
and one-ha- lf
M.i all fenced and under ditch; part In
In pasture; good
cultivation, balance
house, four large rooms .down stairs, up
jtalr In one room; good out buildings;
bearing fruit trees, all kinds; also grapes
and berries; two good wells ot water, nn
and one-ha- lf
mites to depot; will glva
reaaonabls terms. Address Los Luna. N.
M
Boa I.
five-roo-

SALE
Photographlo studio, good
location in Albuquerque; will sacrlflco
for quick sale; reasona for selling, have
SPECIAL NOTICE
other business. Address
on eieotnuui
FOH BALK Rooming house, nine rooms, W hi UAA save you uiulic
service. Call up and get our estimate.
furnished, In good condition; long
lease; a profitable Investment. Address
M. C, care Journal.
QILDErtSLEEVB ELECT RIO CO.
FOH BALE Cafe, bakery and ic cream
ENGINEERS
AND CONTRACTORS
parlor, doing good business; good rea- 1790 West Central,
phane 1720-- J.
son
for selling; fin place for oouple
not afraid ot work. Address Ozark, care
TIME
CARDS
Journal.
A TWO-S- I
OR V BRICK rooming house
between business center and railroad
corner lot; IS .rooms.
shops, on
10 of them furnished;
a money maker;
price for house, lot and furnltt)r only
16.91)0;
Addres
P. O. Box
part term.
4S. City.
WESiiiO U N L Dally.
FOR SALE Livestock
Train.
Arrive. Depart,
n.
No.
The
I
Scout... T:!o pm 9:90 pna
H06-RFOH SALE
Milk cows.
Phone
No. I Calif. Llmltd.l0:40 am 11:10 am
FOH SALE
Two fresn milk cows, im No. 7 Fargo Fast.. 11:10 am 11:49 am
South Broadway.
George Blake.
No. 9 In
Navajo. .12:49 am 1:10 am
FOR BALE Three span work horses,
SOUTHBOUND.
10:10 pro
weighing 2.400 pounds a span, I1S0 per No. 99 El Paso Exp. No. 97 El Paso Exp.span. 919 North First.
11:50 am
EASTBODNU
FOR SALE Young pig aod two pureNo.
2
1:15
Th
Duroo-Jersey
pra 1:49 pm
bred
Navajo..
boars; will furnish
pedigree for on; may be seen at C. W. No. 4 Calif. Limited 1:00 pro 9:40 um
run
Hunter' Ranch, four mllea north of Old No, 98. r. Eight.. T:li pra 9:
Town, on Rio Grande boulevard. Ad- No. 10 Tb Scout ... 1:20 am 7:60 aA
FROM SOUTH.
dress Albuquerque,
delivery. No. S
general
From El Paao 9:39 pra
I
Phon 9409-RNo. 10 From LI Paao 1.00 run
10 eonnect at Brien with No. II
No,
SEWING MACHINES
for Clovla, psoog Valley, Ksnsa City arj
Quit Coast.
No. 29 oonnects at Bsten with No. it
and supplies for all
leaned: part
C H. from Clovli aod Boints out aal souili
makes; all work guarantd.
Clovi
st
.West
fceal
Jlorehead, phone. 711, iH

n

EH

Sri

id

ALBUQUERQUE MORNING JOURNAL

Pagt Eight

HERE

APPLES
:

--

TRIPTD WILLAHD

A large shipment Watsonville, California Bollefl6wer Apples,
Wholesale price by
good cooking and eating, pound 10c.
the box,
Lettuce day California Lettuce due by express today. 12

i

and

ARE DCTUBEH

4

WARD'S STORE
HOMER H. WARD.

5

ROBERT JONES

.....

Coal and South Walter

Phones

Pbone

Skinner's

B76

Tha Highest Grade Macaroni
Egg Noodlos, Spaghetti and

other Macaroni Product

LET'S GO

PflJpjj

TODAY

AIR COOLED.

In Her Very Latest Production

KID"

"NOBODY'S

REGULAR

Coal Supply Co Phono 4 and 6.
William Hen'ey filed suit for divorce against Stel'a Henley in the
district court yesterday.
A divorce case was filed in the
district court yesterday by Maria
Garcia against Florencio Garcia.
Cruel treatment was alleged in the
complaint.
Parent teachers at Old Town
will meet in the school house this
evening at 7:30 o'clock.
Sunshine Camp No, 107, Woodmen of the World, will meet tonight at 7:30 o'clock at the K. of
P. hall to Introduce a large class
of candidates into the forest of
woodcraft.
All members of local
camp are requested to attend.
Pay Poll Tax at H'gh School.
M. W. Talbott, grazing examiner
of the forest service, has gone on
an official trip to Flagstaff, Ariz.
Mrs. George Sampson arrived in
the city yesterday to visit her parent, Mr. and Mrs. D, E. Barton,
on North Eighth street.
Mr. and Mrs. H. Basil Wales arc
visiting friends in the city on their
way home to Prescott.. Ariz., from
an extended eastern trip. Mr. Wales
is supervisor or a national forest
with headquarters at Prescott. He
was formerly attached to the dis
trict forest headquarters here,
Albuquerque Camp No. 13,303,
Modern Woodmen of America, will
meet in regular session tonight.
All members are requested to at
tend as there la to be a large class
ror initiation.
There are undelivered telegrams
the Western Union for Mrs.
,at
James, Mra. L. R. Taylor. Margaret
C. Robinson
and George S. M.
Lock.
Four dollars, full wagon load
limited amount.
factory, wood;
Hahn Coal Co. Phone 91.
Mr. and Mrs. J, F. Bowdlch of
610 South John Street have as
their guests Mr. and Mrs. Joe
Schaeffer of Great Bend, Kans.,
who are driving overland to California, where they will make their
home. Mr. and Mrs. Schaeffer are
former residents of Albuquerque.
The regular meeting of the G. K.
Warren Woman's Relief Corps No.
1 will be held this afternoon
at
2:30 o'clock In the I. O. O. F. hall.
The Sunshine circle of Rebekahs
will meet at 2:30 o'clock this afternoon at the home of Mrs. Ray
Smith at 315 South Broadway. Mrs.
John Bailey and Mrs. Ordo Silver
will assist the hostess. All Rebekahs are welcome.
Temple Lodge No. , A. F. & A.
M., will hold a special communication this evening at 7:30 o'clock
for work In the M. M. degree.
There will be a regular business
moetlng of the Elks lodge. 461, at
8 o'clock this evening.
Initiation
will he held and lunch will be
served.

NOW

$85

Easy Payments If You Wish.
No Interest Charged.

Roth man's
Music and Jewelry Store
First St.

Phone

917--

J

DEATHS AND FUNERALS
MOYA
The funeral of Manuel

Moya, who died Sunday evening at
his apartment on North Walter
street, will be held this morning
from Crollott's funeral chapel at
8 o'clock. Burial vill be in San
Jose cemetery.
NIBSEN

Charles

NIssen,

aged

at a local hospital yesterday. He moved his family hero
four months ago for the benefit of
his wife's and his own health. Mrs.
Nissen died August 22. The father's death leaves four orphan children, who are being cared for at
49, died

St. Anthony orphanage. Two broth
ers In Chicago have been notified of
the death. The body is at Strong
Brothers' mortuary pending funeral

REPAIRING

Watch

VANN

Inspector. Saula

any
any
where. Henry Transfer Co.,
Fe R'j. Phone 939.

Armours Bacon, lb

32c

Fancy White Cooking Figs, lb
Fancy Package Figs, pkg
Ferndell Tartar Sauce, bottle
Chase

Mayonnaise,

cans
cans
cans

'.19c
...-.42-

Seal

'

'

Wo believe in the future of Albuquerque.
We believe that a free broad spirit of
progress is at hand. Nothing can or will
retard the city's advancement,
but we
A determined, unified purpose
ourselves.
and a recognition of our common interest
will secure for Albuquerque an enviable
reputation. Having faith In the future,
we announce the addition of lumber and
building materials to our well established
fuel business.

1.9.")

....$1.2.',

S2.rri

2 for 25c

fC

EXPERIENCED
SALESLADY

DOUBLE MESH
HAIR NETS

fL
IL

jjjij

Spanish Speaking

Prefered

Dun-- 1

2

Corner Third and Central
-

f

Leaves Albuquerque. . 7:45
Arrlvese In Santa Fe. , .10:45
Leaves Santa Fe
4:80
Arrives In Albuquerque 7:30

am
am
pm
pm

Phone 600

I

SINGER
TAXI
Office
Singer Cigar Store,
West Ontral

Monument Works
Albuquerque, N. M.
Memorials of the Better
Kind
We

pay the freight to you

FOR WALL T1NTINO and all
kinds of painting call WRIGHT
Phone 1342--

FOGG, The Jeweler
Expert Watch, Clock and Jewelry
Also Engraving. All
Repairing.
work guaranteed. Opposite
803--

J.

123 S. 4th

St

To replace that broken window
glass. Albuqnerqne Lumber Co.,
Phone 421.
423 North first

TODAY AND TOMORROW

rr""

,

1

tA

it J0"8""1

i on 3tn

Coffee

.44c
$1.29
$2.15

.

Auction Sale
PHisHMsliHHnstBMBlBk

Thursday, Sept. 29, at 610 West Roma
Ave. Sale Starts Promptly at 2:30 p. m.

jTou are in need of
window shades it will pay
you to phone 808 and
have samples brought to
your home, to match
your walls or outside finish. We carry the Crescent Tints which we consider the best shade that
can be bought, and feel
that you will agree with
us when you see the
We use only
samples.
Hartshorn Rollers, the
best rollers made.
All
work guaranteed, as well
as materials used. Come
in or phone and we will
send our shade-ma- n
with
samples, and give you
prices.

J.

Five rooms of A- furniture to go to the highest bidder for cash.
Note the following articles to be sold: Leather Davenport, cost
$125; old Ivory bed room suite, consisting of bed dresser and
adles desk, with blue Axmlnster rug; library table, rocker, bed
iprlngs and mattress, dining table and leather upholstered chairs,
mahogany floor lamp, two Axmlnster rugs; J19S phonograph;
floosler kitchen cabinet, six hole range with water front, refrlg-3rato- r,
two turner oil stove, .tubs, cooking utensils and many
other articles not mentioned on account of space. Now if you are
in the market for anything in house furnishings and good furnishings, don't fall to attend this sale. These goods are all And absolutely sanitary never used at anytime by sick. Be on
nand promptly at 2:30 p. m.
-l

-l

J. L. GOBER, Auctioneer.
GALLUP

CERRILL0S

We Have Provided for Tour Comfort and Pleasure
DEPENDABLE FUELS
,
DEPENDABLE BE R VIC S3
DEPENDABLE SUPPLY
Phone Tour Requirements.

L. GOBER

COKE

216 S. 2nd St. Phone 808

205 South First Street
Tha Highest Grade Macaroni
Erg Noodles, Spaghetti and

ether Macaroni Product

-

MDEL

IIAlin COAL CO., PHONE 91

Furniture Co.

Wf-

BAD

Don't have to tell yon about this.
Leave you to Imagine and see
all the Joy Jackie Coogan gets
out of the pranks that have

WOOD

'

S GREAT REELS

We Are on the Job
25

tot

AUCTION SALE

Cents

Call Albuqnerqne 'Transfer
Phone 542.

Co.

IIUNING MERLos Lunas, N. M.

SHIPPERS OF
HAY AW
ALFALFA

Added Attraction: "SWEET REVENGE"

OF HIGH GRADE FURNITURE

'

CANTILE CO.

WILLY-NILL- Y

4

tickled a nation.

Your Trunk Hauled

.

&j-- . !&sss?

"I

.V.,'.-.35-

Brand

TO 11 P. M.

COAL SUPPLY and LUMBER CO.

If

Fletcher

1

an

for 25c

I Window Shades
E.

OOXTTNUOUS

'

feT"

ft4

rW

T In EATER

r

STAGE
Albuquerque
to Santa Fe.

l

ml

that good kind

TB
PV

MANDELL DREYFUSS
COMPANY

on

YRIC

This department Is supervised by an ex.
Vert of many years experience, Mr. E. E.
Brown, who is In our employ. He may
bo consulted at all times and will render
valuable assistance in arriving at the cost
of materials for any size contract. The
same high standard in service and quality
will be maintained and upon this basis
we ask your patronage.
We have gained
good will in the fuel business and it
jour
will be our endeavor to merit the same
in the lumber department. The name of
tho company is changed but slightly,
simply the addition of the word "Lumber."'
The officers remain the same, Wm. R.
Walton being nctive president and manager, and Reuben Perry, secretary.

itil

In Watch Repairing
WISEMAN'S WATCH SHOP
215 South Second St.

jjfl

EVENTS"

:

REGULAR PRICES

'

$2.0(1

PROMPT ATTENTION TO
MAIL ORDERS.

I

jtf'

WORLD!

,

I,

$3.50

s

,THE

"CURRENT

'

First.

Navy Blankets, new
Army Field Shoes
3. 1. Breec-ieO. D. Shirts
Army Cots

We Specialize

SEE

V

ATTENTION
117 N.

'

ADDED ATTRACTIONS

c

We Deliver Orders Over $8.00 FREE
Orders' Less Than $8.00 Delivered for 10c

X

I

j

Let Us Send a Man

23c

bottle........

and Sanborn's

J. A. Skinner

Pliotm :tt:s.

II

6.

Fhone 802

k,

"BURTON HOLMES TRAVELOGUE"

FOR SALE.
Five-roobrick, sun parlor,
screened back porch, garage,
corner lot, 1301 East Central
avenue. Furnished or unfur- nished.

Open from 7 n. m. to 8 p. m.
Corner Fount? and Cuitiul.

Phone

These slabs average 8 lbs.
New Aunt Jemima Pancake Flour.

Sunbeam

I

1

One more thrilling, rollicking reason why Wallace
Reid is the screen's most popular actor
A romance of
love and business. Roar-ing with daredevil-drive- n
speed cars! Tingling with
rivalry, trickery, danger! Strewing a thousand
smiles on the road to happiness!
A picture that starts the heart to
thumping and
gives old Father Time the laugh.

ANNOUNCEMENT

5

315 South Second.

j

-

IN

'Top, Much Speed"?
race-trac-

Proprietor of the F. S. S. Sunshine
and
and Separating Machines. 323 North Tenth Street.

Mail Orders Given Careful Attention.

"

'

1

SPITZ

107 So. Fourth Street.
Jrd door north of Postoffics,

CAFETERIA

210

S.

feet from Central Avenuo.
DEPENDABLE WATCH
REPAIRING.
Watches, Diamonds, Jewelry.

GIFT OF $2,000 MADE
TO FRANCES WILLARD
SCHOOL BY MRS. LUNA
A pledge of $2,000, her third generous gift to the Frances E. Wlllard
school for girls at Belen, has been
made by Mrs. Solomon Luna, It
was announced yesterday by Mrs.
N. J. Strumquist, state president of
the Woman's Christian Temperance
union.
The money Is payable to the
school at the rate of a thousand a
year. It will be used for the building, one room of which will be
dtdicated as a memorial to Solomon Luna. Mrs. Luna has previously given $500 and a piece of
property in Socorro to the schoo.
A state convention will be held
in October when further plans fir
the new building at the school w:'.!
be made. It is expected to start
work at the beginning of the year.
Over a hundred applications have
already been received from which
fifty students will probably be selected for the opening term.

by FANNIE

45

BRACY'S

117 S.

Sold Exclusively

'
I

Written by Byron Morgan

The Dainty Not In Dainty Packages

.1

EAT AT

'
GENTRY'S EGGS.
At Champion, Hawkins, San Jose, arrangements.
Skinner's, Ideal and Pappe's. Price
65 cents.
Ladles
of quality
originally
wore masks either to protect their
from
the
complexions
burning sun
OCR
or out of modesty to prevent them
from
being recognized while out of
WATCH
doors.
Mnst Meet the Rigid Requirements
of the Santa I'o Time Service
We deliver
size

Department.

FOR SALE

FOR SALE
WATER MOTOR
Inquire)
JOURNAL OFFICE

ST

and

Bulls.
These cattle are on my rand
ten miles north of Maxwell, Colfax County, N. M., and art
priced to sell.
GEORGE T. LAMBERT
Raton, N. Max.

The Product of 'My Invention
Machine Shelled Pinon Huts

One highly polished golden oak
library table; one golden-oa- k
roeker; one mahogany rocker.
Call mornings 0:30 to 11:30, at
114 SOVTII SEVENTH ST,

,

Here-fords-

48 Yearling

WANTED
Fireman for Sawmill.

d,

CREAM
Rear of

ONLY

(Remember tho Round-lT- p
Dance Last Ween 7)
DE LUXE ORCHESTRA
"Nuf Scd."

Apply
McKlnlcy Land & Lumber Co.
Knd Sawmill Line. Phone 1BO.

PARAMOUNT PRESENTS THE
POPULAR FAVORITE

Yearling Heifers.
Forty head of the above arc.
Double Standard Polled

Night

THOMAS ICE

ADMISSION

LOCAL ITEMS

Three Cash Prizes

White Leghorn hens, $1.25 each.
Satisfaction Guaranteed.
Mrs. M. A. SKEES
015 North Second. Phone 1815-- J

Herbert C. Schuitr,
JEWELER.

Adapted from "Mary Cary" by
Kate Langley Bosher
Latest News and Mutt & Jeff Cartoons

Also

fat

The management retwrve the rlB
to eject any objectionuhle penton
acting In on tmKentleninnly mnnnvr.

strati

TODAY AND TOMORROW
HIGHEST CLASS IN EVERY WAYi

158

29

FRIDAY NIGHT

and Rhode Isfryers, 35c pound.
Large
hens, 28c..
Pullets. 35c.

Taxi & Baggage

160 Registered Hereford Cattle
50 Cows, with calves at side
ld
33
Hellers.

At The Armory

POULTRY
land

158

si

THEATRE

FOR SALE

BIG DANCE

Barred Rocks

will
Merchants
Albuquerque
make their trade trip to Estancia
and Wlllard on October 4 and 5.
according to officers of the Business Men's
association
which is organizing the event.
of
Part
th,e first day will be spent
at EstHncla and all of the towns
from Movlarity to Wlllard will be
visited. The Indian school band
will furnish concerts at every stop.
The night of the fourth and all
day October 6 will be spent In
except that the Albuquerquo
boosters will start back late that
afternoon, visiting Belen and other
points en route.
This early return will be made
by the major portion of the party
because they must bo In Albuquerque to get ready for the district
conference of Kiwanis.
FOR SALE Beautiful hom or (rood
Investment. Three blocks from
two-stor- y
eight-roopostofffce,
house, very large sleeping porch,
colonial Interior, white and mahogany
finish, beautiful stairway and reception hall. For particulars call 711
West Gold, 13 to 8 p. m.

MARSH

MAE

)

WANTED

of

Wil-lar-

Per Month.

North First.

C1TJ ELECTRIC BllOB 8IIOP
607-213 South Second.
Free Call and Delivery.

Residence lot will trado road
ster. Good condition, new tires.
top and upholstery.
Address
2
Journal.
Phone 670.

W.W.!WIJ(II.UW
s&slslsaWUU

Tickets cf six tjaths, Including
body massage, for $10. for balance of this month.
Trained
Nurse and Masseuse.
MRS. TERHi DEAMER. Prop
508 H W. Central. Phone 685. W

rbone

Excursion
Launched
By Business
Men's Association Must
Be Here on Sixth.

CRESCENT GROCERY

IS Marble Avenue

Part

Large

5.00

401

pre-wa-

10c.

Absolutely fresh Cakes and Crakers, Chocolate Fingers, and
Chocolate Bon Bona, first fall shipment and the price is lower.
Supreme Butter again In stock, lb. 4Sc.

Sell

bank! and leading citizens
recommend mo. Your paper and
painted wall cleaned like new
r
at
prices. Call 15ERT.
PHOM3 IS97-All

AGAIN

Medicated Turkish Bath

WANT
Automobiles for Storage.

Albuquerque, Listen!

DATES OFTRADE

September 28, 1921.

A GAYETY COMEDY

My lease expires October 1st, and on account of. High Rents, I will sell at
Public Action the entire equipment of the Modern Business College at 518V2
West Central Avenue on

THURSDAY, SEPT. 29TH, AT 2:30 P. M. SHARP.

student tables and desks; 48 chairs; 1 4x12 slate blackboard; 1 mahogany
flat top office table; 1 t. recitation table, some smaller tables; 6 wire
paper baskets; 1 new walnut roller top desk; 3 beds, springs and mattresses;
1 ivory breakfast room set, of table, and four chairs to match ; oak dressers
and commodes; kitchen tables; rocking chairs; rugs and carpets; 14 pieces
4x6 Beaver board; 10 joints of stove pipe; some dimension lumber; a lot of
dishes, and kitchen utensils and niany other articles too numerous to mention
45

Advanced Prices: Matinee Adults, 25c; Children, 10c.
Night (6 to 11) Adults 33c; Children 15c
''
Including Tax.

18-f-

MRS. ELLA H. SUTHERLAND.

.V

SECURE
Bcst Training In All
Commercial Subjects.
Western School for Private
Secretaries.
Phone 901-- J
and Evening
Day, Half-da- y
Sessions.
The

.......
i , Amwnn .
modern, IfT
lust linlshed
I
press brick end new
modern except heat. Both
six-roo- m

five-roo-

m

loJ

modHighlands. Also
ern house on West Gold, just
'
J
completing. Call at
821 W. Silver.
Phone 149M
.

:
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1

